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Washington Whisperings. There is
every evidence that the war department is
making strenuous efforts to put enough
Amerioan troops into Cuba to meet any
call through the speedy evacuation of the
All the transports
Spanish garrison.
available in the Atlantic ports are being
with
“rush
orders” for sailing
prepared
South. The Spanish evacuation is to be
made with unusual celerity.The President has appointed Ethan A. Hitchcock
of Missouri, the present ambassador to
Russia, to be Secretary of the Interior,
vice Secretary Bliss, resigned.The
surgeon general’s office sent six female
trained nurses to Cuba from New York
Dec. 23d.
They are destined for the
division hospital at Puerto Principe.
Fifty other female nurses were started
for Cuba on December lb and it is intended
to place 100 altogether with the division
hospitals of the seventh corps.It is
accepted as little short of certain in the
best informed official and diplomatic circles
that negotiations will be opened soon
toward so modifying the Clayton Bulwer
treaty as t»» meet the conditions of the
present day concerning American contraction and control of the Nicaragua
Canal.Christmas was observed very
quietly in Washington. The weather was
cool and bracing.
In the presidential
circle the day was a very quiet one.
The
President and Mrs. McKinley have several
friends from Ohio stopping at the White
House and with them and a half dozen
others formerly living in their native State,
the Christmas dinner was enjoyed.
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Thomas Tilden Osborne died at his home
West Medford, Mass., Nov. 28, at the age
He was born in Belfast, a son of
of 72 years.
Alonzo Osborne, w ho was a prominent business man here half a century ago and built
the block on Main street now occudied by
Sam’l Adams and E. S. Pitcher, and the
in

Marshall block.

Thomas learned the

printer’s trade in The Republican Journal office
in Belfast, and went to Boston, where he
worked a few years. He soon moved to Medford, where he Las lived more than forty

Mercury says of him :
“He was a man of simple, modest life, not
widely known, but highly regarded by those
who liatl the privilege of his acquaintance.
He was connected with the Unitarian church,
in which he rendered helpful service, by
his constant attendance, as a worker in the
Sunday School and as a member of the Paryears.

The Medford

He leaves a widow ami
two daughters, Mrs. Ella Gilman and Miss
Lizzie Osborn?-, of West Medlleld. Of his
ish

Committee.'’

Christmas .Services.
The services at the Unitarian
church on
Christmas morning were
according to the
program announced last week. The church
was neatly and
appropriately decorated, and
the discourse by the
pastor, Rev. J. M.

Leighton,

was

timely

and

was

highly

ap-

preciated by the congregation.
There was special Christmas music at
the
North church last Sunday as follows
morning.

“The Story of the Christ Child”
Soprano solo by Miss Sailie B. Durham and
chorus
"On Bethlehem’s Peaceful Hills.”
Clave
Quartette aud chorus
,(P.
D.
the Bells,”
Ron,}
“Ring^ Ring, Ring
Soprano Solo and unseen chorus.
EVENING.

Town of Bethlehem,”
Bemis
of Nights,”
Van De Water
John Parker
,,,,,
‘‘Christmas Bells,”
Ptfneger
"Oh Christmas Bells, Ring Far and
Near,”
“O Little

Solo, "Night

,,

Simple

Misa Durham was in tine voice aud the
chorus did excellent work,
showing the tine
training of the leader, Mr. C. M. Craig.
The
at

the

gram

by

Methodists had a Christmas concert
church Sunday evening. The pro
well

was

rendered aud included

a

solo

Miss

Pettingill; recitations by Misses
Mitchell, Spinney and Cook; solo by Miss
Dinsmore; a quartette bv the Unitarian
kindly volunteered to assist. The
Messrs White and Pettiugill,
Misses Sullivan and
Dinsmore, with Miss
baunee as organist
The society feel deeply
grateful for this kindness. Miss Hauey
played the organ for the other numbers.
Monday evening the Sunday school had a
Christmas sociable at the vestry. A letter
was read from Santa Claus
announcing that
he was to drive from Tallahassee and would
cnoir,

who

choir

was

arrive
eame

during the evening. Soon after he
through a window and distributed

in

three bushels of
children.

to the

the old

saint in

departure

a

corn

balls and

W. C. Tuttle

good style.

fan drill

was

some

candy

impersonated j
After Santa's ;
1
a class of

given by

little girls,

Interesting Christmas services were held
at the Baptist church last
Sunday forenoon j
aud evening. Following is the order of service in the morning
Organ voluntary
Scripture

invitation

Doxology and Lord’s Prayer
Carol, "it is the Blessed Christmas Morn.”
Responsive Reading, Psalms 85

Bath, as corAnthem,
i: \.
Cole and A.
"Hark, What Mean Those Holy Voices,”
wueuau were elected to
Venn Sudds
father's family of eight hut t wo remain, Capt.
mittee.
A resolution
Scripture
reading
Geo. T. Osborne of Belfast and Mrs. Charles
Prayer
Li; legislature to pass
W Tilden of Hallowell.
Response,
Organ
The place
amy laws.
Carol,
“The Snow Lay on the Ground,'’
: was left in the hands of
Offering ami Invoked Blessing
remittee.
An invitation
Died in Augusta Dec-. 24.
Joseph b\ Hy mu
"as extended.The figSaunders, aged 86 years and 8 months. Mr. Sermon by the Pastor
Saunders
was
born
;
ummissioner WakeApril 1U, 1812, in the Matt. 2:2—"The Star of Bethlehem; A
Christmas Meditation.”
sales of liquor for the tow n of Palermo, then the District of Maine.
Fur many years he was a teacher in the
Prayer
st i’» have been £39,s«
moved
bools
of
the
He
State
to
Hymn
foi many years.
The j public
this city in 184‘J, where be had siuce resided,
Benediction
It) per cent, of this j
j Forty years ago he united with the Free
The Christmas concertlu the evening w as
£3,949. aseommis- j Baptist c urch ot this city, during the
attended.
The order of service was
.iib were m February,
pasturage of Hev. Geo.W. Beau, remaining largely
iimauder Sumner Cum- I an honored member to the hour of his de- as follows :
;
n t\y, died at
Ashville, cease. in the early history of the church Organ voluntary
He was the sou of during the years of his health ami strength, Chorus, “sweetest Music Softly Stealing.”
>y.
he filled important offices in church ami !
»
t Bangor, formerly of
Simper
parish ; his judgment beiug eagerly sought
Scripture reading aud prayer
Cummings Paine. He and respected. In the community he was Hymn
Mi 1 i i van and Fran k 1 i n
He tilled offices of
esteemed by all classes.
cnnuren’s exercise
L
ns of granite during the
I trust in| the city government, and was for Ciiorus, “The Passing of The King,” Maey
.-mallest amount, for sev- nine successive years member of the board
Contralto solo
A welli !"■ Washington County of school directors of the city.
Reading, A Selection from Mrs. Plielp's “Life
read
he
was
an
man
and
intelligent
of Jesus,”
Mias Keene
officially inspected by honored companion of men high in social
Suio, "Little Town of Bethlehem,”
ad C ommissioners and
attainments.
Beand
literary
position,
Brooks
Phillips
regular train service tween himself and the. late lamented James
Mrs. Pitcher
•■ntiie length will be inG. Blaine there existed for many years a
EthoU Frost
Poem, "Wonderful Night,”
Jan. 2d.It is warm and companionable friendship. Mr. v h ns tin as offering
lay,
mid-winter meeting ot Blaine for some time was associated with (Quartette, "There's a Song iu tLe Air,”
him as a member of the school board of the
'i ui of Women's Clubs,
Holcomb
city. None knew Mr Saunders but to re- Tenor solo,
Mr White
-.’ ■tli. will be the most iuJournal.
him.
[Kennebec
v\
ord
Loin
the
Pastor
A
Edward L. Baker, spect
Hymn
\. Hon. W. H. Looney,
Benediction.
Charles E. Haskell of Rockland, formerly
against the Portland S.
The services at the Uuiversalist church ou
•1 the death of his wife,
of Belfast, was steward of sell. Edward
* r,
w ho was on board
Lameyer of Rockland, which sailed from Christmas day were very interest ug, amt
she went down.
The
Hyannis Nov. 26th, the day before the great, there was a large attendance. The audience
»>c
The writ is quite
room was very prettily decorated with firand has not since been heard from.
gale,
ting the facts in relaHer
was coal laden, for Salem
trees, evergreen aud holly. The altar was
the Portland charges The vessel
carelessness in allowing owners have given her up. Mr. Haskell banked with green and holly aud a Lumber of
u’l from Boston in the was a native of Rockland ami had lived in laurel wreaths were arranged witl good efa
when they knew the that city and in Belfast all his life except fect.The music was according to the program
•
Ling; in uot providing a the four years he was in the army. He serv- announced last week, the choir consisting of
the exigencies of the
Miss Pettiugill, soprano; Miss Skay, alto;
ed in the 28th and 2!»th Maine, and his comwing the steamer Port- rades
Mr. Peterson, tenor; Mr. Mixer, bass ; Miss
say be was a good soldier. He was a
a
improperly officered,
of Edwin Libby Post, G. A, R., of
member
Kingsbury, orgamst. The sermon, by the
This
suit
is
re; [»ed.
Rockland. He has followed the sea from pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, was fr mi the
;i
term of the supreme
boyhood. His wife, formerly Emma L. text Matt. 1:23—They shall call His name
Sherman of Rockland, survives him with Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God
They are now with us. By general request we give the
cue daughter, Miss Jessica.
le Pacific Mail Steamship
but Miss Haskell will soon re- sermon in full, as follows:
■ders for the construction in Belfast,
turn to her studies in Wellesley College.
-.mers to ply between San
St. Matthew 1:23 “They shall call His name
Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with
"kohama and Hong Kong.
us.”
»>*• of
18,000 tons displaceWalter Young died Dec- 22 1 at his home
The birth of Jesus, the event which at
living capacity of 12,000 at Cobb’s Corner from typhoid penumonia,
Mr. Young had many
this season we celebrate with joyous festiviof 18 knots.
a brief illness.
will
after
They
ties and solemn rites, is one of the greatest
accommodations for 175 friends in this city who will deeply regret
from Belmont to
ire came
of historical facts in its oearingupon the adhis death,
a:ers. The Newport News
and for quite a while worked as vancement and well-being oi mankind.
Rockland
P. Huntington will build
of J. C. Cleve- That birth in the humble town of Bethlehem
a teamster in the employ
.i*.-rts at ,h t place are now
land at the Meadows. About two years w as of the divinest importance to our human
ates of the cost.A cannature. From that moment there was a
ag<- he moved to Warren, where he bought a
fuller realization of the possibilities and
wspapers throughout the farm and recently made some considerable
it.
He was a hardof the human soul. It can be
upon
capabilities
<6 for expansion and 103
improvements
\ section of the country
working, industrious man and greatly liked said that humanity took a new start from 1
life and death of the Man of
He
and
him.
was
32
knew
of
birth
the
years
by all who
t the
South, and that is of
Nazareth. It can be truly asserted that manage and leaves a widow. fRockland
sentiment.
newspaper
kind received a- deeper incentive, a nobler
Star.
little doubt that Great
enthusiasm, a diviner inspiration by reason
•<* to
i.
of the reveaiatory power of the simple sweet
abrogate the ClaytonDec. 24th at his home
died
Thomas
Frank
The temper of the cabipersonality or character of this peasant ami
the Meadows after an illness extending
at
inspire'.! propnet, uameo Jesus, or Saviour
pinion points to such ac- over a
The deceased
of
some years.
of rneu. The Christ’s life comes to each of
definite understanding moved period
to this city from Lincolnville when a
us as au encouragement, as au inspiration to
states has as yet been
since resided here. He
noble thinking and nobler doing. He shows
young man and had
the was a farmer by occupation and in addition
Britain desires
by reason of bis life as well as by precept,
Mr.
d constructed and is willcooperage business.
carried on a
the powers and possibilities that ave bound
mourned
his
acnature.
We have faith in
by
Thomas will be deeply
s-,ates should control it if
up iu our human
He \yas a kind,
friends.
and
the power ol lus life, because he be
neutrality aud safeguards quaintancesneighbor and would always in- Him and
a that humau nature
iu us, nad faith
lieved
agreeable
sts....Toney E. Wardner, convenience himself considerably to favor of which he was a part, because there was
>>'in Traveller, was sen\
another. In spite of his long illness, he has uohleuess in ins own s< ul, lie believed there
i
ivs in Dedham,
Mass., always had a cheery word for those about was nobleness in the souls ol or her men and
I
lie
Sherman.
him.’ He leaves one son, George Thomas. women, and this was the meaning of that
.Judge
word of lus so often quoted, ‘And i if 1 be
'•miit of court in allowing | Rockland Star.
in his paper comments
lifted up will draw ail men unto me.”
There is something magnetically attractive
•n
manthe Getchell
died
at
her
Tuesday
in true manhood, something winch draws
Mary A. Patterson
recently which in the
Mrs.
John
in
forth the dormant power from other hearts
Carr,
have influenced the home with her daughter,
This was
to meet and join forces with it.
East Belfast, at the age of TO years. She was
er containing them had
the meaning of our own poet Lowell, w heu
"«rt house before tlie case
the
nobleness
that
horn in Belfast, a daughter of the late Jacob
and
“be
noble,
saul.
he
"i.The 3d Nebraska, Col. Haskell, and was the. second wife of the late lies in other hearts, sleeping but never dead,
thine
own.’
meet
to
m's “Id regiment, had a fund < f
rise in majesty
»
Washington Patterson. One son and one will
1
Christ drew men and w omen to Him by
savannah from home fora
daughter survive her, Herbert Augustus Pat- reason of bis power ot innate goodness. He
tr
iier.
This was apportioned
terson, who lives in Nebraska, and Mrs. Carr. looked upon himself as the type and illustrai,
nipanies. The 2d Louisiana
His advent upon
She also leaves two step-sons, Martin and tion of universal life.
'M|<l for a Christmas
t;
dinner,but
earth as the child of Joseph and Mary was
nr
George W. Pattersou of Belfast. She was not, according to the beliefs of the tune, au
spent Christmas at sea,
heralded as a
Saturday at the same time possessed of a kind heart and noble nature event unforeseen; it had been
for many years.
i.
Texas.The fog was so and will be greatlv missed.
prophecy and expectation
and unosdie coast last Thursday night
Although His coming so humbly
tv,,
with
! >n & Maine
tentatiously was not in accordance
e?;
managers orderand expectations,
his
at
23d
at
home
Dec.
Messianic
died
their
prophecies
Joseph Wiley
!27, that left Boston at 7.45
of
men
the
Lincolnville after a short illness, at the age still the greatest and wisest
to run slow.
to the
C.
This train is of 89
Jewish nation had looked forward
years. Mr. Wiley was born in New->n<l at 10.40 and is one of the castle and for most of his life had resided in coming of some great prophet and deliverer,
K.
Jews. They looked
die Boston & Maine system,
Hope and Lincolnville. He was a farmer by some true King of the
surrounded by
'' r
iv,
was a surpise to train men,
occupation and a gentleman held in high es- lor a materialistic advent
and wonders iu
d,(‘ lirst ever received on the teem by all. He leaves six children.
omens, miracles, signs
this was not
because
earth,
heaven and
i
Hie train reached Portland at
come upon the
realized, because he did not
minutes late. The engineer
H
of Heaveuly
blasts
with
cloud** of Heaven
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Carver of Vinalhaven
dtnes the fog was so thick
they
^
trumpets and other such phenomena,
were summoned to North Haven Dec. 21st
‘flight failed to give any light by the death of Mr. Carver’s mother. De- did not receive him graciously and gladly.
as an imbun
looked
upon
of the engine. He had ceased was 78 years of age and the wife of Indeed, many
\
was using the old Messianic
run over the road under like
Nathan Carver, both of whom were natives poster. one who
a foothold for
At times, the fog was nearly of Vinalhaven. The other children are Mrs. prophecies in order to gain nation. Ibis
his teachings in the Jewish
rau» and came against the cab
C. S. Staples of North Haven and Henry D.
for the rejection of
was the reason largely
Carver of Malden, Mass.
like a shower.
i.

-K.,.
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;he Christ. Sucb » belief in some great
lersouality, some almost superhuman being
;hat shall >w and deliver the nation from
has been a common
oppression or bondage,
belief m al of the early nations and races.
In proportion as they were in the darkness
of affliction aud national adversity, the
stronger and deeper was their faith in the
Homing of this great deliverer, this powerful
personality that should strike off the chains
of servitude, aud with their Heaven-sent
leader he led forth t*> freedom. The Jewish
nation in bondage, looked for the coming of
their Saviour, their Redeemer, one sent from
he their Restorer,
Jehovah who should
should give them their ancient rights and
It is a natural,
national aud racial glories.
sn instinctive belief, Jesus of Nazareth was
the leader who answered in many ways to
their expectations, but there is deep sadness
In the truth,” “that He came unto his own
ana his own received him not.”
After these heroes aud leaders have left us,
venerate them, we begin
we instinctively
with a real’zation of their true greatness aud
worth, to celebrate their deeds, to have
jreat respect for the day of their birth,
and the day of their death. This has been
the attitude of every nation towards its

character of its Founder aud Initiator.
Jesus is to the world of men no legendary
hero, no phantom of superstition, no fabled

I ami

being existing by reason of the ingenious
credulity of men, he is more real and powerful to-day than when, centuries ago, He

walked in flesh ami blood the Gallileeau
hills and the Judean plains. Strange and
marvellous is it, that while other great men
and women who have gained reverence and
admiration have lessened in their greatness
with the flood of years, that this one great
figure stands out more really, more nobly
to-day than in all .the years that have been
since His death.
Time, instead of lessening
His greatuess, as it has undeniably done
with other great personalities, has only
tended to increase it, to enhance His sweetness and humanness, to make him dearer to
the hearts of each succeeding generation.
Year follows year and the number of His
followers is increased, and that His character is better understood, is seen to he more
truly alive to-day than centuries ago. Marshal the names of the other great teachers,
the other mighty prophets ami leaders of
men, and the pure, powerful, far-reaching
voice of this Peasant of Nazareth is mightier
than any.
Moses with all his wisdom aud
moral insight embodied in his great utterances,—Buddha, called the light of Asia,
with his truths and inspired words,—the
ethical wisdom of Confucius, the sage counsel and admonition of the noble Socrates,
the Stoic Epictetus with his strong appeals
to the self reliance ami unconquerableness
of men, Seneca, Marcus Aurelius, Shakespeare, with his great knowledge of human
nature, and his great inspired dramas, ail of
these seem faint, seem hut echoes to those
simple truths 111 the sermon on the Mount,
or those undying words spoken in parable or
prophecy to his disciples aud followers. It
is even of so deep ami true a seer as Thomas
He walked iu Judea eighCarayle said
teen hundred years ago, his sphere melody
in
wild
native tones, took captive
flowing
the ravished souls of men, and being of a
truth sphere melody, still flows aud sounds,
though now with thousand fold accompaniments aud rich symphonies, through all
hearts, and modulates and divinely leads

heroes and reformers. At this season of the
tear all of Christendom celebrates the birthiay of this child, called by his parents, Jesus,
which means, a saviour. Looking backward,
we see
how the life and personality of the
Man of Nazareth has been woven into the
fabric of all our present-day civilization. We
let in almost every department of life and
irt some manifestation of
the principle
w iieli was the central and essential soul of
aud
life
of
this
e character
great soul of the
The art, literature and life of modern
j^es.
Miles is a manifestation,of his spirit.
Men
:urn with an instinctive and noble reverence
:o this Son of Man, who was and is, the highest re\ elation of what it is possible for man
to become,
Christ. is for us the great, inestimable gift from the Infinite Father. The
powers of character that are latent iu the
Human soul, these and the heights and depths
»f the moral and spiritual life, He shows to
ns in such a
way as to make them full of
uagneticness, full of irresistibleuess which
Iraws men unto him. This is the true reason for our rejoicing at this Christmas seawhatever individual and private reaion ;
ions we may have for the reverencing of this
lay, there if this universal reason, that God
Has given something of truest value to men,
riz:—one of the greatest souls, aud nob est
personalities, that has ever come among men.
Jf course the Eternal Love is pledging Himlelf to us, by thousands of other noble men
md women,by other heroes and other prophets, by other reavlers and other poets, by
jther saints and martyrs, but iu this one man
here is the highest embodiment of the greatness and goodness of human character. And
to Christmas, in view of this fact Js and ought
o he, one of the greatest and most
joyous festivals iu all the year.
People naturally recto
ognize that,
rightly keep this day, and the
■vent which it celebrates, there should be an
aterchauge of peace and good-will. The offerngs of regard aud affection should be given,
l'liere thus becomes a divine fitness in this
season of giving. Ltis quite too bad, that the
spirit of commercialism should have crept
nto the observance of the day, a commercialsm seen in placing too much emphasis
upon
die money value of the gift, and a tendency
to neglect the motive back of the
giving, and
the true value of the gift, estimated by a
liigher and diviner standard of value than
that of dollars and cents.
It is rightly a season of '“glad
tidings of great joy, that shall be
to all peoples
As God pledges his Fatherly and Motherly love to His children by
giving to us this unspeakable gift, this sweet
powerful personality of the Cnrist, so we iu
>ur human way pledge ourselves to one another by giving our little gifts to each other
Ht this time.
Humanity is animated by a
livine generosity, a sublime unselfishness at
this time, when the day of the birth of the
Saviour of men draws near. There was an
>id legend among the early nations, that at
the Christmas season all of the earth was
jnder aspeli, charmed by the potency of the
iivine Love revealed in Jesus. Shakespeare
well, if quaintly, expresses it iu those well
known aud oft repeated lines in his drama,

them.”
Another noble soul, cal ed by his time and
age a skeptic and infidel, has paid as deep
aud tender a tribute to this great man, this

divine saint of sacrifice.
With sympathetic
and prophetic
insight Ernest Renan has
beautifully and truthfully said, speaking of
the death of Jusus ; the death which was the
truest birth:—“ Rest now in thy glory,noble
founder.
Thy work is completed. Thy
divinity is established. Fear no more to see
the edifice of thy efforts crumble through a
flaw.
Henceforth, beyond the reach of
frailty, thou shalt be present, from the
height of thy divine grace in the infinite
consequences of thy acts. At the price of a
few hours of suffering, which have not
touched thy great soul, thou hast purchased
the most complete immortality.
For thousands of years the world will extol thee.
A
thousand times more living, a thousand
times more loved since thy death thau
during the days of thy pilgrimage here
below, thou wilt become to such a degree
the corner-stone of humanity that to tear
thy name from this world would be to shake
it to its foundation. Complete conqueror of
death, take possession of thy kingdom,
whither, by the royal road thou hast traced,
ages of adorers will follow thee.”
And so we can ouly say to know this great
soul, to know that he is in very truth the
Way Truth and the Life is to realize the
great Christmas happiness. And to live his
life richly and bountifully, in service to our
fellow men, that is to receive and to give the

great, true, Christmas blessing.

‘Some say, that ever ’gainst that season comes
Wherein our Saviour’s birth is celebrated,
rim bird of daw uing singerh all night long:
And then they say, no spirit dares stir abroad
Hie nights are wholesome, then no planets strike.
No fairy blasts, no witch hath power to charm,
so hallowed and so
gracious is that time.-’
reverence

given by

has elected

man-

kind at fins season to this soul; if we are by
nature hero worshipers, as Carlyle said,
then while other heroes and saints have
been national or racial, this man of Nazareth
is fast becoming universal.
Whenever we
celebrate the birth of Christ we re affirm the
mission and the purpose of the Master. His
mission was no narrow one. not the saving
of one nation or one age, but it was a worldw.de purpose, a mission to our universal
humanity. In a deep and true sense the
words, “they shall call Ins name Jesus, for
lie shall save his people from their sins/’ are
full of significance. In the light of the recent
developments of civilization, there has been,
in 8pit-e of the seemingly backward steps, iu
spite of the many transgressions, and infirmities of human nature, a steady ad vance, a
going forward, a following of that great law
of lift- which was one of the great teachings
•f The Christ, that progress, which is one
of the highest laws of being.
People tell us
in a desponding and pessimistic tone that
when
there were so
there never was a time
many crimes committed, when there was so
much of wholesale robbery, and oppression,
s > mm h of lust and crime, so much terrible
sin in t le world as there is at the present
time.
Such an assertion is totally unwarranted, and no true student of history
would affirm that such is the case.
It is
true that a reader of the modern newspaper,
especially ;f that journal chances to be a

Following are the officers-elect of Tranquillity Grange, Liucolnville: Worthy MasMarriner; overseer, Win. A.
Bragg; steward, J. W. Miller; ass't. steward, Win. McKinley; lecturer, Myra Belle
Miller; secretary, Grace Maliouey; treasurer, Isaiah H. Cross; chaplain, Joel Maddocks; gate keeper, J. C. l>eau; ceres,
Grace Miller; flora, Annie Marriner; lady
ass t steward, Hattie Hook; chorister, A.
H. Miller; organist, Mrs. A. P. Knight.
Austin

ter,

Waldo County Grange met with Equity
Grange of this city Tuesday. There was a
good attendance, a majority of the granges
in the county being represented. Equity
Grange furnished an excellent dinner,which
usual

was as

supplemented by

the

lunch

boxes of the members. The question under
discussion was, “Resolved, That the Philip,
pine Islands should be annexed to the
i United States.” The disputants were W.
P. Thompson, I). O. Bowen, J. G. Harding,
W. H. Moody and W. T. C. Runnells. The
next meeting will be with South Branch

sensational one, may find crime and sin
Grange iu Prospect.
enough to appall any person, but you who
have read of the awful crimes against civilAt the regular meeting of Union Harvest
ization and manhood and womanhood, Grange, Montville, Dec .'id, the following
committed by such tyrants as Caligula and
for 1899:
Master, S.
the demoniac Nero, about such eras of blood- officers were elected
shedding as the Reign of Terror, and the Poland; Overseer, D. A. Poland; Lecturer,
Bartholemew Massacre, together the count- Georgi Carter; Steward, J. VV. Wentworth;
less other awful atrocities, know something
Ass’t. Steward, Mark Howard; Chaplain,
of those bloody periods of history, and know
that there is nothing comparable to them in ! M. M. Thompson; Treasurer, G. H. ThompEven the wars are ! son Secretary, O. A. Ramsay; Gate Keeper,
the.se modern times.
;
milder an<l ess frequent, and all of this is i Ernest
Terry ; Pomona, A. E. Barker; Flora,
owing. I think it can be safely asserted, to
R. J. Poland; L. A.
the principle of peace and progression which Ellen Sprowl: Ceres,
rinds such helpful exemplification in the Steward, Edna Ring; Organist, Ida M.
life and words of the Master.
History is a White; Chorister, W. F. White. fSec’y.
perpetual revelation of the advancement of
Union Harvest Grange, Montville, has
mankind, that there is in human life some
Power that is slowly urging it toward a
the following resolutions of

j

grander perfection.
with any thing like

When

we

adopted

study history)

reverence, with a noble
I urpose, for there is no such thing as profane
history, it is all sacred, it is all, even the
darkest momenta of it, part of a great for-

j
>

development oi ;
mankind. It :s a manifestation that there ,
is a force iu this world that is ou the side of
right and truth, on the side of lightness or !
right Jusness, that, there is a slow, silent
evolution toward the “one far off divine
event toward which the whole creation ;
inovt'S.” Realising as every student of life, i
in ail of its highest departments, must, that
there is this movement forward, immediately 1
by h divine ueccessity we are brought face
to face with another noble reality, another solemn realization, that we are
in
the
the
friendly grasp, of
grasp,
some
Higher Intelligence, some moral
order of things, that evolution is in short
when rightly understood, the truest evidence
that there is Intelligence and Love working
out its diviue plans is accordance with fixed
principles; that there is justice, and not
caprice, honesty and not partialism, truth
and not falsehood at the centre of this universe, and that each thing from the smallest
grain of sand to the greatest human soul has
its place and purpose, that each is made to
give meaniug to the whole, and that divine
principles are so fixed iu this world that
each,sooner or later,receives the recompense
which is its due.
Christmas day brings us to realize the inwardness of the life and character of the
Master, just as it is most truly observed not
by outward forms or rites and ceremonies,
but when the essential nature and spirit of
the day is manifest by a calm peace and
good will at the heart aud soul of each person.
The thing which gives us supreme
confidence in the development and universality of the religion founded by Christ,
apart from the truth which is the immortal
thing about it, is the single fact that this
truth was embodied or
in the life
warn

movement,

tor

me

j

j

personified

respect:

Passed on to higher life at his home in
Montville, Nov. 23d, Chauncey A. Swift, a
charter member of Union Harvest Grange;
also

a

true

believer iu

Spiritualism,

which

days;
proved a great comfort
therefore, he it
Resolved, That the members of this grange
extend their sympathy to the family in their
affliction and trust they are firm in the
in his

last

the
assurance that he has safely crossed
shining river and passed on to that heavenly rest towards which we am all journeying.
Resolved, That our charter he draped in
mourning for thirty days in respect-to the
memory of our departed brother.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased, a copy
placed upon our records, also a copy sent to
the local papers for publication.

FREE

OF CHARGE.

Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
of any nature, who will call at Poor's &
Son’s, Belfast, or A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom,
will be presented with a sample bottle of
Boschee’s German Syrup free of charge
Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without orders from parents.

No throat or lung remedy ever had such a
sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all
parts of the civilized world. Twenty years
ago millions of bottles were given away,

druggists

on

a

will tell you its

success

It is really the only Throat
was marvelous.
and Lung Remedy generally endorsed by
physicians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
prove its value. Sold by all druggists in
this city.

Orrin J. Dickey spent Christinas
friends in Rockland.

Edward H. Kelley of Bangor spent Christwith his relatives in Belfast

mas

Walter Poor spent Christmas
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O Poor.

Adelbert Merrill left Monday for

day

for

firs.

W.

Monday
Brick

expect to leave
Massachusetts.

short visit in

a

Dr. John Stevens

visit in

a

Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. F. S.

F.

for

Bncksport

Triggs went to
short visit.

a

spent Christmas with his fami-

C. J. Hall

ly

spent Christmas with

city.

in this

Whitmore went to Augusta Tuesday
business.

Mrs. Lettie Belle Cooper of Boston is
itiug relatives in Belfast and Swanville.

Rowe went to Brooks Tuesday
attend the funeral of Frank Auies.

tertown, Mass., the first of the week.

Otis

Mrs. C. C.

Clinton G. Ferguson is spending the holidays with his family in this city.
C. W. Follett returned Monday from a
visit in Rockland.

Madison Snow
Harbor Christmas.

Bowden
Christmas.

for

D. Townsend is spending her
home in New Haven, Ct

Ellen

Frank Elliugwood arrived home Saturday
Lynn, Mass.

J. Watson Knowlton spent Christmas with
Kuowlton of Fairfield.

his son, Dr. F. A.

Otis Alden is at home from Boston for

a

days.
McLellan is at home from Bos.

holiday

vacation.

Paul Carnes will go to
on business.

G. P. Lombard went

Dr.
to

Miss Carrie Erskiue arrived Tuesday from
to visit friends in Belfast.

Faunce of Toledo, O., arrived Friday
spend Christmas with relatives.

W. A.

North

at home from

was

Newport

Miss Jane

Miss

vacation at her

to

Herbert J. Morrison went to Waterville
on business.

ton for her

next

Frank W. Prescott spent Christmas
friends in Winterport.

Capt. R. W. Curtis, pilot of steamer
nobscot, spent Christinas in Belfast.
Frank A. Jones of
fast

days last

few

a

vacation

Pillshury of Methuen, Mass arSaturday to visit Henry O. Archibald.

Juliett A. Wiggin is spending her
vacation with her sister, Mrs. J. E.
Cousens, in Brookline, Mass.
Miss

holiday

Geo. M. Stone of Lewistown, Mont., is
spending the holidays with relatives in Bel-

Woodcock has returned from Rock-

H. L.

land where he had

fast.

Blanche It. Sanborn of Portland
her

holiday

vacation

with

is

her

father, John Sanborn.

Edgar F. Hanson returned Tuesday evening from Petit Mauau, bringing home two
deer from the park there.
Elizabeth Patch is at her home in East

North port

for the

holiday

vacation

from

Dusenberry left Tuesday for a
South Carolina, after which she

Mrs. Elsie
short visit in

California.
Abbott of

exhibition and saie of

an

his oil and water-color
Mrs.

C.

B.

pictures.

Palmer

of

Montvilie

visited

friends in Belfast last week and left Saturday for a visit in Boston
Lizzie Brady and her daughter May
Sharon, Mass., arrived Saturday to
visit Mrs. B s brother. Win. Hill.
Mrs

of New

Harry Stimpson

arrived

Saturday

lmmo

Rockland Commercia. (."liege for the

from

Malden, Mass.

to

Montvilie

to

Miss Alma Tilton left Saturday to spend
holiday vacation with relatives in Sid

ney.

Miss

Searsmont was in Belon business.

Everett

Mr. Eames, foreman of the late Belfast
Farms Creamery, went to Boston Monday

spending

Pe-

week

Miss Mary H. Mason went
Saturday to spend her holiday

her

business.

Friday

Mrs.
with

rived

Malden, Mass

Boston

to

spend Christmas.

week

Miss

visited relatives in Wa-

Hon. N. F. Houston was in Hallowell and
Gardiner Monday on business.

arrived home from

Tuesday

few

Capen

vis

from

Irvin L.

Jay,

Rev. R. T.

home from Seal

at

was

William F. Thomas
Camden Tuesday.

on

with his

friends in Bangor.

Hudson,

to

with

O. Colby went to Islesboro Monday to
on Dark Harbor cottages.

W.

on

home from Union to

Peter Welch was at home Christmas from
Hurricane Island.

work

to

Homer Dickey came
spend Christinas.

Burns went to Islesboro Monday
short visit.

Arthur
for

holiday

vacation.

Robert Gross has returned h<

me

from Ivie

talidin Iron Works, where he has been
ployed the past year.

em-

Horatio M. Welch was at home Christfrom Camden, where lie is at work in
H. M Bean's shipyard.

McDonald.

mas

George Forbes left Monday for Lynn,
Mass., where he will work in a steam fitting
establishment. He will visit in Boston and

Rev. Ashley A. Smith ami w ife are sprinting the week with Mrs. Smith’s relat;-.. in

Chicopee

few

a

vv imam

Belfast.

days

en route.

Grockett

He

visiting friends

is

of the suciessful

was one

Klondike, and expects

in

lumber

business

into the

go

Virginia.

in

ones

His

son

will go South with him.

Charles

Lucy Burgess

Miss

to

in

Taunton, Mass., and
L. Burgess of North

of

brothers, J. S. and It.

Jay, Maine,

been spending Christmas
with their sister, Mrs. Gilbertson on
l uiou St., returned to their homes Tuesday
morning.
who have

Milliken lias received

Mrs. S. L.
from her

dated
loth.

Capt.

son

He is the

S. M.

his old

to

Milliken, I

commanding

few idle moments.

bered

letter

a

Philippine Islands,

Cavite,

at

ofib

He wishes

to

They

were

wood, including

in

two

•

of his

Monday

Lam leu

L

Christmas, Levi Clay,

remem-

rockers, kitchen

returned

foundry, after
his home in Swanvilie.

with

a

short

visa at

Foreman with

England Telephone ('<> was
a valuable gold watch by the

resented
members

crew.

Hriilau B. Ellis of Eu.hdeii visited fro mIh

Thursday

in Belfast last

returning home from

and

Friday He was
Grange m

the State

Bangor.
L.

D.

Craig of Butte City. Mon., was in
from Searsmout last week, the

Uockport

Phillip Hanley
guest of his cousin
Thomaston, at the Carleton House.

of

Spdford

to

Carrie

Mihs

the

spend

ware, etc.

Crosby

A. T

to work in the

At

i pally

n

ti

Edward Haney arrived home from Boston
for a short visit,
o
ompanied by
Ins little nephew, Jimmie Huiue.

he

m

ml

Saturday

New

presents, pi

went

last

winter.

Nov.

very enjoyable evening spent.
the recipients of a number of

Bel-

m

Milly Sail hurt
Friday u- sj

Misses Lena and

and has

a

auditor

was

fast Dec. 21st anil 22d.

er

Belfast friends.

useful and ornamental

of the Maine Central L. R. ('•

S. A.,

Mr. and Mrs. Wilber A. Mac ember celebrated the fifth anniversary of their marriage by a party at their home on Bay View
street the evening of December 20th. A
goodly number of relatives and friends wer*

present and

Auuisquam, Mass.
F. N. V. Berry .assistant traveling

Medheld, Mass

holidays

lett.
her

at

Saturday

home

(freat

in

Works, after which she will mak-

a

short-

The faculty of the Bliss Business College
Watervilie have engaged Lawyer L. D.
Jones of Clinton, formerly of the Waldo
County Bar, to deliver a course of lectures
ou Business
Law, before the students of
their school. These lectures will be ou con-

Brackett, of Pittsfield
.tine to
Mrs. A. J
Belfast last week to attend the funeral < f
the little child of her daughter, Mrs. Kate

tracts, notes and bills, partnership, agency,
insurance, corporations, probate and bankruptcy, mortgages, real estate, bailments and
banking. Mr. Jones is well known in

G. Prentiss of Brewer assisted his son,
Prentiss,as postal clerk outlie Belfast
& Burnham run during the rush of business
Christmas week.

of

Waldo
his

county and

we

are

glad

to learn of

success.

visit in Montreal.

Dec

row'.

M.

H. M.

Wedding Bells.

Greer.

F. O

Mobto'-Davis. A very pretty wedding
occurred at the home of Mrs. Avilda Davis
iu Jackson Village Wednesday evening Dec.
21st, when her daughter, Estella M.. was
united in marriage with Edwin T. Morton of
Jackson.
F.

Rev.

The ceremony was performed by
Dolliff in the presence of the

S.

contracting parties and a few
The bride was prettily
intimate frieuds.
ami tastily dressed in white, the groom wore
the conventional black, and both wore beau
families of the

tifui white

roses.

Awedding lunch

was

served

the'evening was a most happy and festive occasion. The bride is the popular dress,
maker of Jackson and her taste and skill is
conceded by all. She is a lady of high
character and sterling worth. The groom is a
and

young

man

of

high

moral

character, whose good

genial

ways

have

won

ami

common

him

for

happiness

and

success

and Mrs. Melvin Heath of Bucks-

Mr.

port spent Christmas in Belfast. Mr II.
returned home Mouday, hut his wife will remain awhile with her parents, Mr. and Mrs

Christian
sense
a

and

host of

friends here and elsewhere. He is a successful school teacher and is at present employed
in the village school of Jackson. The many
frieuds of Mr. and Mrs. Morton extend congratulations and best wishes for their

Montville, Dec. 24, 1898.

and your

S. W. Freeman went to Boston Monday
business.

Harding;

Ceres, Margaret Myrick; Flora, Susan Rand; L. A. S., Clara
Carney.
na, Solome

Dr. P. E. Luce of Waterville was in Belfast Monday on business.
Elmer Crowell of Newport spent Christmas with his sister, Mrs. Robert Coombs.

Boston is spending
the holiday week with Ins sister, Mrs. 1.. F

officers for the ensuing year as follows: \V.
M
A. T. Woods; W. O., F. B. Lane; W. L.,
Eunice J. Harding; W. S., J. A. Vaudeets:
W. Sec., Grace E.
W. C., Henry Bacon;
Cook; W. Treas., Edwin Rand; W. A. S.,
Carl Giles; W. G. K., W. A. Mason: Pomo-

Hamlet:

Instinctive is the

Grange, Unity,

T. S. Ford of Swanville went to Togas
to do evangelistic work.

Clifford B

South Branch Grange, Prospect Village, is
Co hold a sociable Jan. 3 at the Grange Hall.
All are cordially invited.
Stream

PERSONAL.

Monday

will go

News ot the Granges.

Sandy

PERSONAL.

#

in life.

Arthur F. Brown is spending the holiday
vacation at home from the University of
Maine.
him

His

here

Thursday
Frank

classmate. Mr

last

week

and

Whittier,visited
left

for

Boston

afternoon.
L.

master

and

Brown.

Mr.

Field will
Chief

be

Assistant Post-

CU-ik with

Postmaster

Field served in the

same

cupa-

ity during Mr. Brown's former admiuistralion and is well qualified in every way for
the

position.

Isaac

Wilbaml

was

at

lmm

■

Christmas

Portland, where he is employed as carpenter by the McDonald Dredging Co of
New York. The company has a large gov-

from

ernment contract for dredging m Portland
harbor, and Mr. Wilbaml has chary of the

carpenter work on their tugs, dredgers and
scows.
They are now working three dredgers and are building a fou rth.
Mr. Charles E. Stephenson, the popular
heard
young baritone whom Belfast people
not long ago, made one of the largest hits of
the season at the Rice Training School con
cert in Boston. His rich, tine voice captur-

audience ami many of his songs
had to be repeated twice. His song, “Queen
of the Earth,” especially showed his rich
This
voice, training, and wonderful range.
ed the whole

Hi tty “Two Gifts

a

Year.

present that comes not
year, but fifty-two times, is a present
well worth receiving, and well worth giving.
Such a present is supplied by a subscription
to The Republican Jounal. It comes every
week, and each time brings a wealth of
good things. It costs but $2 anil yet it
gives vastly more pleasure than a much
in any
greater sum could give if expended
other possible way. Order it sent to some
out-of-town friend, and you may rest assured that oue, at least, of your New Year’s
A

New Year’s

once a

will
times.

gifts

|be thoroughly appreciated many

credit upon his
young artist reflects great,
teacher, Mr. Adams, and shows his hard
study. The final and hardest piece Mr.
Stephenson sang was the “Toreador Song”
from the opera Carmen by G. Bizet. It seemed hardly possible that an artist so young

could give this piece with so much dramatic
tones. Music lovers
power and yet have pure
will watch with interest the growth of music
in this young artist.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

[Deferred

from last

week.]

The Ladies’Circie was entertained at G. A. K. Hall last Thursday afternoon
by Mm. A. J. Billings... .A harvest dinner
an 1 election of officers was the
program at
Dingo Grange last Saturday. ..Beacon L;ght
Club was entert lined by Mrs. A. .1. Billings
at her home D m
20th-A Magazine Club
A going

Sinai!

James Foster and Dr. Cleaves of
Hirbor were g tests of G. Bellows Sat
Mrs Judson Wiggiu, accompanied
urday
by her :i;ot,her in i sister, has gone to Independence Iowa, to spend tin- winter .Prof.
M’ W Rich his gone to Southwest Harbor
Mr

fora

w.M-k..

\lr

Phil Small is stopping at
Mrs. Nellie, Cook will go to

Bvstou, Mass.,
band and
1

of

aidei
of

hei

hus-

Rhoades died Dec. 18t.b

Lewis
home

h

old

father,

>*

shadow

The

at

Rhoades,
months, aged 22

ist

t.lie hearts

over

many friends by the death of his
ng wife only a few weeks since had
ei;, lifted ere the husband was called

h-s
>

s-hi

the eternal beyond. Two
..tile boys ire thus doubly orphaned by
t':.\ going out. from us.
the
The funeral
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ies
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Wednesday morning at his
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To years, 1 month and
Th- remains w-.e Taken to Frank
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Obituary.
R
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ns

resi-

years

Ellsworth, died Dec. i» in Somerville*
aged sixty-two years. Mr. Morang
internal

eustaine.,

Odi

Morang, fur many

injiries by

a

fall in

Post

square. Boston, Thursday. He was
taken t.o his home in Somerville, where he
l;ed the following
morning. Mr. Morang
was

'•«

native of

a

Belfast, but

came

to Ells-

worth

when a young man, and most of lus
de was spent here, where he was
engaged in
business.
For several years he has resided
" Mass-a. i.isetts.
He had been a great suff-**er (or
the past two years. Mr Morang
•-■I Miss Mar v' M.( ore, daughter of Nathaniel Moore of Ellsworth, who died some
Years ago.
fie leaves two children—Charles
Morang of this city, and Mrs. Wm. H
Robertson
Somerville. Two brothers of
the deceased also reside here—R
E. and
i > tni
Morang. Deceased was a member of
of Ellsworth,
L.vgouia lodge, F ami A. M
• ml of Somerville
council. Royal Arcanum.
I he funeral was held ;n Somerville
Sunday.
body was brought to Ellsworth for int-rment.
The remains were accompanied to
^• '"dluiie
cemetery Tuesday morning by the
umediate relatives, and a delegation from
oygonia lodge. (Ellsworth American.
■
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MOTHER

Has found that her little ones are improved,
m »re hy the pleasant
Syrup of Figs, when
in need of the laxative effect of a
gentle
remedy, than hy any other. Children enjoy
it and it benefits them. The true remedy,

Syrup

of

fornia

Fig Syrup

Figs, is manufactured by the CaliCo.

only.

A Pleasant Duty.
“When I know anything worthy of recommendation, I consider
it my duty to tell it,” says Rev. Jas Murdock
of Hamburg, Pa. “Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder lias cured me of Catarrh of five years
standing. It is certainly magical in its effect. The first application benefited me in
five minutes.
I would not be without it in
the house.” Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and
A. A. Howes & Co. 82.
“I bad

a

running, itching

sore on

my

leg.

Suffered tortures.
Doan’s Ointment took
burning ami itching instantly, and
quickly effected permanent cure.” C. W.
Lenhart, Bowling Green, O.
away the

OASTORIA.
+ me Kind You Have Always
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<«!o| y shields
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many aie
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iei.

Jones Da-

many old-timers lieie, among
Ansel White and
John Bennett.

John hardly grows gray and is
men of manhood. George Day
aud

make

maint*

tine specilingers with
a

psail

ourii-i

polished mahogany

conn ten a net*.

can

a

*u

The old

man

took

a

far enough I can make both ends
meet.”
He then returned to Belfast.
[ Rockland
Courier-Gazette.
over

chew

tobacco,

swung around, aud said:
“Rowland, 1 don’t think you will ever be
a success as a
captain. Go home and tell
your mother all about it.”

My

father

was

a

venture.

That

fall the Colonel had got tired of looking
up at that fiddle box and gave it to father,
who was quite a player on the violin.
About

Christmas, Eighteen Ninety-Eight.
A

\ ear ago. a little year,
But oli! it seems full ten years long
Since one she loved was hert—was here,
And with her sang the Christmas song
book-keeper at the time The Christman song of mirth and cheer,
j
Gould straightened out One year ago, one weary year.

and says uncle
the cargo and called it

years after I sold the same violin
to Oliver Pendleton of Lineolnville Beach,

j

j

o

j

Alone she sits and thinks o( him,
The year’s last sands are sinking low,
The empty room is strangely dim
Save for the candles’ yellow glow'
Almost one fancies ghosts about;
Tlie sparkling Yule-tide stars are out.

She sings, with what
Her

a

quavering note,

grieving thoughts

are

far away,

and he has it now, as good as new, and it | A sob is trembling in her throat,
How shall she sing this song to day ?
has improved much in tone. For aught
j Old memories at her heart-strings clutch,
One’s native land may ask too much !
I know it may be one of the celebrated
And yet, there may be tender ghosts
old violins.
I have no doubt it is supeThat steal from shores contiguous
rior to Jerry Whitten’s old Lion Head.
To waves that sweep from our own coasts,
And wistfully yearn over us ;
Boys and girls, pitch in and enjoy your Such
shadowy friends, so close they stand,
New Years. Think of mauy who would
One almost feels the vanished hand.
like to be with you, trip the light fantasAnd many a heart this Christmas-tide
Keeps vigil, for its dear ones gone.
tic toe, and see that Prof. Sanborn’s OrA lonely hearth, a chair beside
chestra does its full duty.
I knew Percy
The embers once that redly shone.
when he wore dresses, and for heaven s And many a heart must mourn its fate
This Christmas, eighteen ninety-eight.
!
sake, how would he look iu one now.
Bazar.

Well, old chums and good friends, I
won’t distress you any further this trip,
and with the kindest of feelings to you all,
I am as ever you old friend,
John F. Gould.

City.

Half the ills that man is heir to come from
indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens and tones the stomach; makes indigestion

impossible.

i

I

n

fHarper’s
While

there is

life there is

hope.
I was afflicted with catarrh ; could neither
taste nor smell and could hear but little.
Ely’s Cream Balm cured it.—Marcus G.
Sbautz, Rahway, N. J.
1 he Balm reached me safely and the effect
is surprising. My son says the first application gave decided relief.
Respectfully,
Mrs. Franklin Freeman, Dover, N. H.
A 10c. trial size or the 50c. size of Ely’s
Cream Balm will be mailed. Kept by druggists. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., N. Y.
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cure
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Lonslutation and examination free.
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Belfast Office, Johnson Block,
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FRANCIS' SHOE STORE, M

E.L. STEVENS, M.D.,
Operating Surgeon,

|

1

HarpersBazar

Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

County Commissioners’ Notice

A

East Knox. October 14. 1898.
I'o the Hon. ouiihi < 'nrnmissinners
We. the undersigned, legal voters of the town
of Knox, respectfully ask that a change he made
in the location of the road
leading from Fred
Kenney’s to the 1* O. at said place and 'liar said
change should commence at the foot of the Blood
and
Hill,
crossing laud owned by Arnos .Jackson,
intersecting the Belfast road, being
rods, more
or less,
thereby doing away with the above named
hill, which has been deemed an unnecessan bill
of expense to the town.
W e therefore pray for a
hearing and that our reEDW.J Vos|
quest be granted.
and fourteen others,

specific,

Cre?m Bslm
COLD 'N HEAD

Allayslintlammarion. Heals and protects the
Membrane
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell
No Cocaine. No Mereury. No Injurious
drug. Full size 50c ; Trial Size 10c. at Druggists
or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 5B Warren Street. New York.

(

S
organs.
Price 85c., at your druggist'"- >
Write for free hook on ••Children" C
Da. j. v. rauK a t o.,
?
Auburn, Me.
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acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and SI.00 per box.

date

The Paris 1 etter

Them
I AMCQ Who Have Used
LHUICO Recommend as the BEST

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching ai once,

u

\e*

Y-a
\

>

Immediate
no
pain,
T~^— V-M
Used for years by leading specialists. Hunorcas of testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. AH Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.

Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
Iy38

KING MEDICINE CO.. Cox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

Notice of Annual

Searsport National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Searsport National Bank for the election of directors and transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their banking room on Tuesday, the 10th day of
January, 1899, at two o’clock l*. m.
Searsport, Me., December 5, 1898.
4w49
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.

up-:©

A MIRROR OF FASHIOS

j

The only sure, safe, entirely vegetable remedy for i
worms
in
children
or?
a<lult.s.
Harmless underi
any conditions. A speedy ?
cure for all disorders of the ?
blood and
the digestive

thoroughly

Etc usivcr models

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss. Cot nty ('o.m.missiomihs'Corin |
December Term, A. D. 1S‘»8.
on the foregoing petition, Ordered, That tin
bounty Commissioners meet at the store ol M W.
Swell, at East Knox, on Monday, the Both da> >i
.January next, at 10 o'clock a.m. ; and thence pm- ;
<*ted to view the route set forth in the petition;
immediately after which at some convenient place
j in the vicinity, a hearing <>! the parties and thei'
witnesses will be had. and such further measures
; taken m the premises, as the < ommissioners shall 1
judge proper. And it is further Ordered, that no
lice of the time, place'and purposes of the Com
;
missioners' meeting aft resaid, lie given to all pm- !
sons and corporations interested,
by seiving an
attested copy of said petition with this order
thereon, upon the Clerk of the town of Knox.aml 1
by posting up the same m three public places in
said town, and by publishing the same in The Ke
publican .Journal, a public newspaper published 11
m said
County ; said publication and each of the
other notices to be thirty days before the time appointed for said view, that all may appear and be
heard if they think proper.
Attest:-T1LE8TON WADDIN, Clerk
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest:—T1 LESION W ADDIN'. Clerk.

is quickly Absorbed.
(lives Relief at once.
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sale by R. H Moody.
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matter where it is, nor what
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vear old; it must yield to
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A SCARED FIGHTER
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THE RESCUE OF REDWAY
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Cherry

thoughtful countenance.
“Well,” he answered, softly, if 1 bend

a

Rough Riders.

I

CATARRH

tinued, “Well, where is the money?” and
the reply was: “1 bought two suits of
clothes and that liddle.” How much did
the liddle cost?”
“Seven hundred aud

!»

>1 !.S

is

young

veil

P

piaster.

fifty dollars.”

5

Warm Footwear,
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during 1899 will be devoted
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vests.
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jib just

time and worry.

saves

(

pectoral
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Men's if oof Hoofs. frith snag proof

that he was able entirely to suppress
as handily as bO years ago.
1 meet Lx ; his hum ious inclinations.
Occasionally
lie would break into the columns of The
Mayor Boudy of Brooklyn quite often, and
aim
his pieces made countless
Juirual,
David looks like a young fellow, 1 notice thousands
The Boston Globe
laugh.
the names of Mrs. Ansel White ami Mrs. heard of “Our George'' and sought him
lor its own.
Foi a number of weeks li s
( apt. Higgins, formerly of our old downsketches illuminated the columns
east home.
They were veiy pretty girls, tunny
of that metropolitan journal and people
and now in tlieir matronly years are delaughed who peieiianee had never laugh- l
voting their time to charity largely, es- before.
But it is difficult to make vests with one
pecially our Brooklyn Xnr.>ery, a nwst
hand and lunny articles for the newsworthy institution.
paper* with the other. Stitches must
Xow w hat can 1 say that will be of in- drop somewhere.
Letting fall a tear upon
Immediately after apph :ng it yoa
the
vest then in hand G. A. Quimby reto
terest
you ill" Do you know the highfeel its soothing, warming, strengthnounced lame as a humorist.
est piuo-b liddle
owned in Belfast in
ening power.
People who are authorities declared
It quiets congestion; draws ou*
old times'.' 1 suppose I ought toeail it a this to he .-hear waste of brains
inflammation.
violin so as to b»- up with the times. Away
Evidently G. Quimby felt, this, for reback in the late forties or early fifties cently he turned his vests over to other
It is a new
and went into an old insurance
Col. Rowland C'arleton kept a wholesale parties
linn that lias alw ays prospered.
A new combination of new
iloui and corn store on Carieton’s wharf.
“It is very much like the newspaper
remedies.
Made after new
He owned several vessels, and iu the fleet business,’’ he said, as he sat on our
methods. Entirely uaiike any
office stool and peered inscrutably into
other plaster.
was the old Tippecanoe, a last sailing
the depths of his concave, colored spectaThe Triumph of Modern Medical
( apt. Daniel
schooner of about 100 tons.
cles.
Science.
Carleton was captain, and in rotation
As to w hy we wondered.
The Perfected Product of years of
“The policy holders are so much like
Fatient Toil.
Capt. John. Then Rowland wanted to be
Placed over the chest it is a
subscribers,”
exclaimed,
George
“you
captain. David w'as t ie lawyer of the
have to go out collecting.
powerful aid to Ayer’s Cherry PecNobody ever
family and Dudley too young ; so the old comes into the office to pay anything.”
toral in the treatment of all throat
colonel said one day
“Rowland do you
But vve pleaded with him to renounce
and lung affections.
the
hidden
Placed over the stomach, it 6tops
think you are capable to go captain?”
ways of insurance and be
a funuy man.
There was yet time and
nausea
and vomiting; over the
“Of course I am,” was the reply, su the
the world sat longing t< he tickled.
bowels, it controls cramps ami colic.
colonel got a goof! mate, Capt. Stephen There was uevei a better field for real
Placed over the smalfof the back,
it removes all congestion from the
Clark, aud loaded the schooner with a humorists, we urged.
G. Quimby shook his head.
kidneys and greatly strengthens
hold full of wood and deckload of hem“When a man is 40,” he rejoined, “it
weakness.
lock boards. They had a good trip, aud isn’t much use to
For sale by all Druggists.
new
and
try
tracks;
and iu due time returned with flour when he gets to be 2.40 he has one
J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
aud corn.
Capt. Rowland brought home leg over the dasher and has to slow
down.”
a violin in a pasteb >ard box and
put it
“But are you making a good thing at
on a
shelf in the office.
After a while insurance?”
we
desirous
of \
asked,
the colonel says: “Rowlaud, what did prying into his private affairs all we j
could.
you get for the boards and how much for
A Climatic
George A. Quimby regarded us with a Affection
the wood?” When told, the colonel conus,

It
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PERRY DAVIS Sc SON.
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in the insuianc'* business now
Foi many years be made vests—made the
best vests in the world, probably, with
buttons that even his own joke-couldn’t
hurst off, and that were recognized among
the trade as honest goods.
But it is not all of life to live, nor all of
vests to dye.
When G A. Quimby declined to Lro onto the staff of the Belfast .Journal. under the tutelage of William Simpson, there was lost to the newspaper profession what inevitably would have become
one of its richest adornments.
Instead *4 which G. Quimby, tempted
by the glittei of Wealth, went to making
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THE N. K. FA IK HANK COMPANY,
St. Louis.
New York.
Chicago.
Boston.
Philadelphia.
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he is a stayer. There are others in Belfast that were not quite in my class.
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In Bulletin 4(1 of the Maine Experiment
Station, Prof. Munson lias given a list of
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hancing the value of farm property.

and three brigs,
Bangor, Me Dec. 20. Capt. E. P. Dickson, for many years a prominent coast captain and
recently in command of the Maine
Central ferry steamer Sebenoa, running between Mt. Desert ferry and Bar Harbor, and
which ran into the lighthouse on Hancock
Point one morning in broad daylight a few
weeks ago, has sent, in his resignation to the
company. It, is understood that he will be
succeeded by Capt. Ellis W. Bray, who has
been in the employ of the Maine Central for
about ten years. During the summer season he has been
captain of the Sebenoa and
in the winter when but one steamer is run,
he has been Cant Dickson’s mate.
Baltimore, Dec 18. At 1 o clock yesterday
morning the four-masted sch Jennie S Butler, Capt Butler, dropped anchor in the harbor, ending what is regarded as one of the,
quickest round trips on record. On Oct 1(>
the Butler sailed from Newport News with a
cargo of 1,488 tons of coal for Tampico, Mcx.
The trip was made in 15 days and 1,8 hours.
Discharging cargo there, the sch sailed for
Charlotte Harbor, Fla, making the run in
nine days.
Here she loaded 1,428 tons of
phosphate rock and sailed from there on
Dec 1
Including the discharging <>f one
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home

attraction for the

of summer visitors and

for Palermo, Sicily, and which
had been abandoned in a waterlogged condition nu Nov 23 in latitude 28 north, longitude 27 west.
Bangor, Dec. 17 —From thb opening of
the Penobscot river to navigation in March,
to time of its
closing, the present week,
1,535 vessels arrived in this port. These
figures are something loss than those for
1897, when there were 1,787 arrivals. The
figures for the present season are as follows
One thousand one
hundred and forty
schooners, 35(5 steamers, 23 barges, nine
barks, two brigs, two sloops, two ships, one
barken tine. In 1897 the arrivals were 1421
schooners, 342 steamers, <» barks, five barges

Bt

Hotel Mi-'.

an

Capt Cerase,

village....
Deeriug for a few weeks.

to

pleasure

tude 12 west, having on board the crew of
the Italian bark Salvatore, which sailed
from
Bangor, Me, on Oct 29, in command of

Mrs. Mott

our

Plants for /laine.

London, Dec 15 The British steamer
The ornamentation of rural homes
Basuta, Captain Taylor, which arrived at
Gravesend yesterday from Buenos Ayres, importance to the people of Maine
reports having spoken the British bark only as a means of adding to the
Aretas on Dec
9, in latitude 40 north ; longi- fort and
of the

Fukkdom

lias born formed in

Ornamental

Harine Miscellany.

H. H.

Meeting.

j

The stockholders of the MERCHANTS MARINE RAILWAY COMPANY are requested to
meet at the office of N. 8. Lord & Co., Front street,
on Wednesday, January 4, 1899, at 53 o’clock
1*. M. The object of the meeting is to elect a
board of directors for the ensuing ytar; also to
transact any other business that may properly be

|

CHARl.ES W. FREDERICK, Secretary.
Belfast, Dec. 15, 1898.-3w50*

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
!

P. O.

ADDRESS,

j presented.

|
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If the blood in sufficient
quanleaves the body because of
wound or hemorrhage of the
lung- the result is death.
Life depends on the blood
because the blood carries to all
part- of the body the nutritive
elements necessary to sustain it
What if these nutritive elements are absent?
What if they are supplanted
by poisonous, effete matter and
disease germs’
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Consumption is properly a disease of the blood—so is scrofula
-y-so is rheumatism. They look
like different diseases biit one
medicine will relieve all three.
I ,un using a good manv of
your
medicines in my practice!" writes
Dr. Joseph Fike. of Lost
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words without which it is said that
Ihe intense,
army
long-continued political
mules cannot be managed. Soldiers.—solanimosities be ween “i 'ub;i Libre and
diers everywhere: And wearers of Uncle
“Madre Espana** lead to murders innumSamuel's livery are almost as thick as the erable. now that
restraint is removed.
j
warriors of Spain: at any rate, the former Prominent citizens and others known to
llave
been
ardent
in
the cause of freedom,
are
more
conspicuous, moving briskly ;
I suddenly disappear, sometimes in going
about with the confident air of victors. One the
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Reduction in Fares.

Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,

MEN’S HOSIERY, GLOVES, 'H EELERS,
FINE NECKWEAR. FINE SHIRTS White
and Colored PICTURES of all kinds,BOOKS
for everybody. BIBLES, BASKETS of all
sorts, PORCELAIN in beautiful shapes and
colors, STERLING SILVER in great variety, LEA! HER GOOI)S==aiI new up=to date

lie/fast to Boston $%.'£/>,

goods

I-are between Belfast and Boston reduced from
to $*J 25.
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced.
tr"n‘ •****•
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the Master or j
The annual address
LARD,
the State Grange has considerable to say
HAM,
about good roads, or had roads, for he
AND ALL KIDDS OK
admits that the most of them are had.
Bilt he. appears to have no very effective I
OAMK IN ITS SKAsON.
remedy to offer, except the choosing of
IOIID A. TOGO.
MARION K. BROWN.
men for road agents for their ability .Hid
Howes' Block, HiKh St.,
knowledge rather than for political skill
BELFAST, MAINE.
Corner Main,
and “favoritism.” A State commission he
evidently does not approve of. intimating
will
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and
too
much
that it is expensive
The master seems
at the public expense.
to be after a way to get good roads with
out spending any money, and if anybody
has apian of that kiuditcan, undoubtedly,
BROOKS, MAINE,
But we are afraid
have his endorsement.
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Fancy Goods,

agent for the celebrated firm of MORRIS,
REIFIED & GO. of New York for

CAPES,

CLOAKS and other
HEADY MADE GARMENTS
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He keeps a good assortment of

Ladies' and Children's Underwear.
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From Belfast and all stations on Branch.
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<• !•'<">. F. EVANS,
Agent. Belfast.
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that cannot fail to

DWIGHT P. PALMER.

PORK,

The Master of the State Grange seenia to
think that all the opposition to a listing
bill comes from people who are trying to
avoid their just share of taxation. But
We imagine the
such is not the case.
great majority would make no opposition
to a listing bill if they believed its effect
would be to fairly equalize tax burdens.
But they do not think so and they have
The testigood reason for their opinion.
where it has been in exis*
money in States

Easier Prices.

no

CHRISTY KNIVES, .? IN SE I,
ROCKET KNIVES AT ALL PRICE*

USEFUL
GIFTS.

Philadelphia.

f-

Poor & Son’s

gang-plank

Style, Material, Strength,

[

:

FEED,

yourselves,
gifts
bought

got separated from the
rest and their evolutions led them over a

of the Best

1

Cone in,

deported

are

1

constantly 'or ten years, the diseas. mid a
firmer nold titan ever. I tried a
itnhor oi
bloo-i remedies, out their mine-,;’, imrredients
settled in my bones and gave me rheumatism.
1 was in a la.mmtabie condition. and after ex-

them, because

be

They

•’

flic ted from
infancy
with Catarrh, and no
one can know
the
suffering it produces
better than I.
The
sprays and washes
prescribed by the doctors relieved
me only
'temporarily, and
though I used them

Holiday]

popularly supposed to
pleasant little fiction

(

(r

Mr Frederick Engleman. Fort Oram. N.
J.. says: "Was helpless for eleven months
rheumatism.
Could not r:ds.- my
arms.
Munyon's Rheumatism Cure ::ue relief in two days and promptly omvd."
W. F. Gregg. Ford City. Fa.. sa\s: "Munyon’Remedies cured me of a 'ml .vise of
1 have used Munyon's Rheumacatarrh
tism and Liver Cures with the best of results.
Mr. W. A. Wooten
Lflurol. Del., says: "My
wife was nearly •. ef-.o. mn five
»,•
She sent to Mmivi-n’s Philadelphia
i,
modies and was promptly and p.Tiv a
d."
Guide to Health and medio:!' mh
absolutely free, l’rof. Munyon. l.‘<r, \., \\ st,.

with

Crowded

to

s

yon."
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They were the alleged prom
!e.
Seeintr S. S. S advertised as a on re for Mood
the American consulate it the
I doridd to try it. As s. n as my
diseases.
beginning of hostilities, and Consul. (General j
system was under the effect of the medicine,
on tile address <>t the State Master and
l ee passed through more
perils from their
I began to nup'-ove. and after iasimr it tVi
bullets than he will probably ever again summaries ot the reports of other officers; ; two Tu.mth^
was
cured. eomnVmly. the
Mate Master Ganluei gave the first addreadful disease was eradicated from my syseneounrer
1 ii> Orden Public" furnished
•iicss he has spoken tt» Maine Patrons in
tem. and l have had no return of it.”
Weyler and ''.laneo with local spies in annual session
since his election.
It is a
Many have been taking local treataddition to their othei duties— peering
paper of niuca interest aud will command
ment for years, and find themselves
into
windows, intimidating children, thoughtful attention from all to whom it worse now than ever. A trial of
is especially addressed,
as
well a» to
seivants and women, and reporting'
scraps
For it i
thoughtful farmers generally.
oJ oveiheard conversations which crowded
does not
deal strictly
with official I
tr.
arc
I
w
•.
sent
i
1
families into matters of interest only to those of the !
pnsous
!
exile.
riieii leward for Tu**se disritiguish- grange—it embraces those concerns in
will prove it to be the riirht remedy
ed services was such as Spain usually which farmers at large arc deeply eon- ■’ for Catarrh. It will cure the most obmined.
Master
Gardner reviews the
stinn
mease.
metes out to itei faithful subjects
Most preseut condition of the order in
Maine,
lee ks mailed fiv t,» any ddress by
"1 the men had families in tin- mother
with a survey of the work >1 the subordiSwift Spe ili<* Co., Atlanta, Ma.
country, and in spite of short pay and nate and Pomona granges, and the oversighi which ha> been given these branches
long arrearages, they managed by con- by the
He enforces the
county deputies.
siderable self-sacrifice to save a little for
importance of education of a progressive
the loved ones at home.
The money, system, not as v>ne wedded to and governlie treats of cowhich in many cases toid oi one scant ed by past traditions.
and gives an object lesson in its
meal instead of three a day. was intrusted operation
w«n k ; treats at some
length <u the importto their superior officers ii a kind of regiance of good roads and believes the time
has
come
for
Maine
to
take a step towards
mental
savings-fund.
They hail not
better highways by haviug a State highreceived a cent of pay f-*r several months,
way commission which shall begin this
when it was lately discovered that the much-needed work of
reform, ami gives
is
officers had swindled them out of all these an account of the meeting of the national
But by far the most important
grange.
savings.
with
feature of his address is that dealing with
Perhaps the superiors were not so much the subjects of
and taxation.
legislation
to blame, for the:r own
salary was far in Master Gardner is very outspoken aud exarrears and they are compelled to mainplicit upon this subject, and his position
tain a certain amount of style befitting cannot be mistaken. After referring to
the history of State Legislation upon this
their position.
No cuibstoue one-mealsubject during the past eight or ten years,
a-day system for tin in’ I'he dignity of rebuking the tendency of legislature to
old Spain demands that they live in good extravagant expenditures of the people’s
he says:
hotels, attended by theii valets, and order money,
of every sort. We don't list
ADouier legislature is soon to assemtheir wines, though, the cash to pay for it ;
ble; already rumors are rife that schemes
comes out of plebean poc kets.
When the innumerable are being matured, larger
are
too
and more of them than ever and unless a
day of reckoning came, tin Ordeu Publicos
is
influence
effected
the
revaried.
naturally kicked." as the Yankees say. counteracting
cords of the last two years are likely to be
'then the question became how to get rid
repeated with increased emphasis. Do
the farmers of the State endorse such a and see tor
of them peaceably, a.s their just demands
what
could no more be met than blood can be policy? If not let them come forward
the
and
through
organization
protest beautiful
can be
squeezed from a turnip.
Early on the against such wanton use of the people’s
morning of the 14th, they were called out money. I think the members of our
this year for a small sum at
without previous warning, marched ou order in Maine are unanimous against any
board a transport and headed for home attempt at reckless extravagance in matters of public economy, and I trust you
before they realized what was going ou.
will take action at this session which will
The censored pi ess announced:
“The not only define your position, but also tend
different battalions which constitute the to a movement that will enable the 28,000
Patrons of Maine to enter their protest
garrison ot Habana will this morning be with no uncertain sound. At the same
defiled”—but what that meant, the rank
time, we wish it understood, we, as a
We simply
aud file had no idea.
Soon as reveille class do not ask any favors.
what is justly ours in all matters
demand
sounded, the Saragossa battalion began to
of economy and that agriculture shall be
closely followed by detachments
move,
given the same protection other interests
from the Barcelona, the Malacca, and obtain: we ask nothing more; we will be
others, the Guardia Civil and Orden Pub- satisfied with nothing less.”
There can be no misunderstanding
licos among the rest.
Down the beautiful
State Master Gardner on this subject, or
DKALEKS IX
Prado they marched, flags Hying and bands of liis desire to lead th
Patrons of Husplaying; then along Obispo'street to the bandry of Maine up to their responsibiliC’aballeria wharf—where, somehow, those ties and duties in the matter. [Bangor

into waiting tugs; and thence
transport whose steam was up, all
ready to start on the long journey across
the ocean. Taken completely by surprise,
the Publicos went meekly as lambs; but

t*u
t

l

Mrs. Lucy A. Taylor. 1 State st.. Springfield. Mass., says: "Had severe neuralgic
headaches.
Ordinary remedies failed me.
Munyon promptly cured me."
Mr. Wm. Mouisou. l'.Xx) Delaware are..
Buffalo. N. \\. says:
"My si n was afflirted for seven years with kidney and
bladder trouble.
Best physicians in the
Putted States and Canada failed to cure
He was permanently cured by Munhim.

But it can not be cured by sprays,
washes and inhaling mixtures winch
reach only the surface. The disease is
in the blood, and can only be reached
through the blood. S. S. S. is the only
remedy which can have any effect upon
Catarrh ; it cures the disease permanently and fon-ver rids the system ol
every trace of the vile complaint.
Miss Josie Owen, of Montpelier, Ohio.
was

o

s

Not Incurable

”1

ONE OK »J»

STURTEVANT-LARRABEE CO'S.

Catarrh is

wntes:
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aves

ns to the Ktileacy
Remedies.

His
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iigiit-hou.se at the
glide right under
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camel

preciate.

graceful, (the
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typical

tectors of

the
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Oui

and furnish references of good chaiacter.
The latter clause is a delicate bit of
irony which many poor souls will ap-

men

resounding

one
11

the

as

while ilie

rn
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tiie

of
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|

them:

board,

swarm on
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stormy days
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'land reales fuertes
l.at is, silver coin iniirency; and between
’'teak no b >ats are alf
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MUNYON FACTS.
Itrong Testimony

1

The first result is
disease—partial death. The final result is the
same as from loss of blood.
All disease is traceable to impurity or weakness of the blood
and
that is the reason
the
‘Golden Medical Discovery”
cures so many different diseases
—it purifies and vitalizes the
blood—makes it rich, red and
healthy—fills it with nutriment
for the starving nerves and
tissues.

1 he

said that the wharf
*
rung with shouts tence for many years—Ohio is a notable exof “A ivala
Espana,"(which notan Ameri- ample—is that it makes the tax burdens
W idows and orphans are
can present
heard), and that the good-by, s more unequal.
caught by it, because their estates are diswere most cordial.
The tiuth is that
th closed in the probate courts, but the peopoor fellows were deported as a
ple whom it is intended to reach almost
punish
ment, being on the eve of
escape. Economists, such as
invariably
rebellion and I David
A. Wells and Prof. Ely, have conmany believe that their destination
is one : detuned the listing system after exhaustof those terrible penal
settlements of Afri- ive examination as tailing utterly to do
ca.
to do—bring perThe Guardia Civiles
went next so what it was designed
hiding places and
closely guarded and surrounded bv other sonal property from its taxation.
of
the burdens
[Ibd.
troops that any hostile demonstration on tqualize
their part was impossible.
shows
the
nureport
Secretary Libby’s
This sudden removal of the
tuerieai streugtii of the order in Maine.
police-force ;j and the figures
are interesting.
There are
such as it was, renders life
and property 249 subordinate
granges in the State, with
j
less secure than ever in the
of
Cuban capital ! a total membership
22,834. Although
The lawless element are
so fast the
past
enjoying a carnival j the orderinhas notofincreased
the
ot crime in which
as
some
!
years of its earlier
murders and robbery years
a net gain of 14fi3.
it
has
made
history,
are of hourly
j
occurrence.
Not only is it i
Eight new grange halls have been built
unsafe to walk the
city streets after night- ! and dedicated the past year. The counties
which lead in membership are Androscogfali, buCpeaceful citizens are not
secure
gin with 3.132 members; Waldo, 2,034;
within their own casas.
Though an en- Kennebec, 2. '119; Penobscot, 2,505, and
tianee may not be
easily effected through Somerset. 2,340. Androscoggin, as for
the grated
windows, or thick, heavily. Ur- some years past, still maintains t ie rank
red doors,
anybody can scale the low. tiat of the “banner county,” an honor which
she took from Waldo some years ago.
walls; and when a burglai has
dropped
down into the unroofed,
central patio
The financial affairs of the grange are
with which all the rooms
communicate, j in a prosperous condition as shown by the
tlie premises are
of State Treasurer Hunt: the dispractically u his mercy | report
bursements of the year having been 85,Highwaymen have grown s., bold that 039.71
!
working-people, known to .haw a salary,
dare not go home
i be report of tin* state lecturer, Prof.
on
singly
pay days even
in broad
daylight. A bety of girls e,n- E’ijdi Cook. is a model one. The duties
of
educational, the report
ployed in a tobacco-factory were held up : is a his office Ling
graphic one showing the importance
iu a body last
Saturday afternoon and com- of education in the h one, the school anil
pelled to hand over the wee! 's small wages the grange. Prof. (' »ok takes an optimistic view of the perpetuity of the order,
The street-car
esns del Monte
running I
and predicts its future ultimate success as
1 l*ie v,erro
tlie suburb in which Miss
on.- of the grandest features of our
public
Barton’s orphanage is established nt »r educational system
[Bangor Commercial.
tlje
1 >ss
lieulquarters, where 1 ived
■ 1st
has been Stopped bj
spur,-,
knights
It, is sa 1 1 it t
liers who had takei
s
of the road, twin- w itliin a week
and the H
;3* Sarsaparilla stood the long marches
I
>a miii'li better than the others.
passengers forced to “stand and deliver.”

way

William Dean Howells
with suioect. of vita.
'.crest u.

tl.c An

*:

i.

FOREIGN LETTERS
English, German, and Italian b-'trt w:
periodical of great value to renders intri.-sted
n.;"i
Occasional work by Henry James,
French,
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Address HARPER & BR0THER5. Publishers. New York. N.

Insolvency. |
Belfast, Dec. 14, 1898. !
F. RYAN, Assignee on the estate of

Year
Y

Court of

f JOHN B. THUMBS of
G1EORGE
his

!

Belfast, in said Coun-

first and final account as
having presented
Assignee of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed in Belfast, in said County, that

TRY GRAIN 0 !

TRY GRAIN 0!

ty,

all persons interested may attend at a Court of
Insolvency to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
January, A. I>. 1899, at two o’clock in the afternoon, and be heard thereon, and object if they
see cause.

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ask your Grocer m-oay to show you n package
O, the new food drink that takes the
place ot coffee. 'I he children may dr ink it withAll who try it
out injury as well as the adult.
>l GRAIN

Fine farm in

Northport, two miles from Cam]
land, nice buildings, large
orchards. 360 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on

Ground, 136

easy

terms.

acres

40tf

M. V. HILL,
Miller St., Belfast.

it
(1 KAlN-O has that rich seal brown of
Mocha or Java, hut it is made 1mm pure grains
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1 1 the priee ol eolTee and 2f» cents per
like

package.

Sold

by all

grocers.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY. DECEMBER 29,

1898.

Don’t

End of the Volume.
With this issue The Republican Journal
completes its 70tli year and volume. It is
of the oldest newspapers in the State.
In the past 42 years it has had but two editors.
For 22 years W. H. Simpson, one of
the ablest journalists ever connected with
one

PUBLISHED I.YKKY THI RSDAY MORNING BY THK

Republican Journal
.■HAK1.KS

Senator

A

Pub. Oo,

j Kusines" Ma^er.

I-II.SBITKV.

Hale continues to walk

Spanish.

the press of Maine, was its editor, and in
May next the writer will complete a conWith what
service of 20 years.
the paper has fulfilled its missiou

tinuous
success

Gen.

Merrill

says

we

must keep the

Philippines.

Uncle Sam has $910,000,000 of gold in
bis stocking the largest amount ever held

by

any nation
\\ lien

in

history

the

humorists

two

together the sparks fly.

of the world.

get their heads
For example, see

the 2nd page Fuller’s interview with
Our George” at Rockland the other day.

on

(
ep

s

ol. 1. K. Stetsou will occupy the speak
chair at Augusta this winter, and will

the past year

and

the affirmative

in

recreant

In

to

offset the

votes

of

Republicans.

paper
ceptable to its patrons and worthy of their
support; and as heretofore,local industries
and interests have been

encouraged

and

promoted in every way possible.
A representative of the American Press
Association remarked to the writer

a

year
or more ago that The Republican Journal
was the only paper in Maine that does not
use more or less plate matter; and it is

perhaps

as

well that

our

readers should

know that this distinction is maintained at
no small cost.
“Plate matter’’ is stereo-

:»ud then says: ‘1 do not vouch much for
the truth of the story, tor though
nothing
occurs in Hi vermouth wit hout

being kuown
known there that

not

he the

home

local
newspaper, and in giving the news and
views of tlie community in which it is published it can defy competition. People

who want to know what is going on around
never occur aT all.
Perhaps this might them must read the local newspaper. The
business man must use its advertising colbe said with truth of some other
places.
umns to attract the local trade.
A Maine man who runs a hotel in New i
The subscription price of The Journal is
York Pity lias been visiting in Bangor, and
tin same as when tlie paper was less than
the Commercial relates this experience:
one-half its present size and contained not
A French nobleman .stopping in the house
more than one-fourth the amount of readw as just
drinking the health of the mana- ing matter given to-day. I'hen it was
ger when the glass fell from his hand and
printed on a hand press; now steam power
he di pped back dead from heart failure.” and the best of
machinery are used, inWe have wandered if a plain American
cluding a folder, which folds, trims and
citizen had met with a like fate whether it
cuts the paper.
All subscribers, whether
would be o<->1>ider<:*d as good an advertise- ; new or
old, who pay in advance, are furmeut for the house; and if not, why not?
nished Tlie New York
a

great many

things

are

’1

Weekly Tribune,

rumored that Mr. Ilearst of the
New York Journal desires to buy au inin
the New York Sun.
terest
By the
shades of the departed Dana, this is gofrom
extreme
to
extreme.
Think
of
ing
the con.sei vative and sedate Sun sporting
yellow kids.
It

s

No doubt Ilearst thinks the Sun would
support a yellow kid, while the N. Y.
.journal, from till accounts, is a heavy

tion in the Legislature; and those who
see that his statement that he
“feels very

intensely on

putting it mildly.

feeling

in this

we

this

question”

subject.

that, next to

They recognize
the churches, the

any
the fact
schools

the most important of all things in the
world to their children and themselves.
There are literally no bounds to the liberality which the taxpayers are willing to
are

How This Has All Been

is

a

20-page paper, whose merits are fully s ■!
forth elsewhere; or the Farm and Home,
an

excellent semi monthly.

in connection with The
paper,
of

furnish

a

These papers
a home

Journal,

large and varied

amount

entertaining and instructive reading,

hundreds Of
And now-,
we must

our
as

readers
we

cau

close the

as

testify.
70th volume,

now

dealings with
outrageous,and a disgrace

Spain has been

our

the State that sent him to the Senate;

to

and while the State cannot reasonably be
held responsible for his position, or be
considered as being represented by him

against the manly, patriotic attitude

as

of Senator Frye, yet if the Legislature
that assembles next week should re-elect

express

our

the

Administration,

and

a

direct insult

Senator Frye, who has so nobly stood
by the President from the first, and been

to

of great value as a Commissioner in Paris.
“Just look at the spectacle of the Fhil-

ipinos calling upon Hale

as a Senator
in opposition to
his own couutry in their supposed interests, and at almost the same moment,
Hon. Wm. P. Frye as one of the Peace

from Maine to

come

out

Comrs. handi g the result of their labors
to the President and receiving his thanks

carefully and completely carrying

Hale will

oppose the ratification of the
as the President dic-

treaty, framed just
tated.

I

hope

my native County of Waldo (I was born in Stockton) will not be a
party to placing such a blight upon the
State.
“1 know
Hale will
is

Manley

the ‘Croker’ of Maine RepubliIf lie is,the peoples' representatives ought to know it at once, and submit like

the“good tiger,”

or

resent

it like

men.

We have

new

expanded steadily ever since the
independence. Those who

declaration of

a vote

the chorus who

10 45

a lawyer by
profession, a citizen
largest city of the State, a sound
Republican, and a thoroughly good fel-

perience,
of the

low who loves his State and would at all
times guard and protect its interests, and
never cause a blush of shame to come to
the cheek of any citizen, or native of the

one

Is

lias been able to answer satisfactorithere not

a

sleds and other
trams should be provided w ith bells?
If
there is, why is it not enforced?
The

look askance at our new colonies should I practise of country teams,
especially,
remember that in reality we have been a I sliding over the smootii
ground without
colonizing nation since the time of our bells is far too common in our streets and
birth.
Step by step we have colonized is an unwarranted outrage against life,
every mile of territory from the Atlantic limb and law, and should be dealt with

on

the

use

the foot for

some

Mr.

Ma-

,,

near

furnishing

a

or

until

New Years.

League at

5

League

6

at 12

m. :

meeting

of Junior

day

and

50 p.

Wednesday evenings,

t'uiou

ser-

teacher’s

begin

meeting.

study

With

the

balked

for once, and the

Secret

cers to

The

the

of the Y. P. S.

C. E. at

6.15 p.

in.

The

first of the

churches will unite in the service.
The North Church Sunday schoo have
chosen the following officers anti committees

towards the

schools, provided

the I

44*

i

•HU)

|

^

Regular prirt.\

nnplete,

r
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community

Lodge,

morrow,
annual

I.

hr Anal Mart Din St
COMMENCING MONDAY. JAN
Our Entire Stock of Winter Go<
will be Closed Out

societies.

|

m

Regardless

of

O. O. F., will elect offi-

Friday, evening.
convocation

of

REHEMBER THESE ARE ALL

Corinthian

NEW AND UP-TO-DATE GOO
CONSISTING

OF-—

East Boston.

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

Endowment Rank of Silver Cross
of P., elected the following offiannual meeting Dec. L'lst
President, Henry Staples; Vice President, Arthur C. Whitney; Secretary, Francis H.
Welch; Examining Surgeon, Elmer Small.
The

[ Lodge, K.
j cers at the

CANVAS

FUR

COATS,

FLANNEL

COATS, CAPS,
REEFERS,

JEf v,

SHIRTS, BOYS’

tl

GLOVES

MITTENS, WIEN AND BOYS’ PANTS, 8.

Rebeckah Lodge, I. O O. F. electfollowing officers Tuesday evening:
N. G. Mrs. Alice.Leonard ; V. G. Mrs. Henrietta Cottrell; R. S., Mrs. Jessie Pattee; F.
S. Miss Fannie Rich; Treas., Mrs. Mercy
Rich.
Aurora

ed the

Financier, ('has. II. Sargent

;

GOODS

THESE

\OT

are

will be Sold at

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. IJ. W., elected the
following officers last Thursday evening
Master Workman, Elisha li Haney; Foreman, Melville C. Hill;
Overseer, Freeman
M. Wood;
Recorder, John S. Fernald;

Hauyht E#yecinlhj

VERY LOU

a

l*R HE.

/

■

loi

STAPLES & COTTRELL, I:' !Li

Receiver, Ma-

coming year: Superintendent, H. son I. Stevens; Guide. Freeman O. Roberts;
Inside Watchman, Willis E. Wight; Outside
M. Prentiss;
Assistant Supt., C. M. Craig:
money is pioperly expended.”
Sec’y. and Treas,. Mrs. F. T. Carter; Libra- Watchman, John G. Aboru; Representative
rian, Miss Edith Stoddard; Chorister, Bert to Grand Lodge, Alvin Blodgett; Alternate,
President McK nley never made a betDavis; Organist, Miss Sarah Jones; Execu- Frank W. Prescott: Trustee, for ;.> years,
ter sketch than that delivered in Atlanta,
L. Lord.
They will be installed Jantive Committee, Rev. G. S.
t>. the Holden Hate. A colony is not necesIt
seems to me that pedesMills, H. M. Henry
accordingly.
Doe. loth, says the St.
Louis Globe
Prentiss,Miss Edith Stoddard,Dr A O Stod- uary Pith.
from
the
trians
have
some
sarily
separated
and
rights
mother-country
Dennx rat.
It touched sufficiently on the
privileges dard, Mrs. Edward
Tarratine Tribe, Improved Order ;>f Red
Sibley; Library Commita
thousand leagues of water.
We that those who are fortunate enough to
.**uhj- u *i expansion, was broadly patriot- by
tee. Rev. G. S. Mills, Miss Edith
1
Stoddard, j Men, elected the following officers Monday
ic a
iibute to the unity of the people have always pursued a colonial policy, ride are bound to respect, and life has a Miss Caroline W.
Field; Supply Committee, evening: Sachem, Wm M. Welch; Senior
and a a eloquent insertion of the national and the colonization of the Philippines is certain value to the possessors thereof, at H. M. Prentiss, Miss L. A.
McDowell, Mrs. Sagamore, Arthur C. Whitney; Juni. r
To be least.
Now, where is our city marshal? G. S. Mills.
sentiment.
The Hag of our country, he only a continuation of that policy.
Sagamore, Duncan McAmlless; Prophet,
we are rather young as a nation to
Is it not his business to look after such
Charles M. Perkins; Chief of Records, Melsaid. '‘has been planted in two hemi- sure,
Week of Prater. The churches will obtake such a step; hut it is certain ilia; we matters? And why does he not attend to serve
ville C. Hill; Keeper of Wampum, Francis
the “Week of Prayer"
splie vs, ami tliers it remains, the symbol
union
serby
it?
H. Welch; Representatives to the Great
Possibly, in some cities boys might vices as follows: Sunday and
of liberty and lav*, of peace and progress. shall have to take it some time, and Tien
Monday evenH. Haney and Chas. M.
Win will withdiaw it from the people the Philippines will prove very convenient not be allowed to stand in the public ings at the Congregational church, Tuesday Council, Elisha
Rufus C Barton and
and
streets
throw
snowballs
at
and
people
over whom it floats in
Wednesday evenings at the Methodist Perkins; Alternates,
protecting folds? territory.
without some fear of the authorafative church, and Thursday and Friday evenings Wm. A. Kimball.
Who will haul it down?”
These are
A Christmas dinner in Havana came
Belfast Lodge, N. E o. P., elected the
but he does not interfere at the Baptist church. The topics will be
striding words. No one can misunder- high, judging from these quotations in a city marshal;
with their amusement, though the vic- the following: Sunday, Jan. 1, 1899, “The following officers last Monday evening:
stand theii purpose. The war, the Presito
the New York World:
special
E
White, Vice Warden,
tims tiud it disagreeable.
A correct solu- New Life Principle, The Law of the Spirit in Wardeu, Geo,
de: t continued, was necessary unless we
Turkeys cost Ed apiece in town, Els in
Christ,’’ Rom. 8:2; Monday, “Its Method, Mrs. Addie S. Condon ; Secretary, John S.
chose, to close eyes and ears against the the suburbs, and are scarce at. that. A tion of the above conundrums would he
Minding the Spirit,' Rom. 8:6; Tuesday, Davidson; Financial Secretary, Eben M.
pitiful appeals of suffering neighbors. chicken brings El7. A dozen eggs sell at very gratifying to an
“Its Tests, The Spirit of
Christ," Rom. 8; 9; Sanborn: Treasurer, Geo. E. Johnson:
five
cents apiece.
Bread
is nine cents a
Ouserver.
It we had not gone to their rescue no issue
“The Result in the Individual, Guide, B. F. Neal; Chaplain, Minnie E.
Wednesday,
sirloin
steak
66
cents
a
cabpound,
pound,
of territorial expansion would have been
Sonship and its Fruits," Rom 8: 14; Thurs- Jones; Guard, Maria A. Wight; Sentinel,
bages 00 cents a head and lettuce 30 cents
how to Treat the Grip.
raised in the Antilles or East Indies. a bunch. Beer is 40 cents a pint and ice
day, “The Larger Issue, A World Renew- Byron B.JGreeulaw ; Tru tee.W. O. Folsom.
ed,’ Rom. 8: ln-22; Friday, “Resources, The lodge will observe its n nth anniversary
‘Thus far we have done our duty,*’ the Ezr' a ton.
Dr. Michael B Feeney, chief sanitary in
by a concert,, dance and refreshments at
of
the
New
York
board
of
spector
health, Help from the Spirit," Korn. 8: 26.
President said.
“Shall we now, when
A correspondent, whose letter appears says:
Oild Fellows Hall this, Thursday, evening.
are the officers
elect of the
Following
the victory won in war is written in the in another
The
best
to
treat
the
is
to avoid
way
grip
column, proposes Hon. Henry
Baptist Y. P. S. C. E., for 1899: Pres.,
Our senior Massachusetts Senator, speaktreaty of peace, and the civilized world ap- B. Cleaves as a candidate for the United having it.
hours.
Eat nourishing food.
Maude E. Mathews; Vice Pres., Frank L.
Keep
good
ing as an honored guest m the city of
plauds and waits in expectation, turn .States Senate. Mr.
Use
in
moderation.
where, rifty years ago, his
liquor
Cleaves, however, deRobertson; Sec’y., Edith L. Burgess; Cor. Charleston,
Above all keep all parts of the body warm,
father was proscribed and banished for
timidly away from the duties imposed clines to enter the contest, and Hon. Okas.
Maude E Mathews; Treas., Andrew
Sec.,
the
feet.
particularly
championing the free black man, is one of
upon the country by its ow n great deeds?’’ E-. l.ittletield of Kockland is now
Avoid dampness ami draughts.
Wilband; Lookout Committee, Myrtle Pen- the most impressive episodes which this
strongly
It is also a good thing to keep away from dleton, Hosea W.
The people have an answer ready for that advocated
[Boston
Rhoades, Carrie W. Spof- memorable year has brought.
by many. Of his titness there persons known
to have the disease.
Journal.
Fred S. Jackson, Bertha Blake; Prayer
questiou, and it will gratify the President. can he no question.
There are so many different phases of the ford,
disease that no specific line of remedy can
Meeting Committee, Emma Blake, Edwin S.
Senator Morrill of Vermont died in be suggested. Each case should be treated Perkins, Alton K. Braley, Josie E. PatterS
York
iu
is
The New
doing good serseparately.
sou, Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon; Social CommitI). C., yesterday morning
vice in republishing extracts from speeches Washington,
tee, Josie E. Patterson, Frank L. Robertson,
He
made in congress against the purchase of after an illness of less than a week.
Searsmont. There was a Christmas tree
Mrs. F. L. Robertson, Fred S. Pendleton,
Louisiana and the acquisition of Oregon was in his 89th year and was the oldest at Simmons’ Hall Saturday evening_Mr. Mrs. Jesse
Webber; Missionary Committee,
man in Congress, both in
of
point
years Edward Fitzgerald of Montana is visiting Fannie M. Rhoades, Mrs. Esther M.
aud Alaska.
Then Senator Plumer of
Webber,
his mother. He has been in Montana about Alma A. Tilton, Lena
New Hampshire went so far as to say that and in time of service.
Fernald, (diaries
20 years-J. W. Farrar attended the State
Junior Committee, Flora Webber,
t ;ie admission of Louisiana “would
Rhoades;
destroy
Papers and Periodicals.
Grange in Bangor last week_Mr. L. L, Olivia R. Dickey, Margaret L Keene; Floral
a. once the weight and importance of the
and
Messrs.
J.
E.
Mcwife,
The Eastport Sentinel has entered upon its Cross
Committee, Mrs. L. F. Gannon, Mrs. HerEastern States and compel them to esYour doctor knows all about
W.
J.
Farrar
attended bert Morey, Bertha M. Kuowlton, Annie
ilst volume. It is one of the oldest and one Farland and
tablish a separate, independent empire.”
foods and medicines.
j
county Grange in Equity Grange hall, Bel- Smalley, Geo. A. Blodgett: Information
)f the best weeklies in the State.
The next, time you see him,
Jo speaking of the Oregon
territory,
faot, Tuesday... Mr. E. It. Packard, Mrs. Committee, Carrie W
Spofford,
Margaret
he
thinks
him
what
ask
The Christmas number of
the
just
(
Union
Senator McDuffie said he would not give
W. H. Fruhock and Miss Grace E. Mixer
L. Keene, Hattie E. Coombs.
Signal of Chicago is a souvenir number iu
“a pinch of snuff for the whole territory,”
are quite sick-There are two cases of
commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniverscarlet fever at North Searsmont.
and he thanked God for his mercy in placsary of the temperance crusades, which beTransfers in Real Estate.
the
mountains
there.
Senator
ing
Rocky
Monroe. The drama at the Town Hall
gun in Hillsboro, Ohio, Dec. 25, 1873.
of Cod-Liver Oil with HypoWhite of Delaware proclaimed
The following transfers in real estate were
that
Mr. H. C. Griffith, who for the past five
Saturday evening was rendered in a very
'
phosphites. We are willing
in Waldo county Registry
recorded
of
Louisiana could only be incorporated into
hall
manner.
The
was
tine
crowded
and
the
years has been foreman of the Age office,
in his answer.
to
trust
Deeds
for
the
week
Dec.
ending
1898:
the Union by amending the Constitution, takes the
28,
laden
were
with
presents, and Sanat
position of foreman of the news trees
For twenty-five years docand “even supposing that this extent of room of the Maine Farmer, Augusta, Jan. 1st. Claus was present to distribute them. A. W. B. Foster, Boston, to Newell White,
tors have prescribed our
land
and
in
Knox.
A.
Knox;
E.
buildings
Emulsion for paleness, weakterritory was a desirable acquisition, Mr. Griffith learned his trade in the Farmer Among the presents was a tine stuffed chair
Chase, Brooks, to T. W. Rowe, Jackson;
i ness, nervous exhaustion, and |
fifteen millions of dollars was a most office, and came here from Augusta. His for Rev. John Blair... Mr. F. L. Palmer has
land
in
Jackson.
Samuel
to
Kelley, Unity,
for all diseases that cause
Belfast friends are sorry to lose him, been very sick the past week. His suffering
enormous sum to
give.”
Representative many
in flesh.
but congratulate him on his promotion.
is mainly due to a wound received in the Melzer N. Stevens, do.; laud and buildings
I loss
Wasbburne of Wisconsin said: “I tell
in Unity. B. B. Toothaker, Belfast, to Delia
Its creamy color and its'
The Bangor Whig and Courier, which re- war. He was shot .through the lung and it
who
M. Cunningham, Belmont; laud in Belmont..
gentlemen
pleasant taste make it esgo for Alaska that Greencently adopted the eight page form, has since has caused him many sick spells. His many
pecially useful for thin and
land to-day is a better purchase,” while
M. Staples, Stockton Springs, to Lucy
Lydia
friends
are
anxious for his recovery_Mrs.
appeared in a new dress of type, and in its
1 delicate children.
|
in Stockton Springs.
General B. F. Butler remarked, “If we
Freeman Ritchie entertained the Aid Society M. Richards, do.; land
news features have kept pace with the imNo other preparation of eodet
Alfred
P.
to
are to pay for her
al,
Geo.
Islesboro,
Gilkey
is like it. Don't lose
liver
oil
(Russia’s) friendship, I provements in its mechanical department. Wednesday afternoon and evening_Mr.
I
desire to give her the $7,200,000 and let Indeed, it is up-to-date in all respects, and Charles Colson’s family have moved back to H. Wilber, Foxcroft; land in Islesboro.
time and risk your health by
there is no discount on its sterling ReoubliLela M. Dickey, Stockton Springs to Geo. E.
taking something unknown
her keep Alaska.”
and
the
cheese
has
been
Winterport
factory
canism.
and untried. Keep in mind
closed after the season’s work-Mrs. B. A. Payson, Waldo; land in Waldo. Alfred M.
How will the speeches of anti expanThe silver star offered by the National
(that SCOTT'S EMULSION |
to L. A. Bowler do; land
Pullen,
Palermo,
Curtis
is
feeble.
She
attended
the
enquite
sionists of to-day read forty, fifty, and Press Superintendent of the W. C. T U.
has stood the test for a
buildings in Freedom. Geo. E. Worth et
to the State
the greatest advance in tertainment at the hall Saturday evening
of a
ninety years hence? Much the same as press work making
I quarter and century.
(
was
won
by Missouri. The and was as well as usual, but Sunday when als., Unity, to D. M. McFarland, Montville;
$1.00; all druggists.
50c.
those of Senators Plumer, McDuffie and Maine State Union came second.
The
land
in
IVIontville.
Newton
&
Eugene
SCOTT
Black,
BOWNE,
Chemists, New York.
;
a physician was called it was thought that |
work
of
I
the
includes
repress
department
White and Representatives Wasbburne
to Roscoe Black, Belfast: laud and
ports to the Union Signal, the state organs, during the night she must have had a slight | Mass.,
and Butler.
and the local press.
| buildings in Belfast.
shock.

display

I amps

RECEPTION

Honor, has surrendered its charter, and the
members have been transferred to a Council

of

Prayer meeting at the North church will
be held this evening at 7.15, topic, “Christian
Progress during the Year." Ps. 76; Matt. 16;
13 19; Heb. 12;22-29. The following will be
the order of the Sunday services; At 10 45
a.
m.
the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, will
preach a New Year’s sermon. Communion
service after the sermon. Sunday at bool
at
12 m. Bi-monthly
business meeting

»

40,

Royal Arch Chapter will be held next Monday evening.
Bay City Council, American Legion of

New

the Gospel of
John. We expect that these Friday evening
meetings will be very interesting and helpful.
You are invited. Saturday at 2 50 p m.,
Junior Endeavor.
we

..

BURNERS.

lier folks

Wa do

he

m.,

Year

»

MILLER

past differences will he forgiven and a hapreconciliation will bring comfort, joy and
happiness t<» all concerned.

evening. Important matters must
settled, so h large attendance of
church members is expected. Friday, at 7 ;«)
p.

»

py

eil to this

still

WITH

time, and after sober and deep reflection, she may repent of the course she has
pursued and return to her home, where all

m ; meeting of Epworth
15; leader, the pastor; topic
“The Angel Presence for the New Year"
“Heaveuly company" Exod.25: 20 25. Tues

at.

FULL

»4

GILT

have been informed of her
whereabouts and their relief from the strain
occasioned by her sudden departure has now
been removed. Old mother Grundy has

The

school

Regular price with Globe,

ALL

sen-

in due

week,

are

BANQUET LAMPS, COnPLETE WITH QLOBt

young woman remained a mystery to her husband and to her parents, but within a few

been

Ki)0

ALL OTHER COAL HEATERS AT GREATLY REDE' h.

story of an elopement, but in consideration of the high standing of the parties
concerned it was carefully kept secret. For
more than a week the whereabouts of the

days

16 Qa

17.00

sational

day, hence
postponed

Christmas

20.no

,,

was a

Sunday

came on

regular price, $24.••

Round,

time.

services at the Methodist Episcopal
church Sunda%, Jan. 1st. " ill include a New
Years sermon at 10.45 a. in., by the pastor;

turn

Parlor Coal Heaters, Square and Round,

He will

has escaped the sensational effects of what
would otherwise have been a sad and painful story.
It is very gratifying to state that
the young man who was supposed to have
been the principal in the affair is entirely
free from suspicion, and that the going away
of the young lady was a matter that he
knew nothing about. Now it. is hoped that

the Christmas services here

Lamps

inside of his left foot. Aid
secured
and the wound

dangerously

came

Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealey of St. Francis Cathchurch holds services on alternate Sundays at Belfast and Vassal boro. Vassalboro’s

Parlor Stoves and

The disappearance of a certain young
married lady about two weeks ago, when a
certain man left town about the same time,

olic

meetings in the observance of the
Week of Prayer will be held in the
vestry at
law requiring that all 7.15
{>. in. The Methodist and
Baptist

vehicles, sleighs,

the

were an unknown quantity in this
sectiou,
nevertheless old Santa was on hand, and
both old and youug are exceedingly happy
in cousequence thereof.

a. m.

Following are the Baptist notices for the
coming week. Thursday, at 7.50 p m the
mouthly church covenant meeting. The annual business meeting of the Church ad
jour u-

He is in the prime of life and
has had representative and executive ex-

were

delightful day, but a very
quiet one. Doubtless if the sleighing had
been good many would have embraced that
opportunity to enjoy the beautiful weather
with the accompaniment of the sweet music
of jingling bells that adds so much to the
pleasure of a sleighride. Christmas trees

the

vices.

Cleaves?

cut

Christmas

Sundav at

next

Drinkwater and wife

Hlgti Street.

CLEARANCE SALE OF

Mahoney, while chopping wood for
last Saturday, received a

be unable to

during the past year.

the Uni verbalist church

US

Belfast spent Sunday
father, George Mowe.

promptly
properly dressed and it is hoped
honey will escape serious trouble.

annual meeting

not connected with

are

church for services
At

at its

E.

was

of thanks to the members of

found Maine short of representative men!
It would lie just as absurd as to
say the
State is unable to furnish
granite and ice.
“What is the matter with
Henry J>.

winter

a

Baptist church

his

A. F. El well

severe

I he Churches.

“Some say you haven’t any available candidate. Great Scott! who ever

and neithei

colonization

Russell

Capt.

The annual meeting of the Methodist Sunday School was postponed from Monday
eveniug to Thursday evening.

one

Manley is quoted as saying
be unanimously re-elected, but

canism'.'

ly.

is

Capt. C.

I HnnH’a Dille cure Liver Ills; easy to
uuuu s rllla
take, easy to operate. 25c

The

of

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Knowlton of
Belfast Christmas eve and day.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

extended

all.

Oscar Drinkwater came over from Dark
Harbor to spend Christmas with his family
and returned Wednesday.

regular service, preaching by the
At 12
out his wishes.
The same newspapers pastor, subject, “The Golden Age.”
at (> p. m., Young
that carry this pleasant piece of news to o’clock, Sunday school;
Peoples’ meeting; topic, “Forward, not
the people, also inform them that Eugene
Backward.”
so

per's Magazine takes the interesting view
that the United States has always had
colonies.
Expansion is not. a new
thing,
policy.

Mayhew Mowe
Monday, with

and

If the Best—m fact the One True Blood Purifier.
him the State would be committed to his
six for
c. I Hood & Co.c Lowell. Mass.
position, and be in attitude of opposition ) |1;
to

to

Mrs Lillian Brown of Camden is visiting
her grandmother, Mrs. Arietta Chapman.

Changed by

I have taken Hood’a Sarsaparilla as a
blood purifier for several years past with
most satisfactory results.
It always
builds up my system by giving me a good
appetite. I have been afflicted with nervousness and could not sleep. I had a
tired, miserable feeling and work was a
burden to me. 1 bad no appetite and no
strength and I could get no rest. I began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionally used Hood’s Pills. In a short tima
my nerves were very much improved. I
could sleep all night and get up in the
morning feeling rested. I could work all
day, had a good appetite and felt like a
new person.”
Mrs. James Irish, Stow,
Maine.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because

The writer says:
mony.
“I think it is the duty of The Journal,
as the principal Republican paper of Wal-

happy New Year

Mrs. Fannie Chapman is visiting friends
in Belfast this week.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Taking

That he is not alone
have abundant testi-

tion in connection with

NORTHPORT NEWS.
A

Sleepless, Tired and Miserable,
Could Get No Rest

read it will

appreciation of the
•bait' upon his his bank account.
kindly support aud encouragement received from many of our patrons, and the cour- State, because of any of his public acts,
• -wa
Topics is a New York society tesies of our esteemed contempories. To lu any event don't re-elect Hale.”
loiijual, bug as a recent item from its col- one and all we wish a happy and a prosnuns has apprised our
Some Pertinent Questions.
readers, it is not perous New Year
unmindful <>t the value of education.
In
Albert Buslmel! Hart in an article en
To the Editor of The Journal: May
a later issue Town Topics
“The
says:
titled “Brother Jonathan’s Colonies
I, through the columns of your paper,
conscience of the people is more tender
that appears in tlie January issue of Har- ask a few (uestions, which thus far no
about the public schools than
upon

other

Nervousness

resident of

another State, has sent us the following
letter as an appeal to the Waldo delega-

do now and greatly re luce our pay
for
roll; but The Republican Journal would

as we

distinctively Maine and
newspaper that it is to-day.
Tlie country weekly must be a
gossip

of T.

13. Aldrich's stories of
country life in New Hampshire, the author
states a very interesting piece of
one

Republican,

now a

au

doubt prove the right man in the right
place. He made a gentlemanly canvass, type plates of reading matter of various
furnished at prices ranging from tiO
saying nothing derogatory of his oppo- kinds,
nents, nor unduly urging his own claims, cents to $2 a page, and its use obviates the
necessity of employing compositors. It
and left a good impression everywhere.
costs The Journal nearly ten times as much
It seems to be generally conceded now
to set its own type that it would to use the
that the Senate will ratify the treaty with
cheapest grade of plate matter, and reSpain, and this is as it should be. If the
quires an office force larger than that of
worst comes to the worst no doubt there
some of the dailies.
By the use of plate
will be enough patriotic Democrats
voting matter we could furnish as much reading
no

Re-elect hale!

as a gatherer of local
do county, to come out strongly in an ediexponent of local opinion the
torial against the re-election of Hale to
There has certainly been
tiles will testily.
His posithe
U. S. Senate from Maine.
no lack of endeavor to make the
ac-

during
news

Senatoi Vest is “agin' expansion. Probably he i.' ati aid it bursting his buttons off.

A Maine

for the

Your
Doctor !
Knows1
scon’s Emulsion;

OUR 72d ANNUAL
STOCK TAKtS'O SEASON
ovnisa

which

HE 1)1 ( E

THE

TIKE STOCK.

—

Is

timi

iii

run I
1/.IX1

OF

<

OEO(

;

AT LK»K Til AN ('Owl

1CHASE & DOAK
JEWELERS,

BEL. FA

___

Mr. an.l Mrs. J. W. Nicker-

Swanville.
son

daughter,

visited their

Mrs.

Somerville, Mass., recently.... Miss
Julia ('base has, returned from Castine and

plin,

J

DR. W. L. WEST

Henry Ap-

in

teaching in district No. l....Miss Katiiie
Nieherson was at home from Castine over
Christmas, accompanied by Miss Agnes
Cleveland of Rockland-W. 1'. Hussy of

-^Veterinary

is

teaching in Dist. No U... Hon. A.
E. Nickerson attended the recent meeting
of the Loyal Legion in Portland.
Percy
Waldo

(jraduute
Ontario

Office and

from

Nickerson

spendiug
Hon. A.

comb

the

University

the

from

Ernest

ami

holidays

with

Office

quite

sick

..Misses

are

Mary EdgeEdna

Edge

Lillian Phillips, who have been ill
with scarlet lever,have ceased to he a source
Miss Sadie Lena
Nickerson
of ilauger.
Mrs
who has the fever now, is improving..

comb and

M. J. Downs is

spending

Mrs.

daughter,

Charles

Kudavilla Cleaves is

m

the

w

Belfast Nation

the

iss

employ of Mr.

Morrill

his

h;s

Richards,
buildings nearly completed and read, for
Although past sixty Mi Moroccupancy.
rill has worked since the burning of lus
buildings m the fall with an energy and enwould put many a younger
Many of our young people
attended the Christmas ball at North Sears-

terprise
man to

that

keeping

house for them. ...Messrs .James

and Guy Peavey have returned
from a liunting trip, but we have not learned with what success-Miss Louise Cun
ningham has returned from a visit to
Patterson

Malden, Mass.Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Dauiui are spending the winter in Lowell,
Maine_The annual Christmas gathering
of Sylvanus Nickerson’s family was held
with Mr. and Mrs. Otis B. Patterson. After
partaking of a generous dinner at o’clock

they repaired to the parlor,where they were
pleasantly entertained with music, singing
aud recitations.

Santa Claus did not

forget
to appear with presents for all, both useful
the
of
remainder
and
ornamental. The
evening was spent in a social manner, after
which the guests separated for their several
homes hoping by Divine Providence to eujoyed many returns of Merry Christmas.

1

any

may legally come befon
their banki"g rooms on
1895*.

at 1<*

o'clock

!
!

m

v'

V

Belfast,

Dec.

D),

I

IM'S.

i uy;

ol

Dtsiitu
Cot HI
j
K* >k
n I:
1
I
district <m Maim:,

■

(

r. S

J

friiC

FIRST

M KI

n

!’•

I l\<

I cH Ain.Ks \ >n;vt- \
judged bankrupt upon his

their claim* against him anc
trustees of hi.-estate will
the referee, Number .'9 v,
Maine, on the 10th day I
at one o’clock e. m
HI DM

shame..

port and eujoyed it very much... Mr. and
Msr. 11. C. Mardeti have gone to Mass., for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curtis
the winter.
are

The annual meeting •!
Belfast National Bank
and rite transaction of

inter with her

Harts horn.... M

Belfast.John

Hospital 17 «■
ijca
Telephone 8-2

..

Maine

father,

theii

E. Nickerson.... Mrs.

is

of

Worcester Academy

Veterina
al B«->

Pharmacy

Residence and

is

...

|
j

*

and Mi

Referee i n
lu
December 27, 1898
a Probate
the Count\

At

December*
V

Court held at P>
of Wain->. ■ >n
A l> 1898

111 \RI.ES I
THOMPSON
> estate
-f .lOSHl A T1H *M
said County of Wa1

ville, in

presented a petition praying
public or private sale eer'
particularly desen
Ordered,That tbe said petit'
all persons inteiested by r;niorder to be published three wet
the Republican Journal, print'
they may appear at a Probate
at

deceased

Helfast, within and

Tuesday of January

>

for said <
next, at

lore noon, and show cause,
the prayer of said petitionei
ed.
GKO. E. J'
A true copy. Attest
t ii.\s. 1’. Ha/i

>

j

;

CHINESE LAUNDRY HE*
The Pioneer Chinese L.auinl>‘
Goon Kwoi, will jemove his I *
day, Dee. 31, 18118, from ('him
Street, opposite the Post Oil"
hours. Good Work and PROM l’»r

}
f
!

OF BELFAST.

nEVV5

|'c

rHt

Bert Davis bas lately bought a handsome
dog, which his friends say is a full blooded
Scotch shepherd.

—

,11VKKT1SINQ PAYS
found that advertising in
his advertise.‘,’rtys. Before
another column,
,.,.;ars iu
..four hours before the peoI:i• had received benefits

VAI

V

':i

pay for the aduths, and for trade it
ii abroad he is con vine11u 1 changes it will pay

profits

to

F. Perkins.

grip has invaded The Journal office
this week.
One of the compositors
is
is down with it and our foreman, Charles
The

sport Correspondence.

,,

report that

sm

v

their

H.

year were larger than
Chrismas sales exprevious year, but this

Twombly,

Thursday night
whole

week

last

trail

of their

riiou

on

the sick list.

Circle, King’s DaughLibby on Bay View

Hand

Monday Jan. 2nd.
requested to be present.

can

Mell

will meet with Mrs.

street

se .son.

Journal,

seinent iu The

r

Helping

The
ters

were as

is also

All members

are

Geo. D. McCrillis, Howard F. Mason and
report seeing and hearing a robin in
tree near the latter’s bouse on Christmas

others
a

to open

; is

vacated by the

y

t,

day.

restaurant

a

N. E. Keen says that the person who took
about 300 feet of his clothesline recently is

Bos-

known, and that if the same is returned
further trouble will be made.

1,ibrary will be closed
which is the legal New

Dancing

lock.
himney of Mrs. R. 0.
ailed out the fire departiieruoon.

>u,alley served the notices
s.mnents on the interested
week.

tst

leased

i-

of the stores

one

Phceuix Row and is

in

shop.

arber

n

went

»

People’s

up there.
A.W. Clark of Castine was in town Monday and contracted with Mrs. Olmstead to
put hot water heating apparatus into the
Mrs.
Olmstead’s beautiful
“Binnacle,”
He will also put a
cottage at Sunset.
heating apparatus in H. P. A. Spofford’s

down river Mona

number of

in

Orriugton

with

■nt

bought

■

steps above Burgess & Gardner’s market and last week a neat iron rail was put

the

Saturday morning

use

fiber

store,
has been

on

Mrs.

Saturday,

the

was

u^rman

exhibition

drawn

ue was

winner,

Messenger.

Isle

Winslow gave a family
dinner at her residence, No. 4»>

Anua

Christmas

C.

King’s Daughters self, and it was one that would do credit to a
sale of fancy goods for cook of many less years. The dinner and
wi!I meet Jan. 4th with the day were greatly enjoyed by all present
Belfast.

that there are
still many tax payers who have not settled
for 1898, although the limit fixed by the City
Council, Jan, 1st, is at hand. Those who do
not settle before that date will be served

Post,
uWishers, through the
!

Brown,

copy of the

a

Gettysburg.”

at

ii.

had

cab*

of

quantity

a

were

One

Morrill.

Supreme Judicial
ity next Tuesday.

1
s

preside. The term
anally interesting one,
■

'■■•I

important civil

of

■•ns.-d Milk
f

Co.,

is

city

t:.s

which

of

president,

is

•.'ws' milk per day, at its
"it. Me., and Whitetield,

puts out four different
are taking well with
‘i’iue Tree" is a favorite

■any

i;

he moon Tuesday evenry favorable conditions,
ihtil the orb became fully
»f

'•

t

began to enter the
.’.1 at 0 o’clock the eclipse
re the moon came out of the
■

eloudy

■eeauie

.nl

-is

Constable

,7. R.

and seizures of

liquors

use and Windsor Hotel
r"prietors, L. L Gentner

fi

arraigned

i. were

in the

li and seizure process,

a

convicted,

were

and

•••i

to a tine of §100 and
uiprisonment, and in det<
00 days additional.

1

liquors recently
in Northport

e

i

ited ami turned

•'•oshler

the

railway

Street

question

Legislature

the

of

from Belfast to

mad could not be

a

to

met

contractor,

cf the Waldo

us,

over

Tuesday forenoon

ad.

•1

■

seizhave

uise

ml road

run

will

be

'.lie

charter, and if this is
it wil. he, the road will
next spring. The corporabarter

at

Mr. Mitchell’s

ousideration and
the

give him

undertaking.

representatives of the four
-lien of Waldo county was
Ht the court bouse in this
afternoon to elect a member

re-

Supper. The annual
■•f Seaside Hose Co., No. 2,
iHide Grange Hall, Friday
Cu's

supper tables were
served, anti there

at. both the supper
music was by the Belfast
and there

a,

Two hams

st.

were
w ere

sixteen

disposed

Ellis
The affair netted $40.
'll'* company are as follows:
tguer ; Foreman, Fred Smalman, Asa Sholes; Clerk,

oid

were

won

by

H. E.

dge.

by
'»krtville and Islesboro. Dealthe majority of buyers chose
steamer Silver Star from

formerly, but
thus bringing the amounts
riuer years. The useful has

**1,

over

;1-

simply

ornament-

The provision dealers were
appointed in the demand for

■ally turkeys. They expected
light sales and bought acrheir stocks rapidly became
uul they were obliged to send
11

in,
a

’/,,r
w*h

arid

t

the

"•

fc

^

supplies. The American
crowded with business as

>...

1

Howes

and found there

went
was a

a party of friends, including
ladies, and had tine sport. It was an ideal

°u an

'‘tvs

extra delivery team the
before Christmas. The post

;il‘i

r'‘port

Ni?,S,«Dg
‘•rk

unusual number of
the mails, and an
put on the train a few

an

trough
was

with

brief

a

treatise

The renovation at Burgess & Gardner’s
makes it almost a new place. The
office is re-built and re-finished ; a uew floor
laid in the market; one counter taken out
and the
will

refrigerator turn down. The latter
replaced by one of more modern

be

before the

construction

The entrance to the

warm

rear

season

opens.

store-room is

mov-

ed, aud several minor improvements made.
The Post Office Department has ordered a
in the running tune of the Liberty
aud Belfast stage route via Centre Belmont.
Searsmout, West Appleton and South Montville.

(No. 1330). The stage is due to arrive here at 11 45 a. m., anti to depart at 1.45

Fred L, Palmer of
Waldo

|

I

I

in., giving 45 minutes more each way on
the road. The Department has also allowed
p

LOW PRICES.

S
"e
ft arrant these
Goods, and have A CAR LOAD, representing all
Grades, front which to Select.
A Large Assortment of BELLS,
ROBES, BLANKETS, HALTERS, WHIPS
AND HARNESSES.

difficulty.

When

feel

I

CALL AND EXAMINE our New and Complete Line of
Scissors, Pocket Knives, Skates, Meat Choppers,
Raisin

take
is

an

attack

Fowl,

Fruit, awards.
Field crops, grain, etc awards.
Bread, pastry and preserves,

25 25
40.00

awards.
Bees ami honey, awards.
Butter and cheese, awards.
Ladies' department, awards.
Miscellaneous articles, awards.

1150
0 50
9 00
108 10
4 00

If You Want
A Hood Set of

Reception

Wedding

A

reception

Piper, Wednesday evening, Dec. 21st, in
honor of the marriage of their son Ernest
Piper to Miss Alice Marriner. It was largely attended, the number being about one
hundred
The presents were many, including

a

si

from the

er tea set.

groom’s parents;
toilet set from Mr. and Mrs. Nahum S.
Pipei ; sugar spoon from the bride’s aunt
and cousin. Mrs. Leonora McCabe and Miss
Isa

McCabe; picture
Bennett;

Mrs. Abbie

from

teaspoons

j ElbridgeS.

the

from the
one

half

boating—plenty

of wind and

not

had

a

trial.
of

The annual

the Condon

Directors

Condon,

increase

$25,(XX), if necessary.
elected as follows: A. T.

stock

were

F. R.

to

to

Wiggin,

M. I.

Stevens,

C. O.

Poor, C. R. Coombs.
A.
has

Camp Ladies’ Aid Society
elected the following officers for the
E.

Clark

Pres. Mrs. U. G. Hussey;
coming year:
Vice President, Mrs. Roy E. Young; Chaplain, Miss Ethel Wise; Treas., Mrs. Walter

Richards; Guide,
Matthews;
Asst., Mrs. Frank O. Whiting; Inside Guard,
Mrs. Freeman O. Roberts; Outside Guard,
Mrs. Walter S. Hobbs; Trustees, Miss Ethel
Wise, Mrs. R. E. Young, Miss Mary Hobbs;
H.

Mrs. Geo. A.

Delegate

to State

Encampment,

Mrs. W. W.

Carter; Alternate, Miss Mary Hobbs; Advisory Committee, U. G. Hussey, A. J. Colcord, E. S. Whitehead, T. A. Young, Wallace W. Shaw.
Burnham

come
soon

interest

is

manifested

in

and vicinity in the estate of the

Bagley,

which is

probably

to

before the Probate Court in Belfast
for settlement.

Mrs.

Bagley

died

in

181)4, leaving a farm in Burnham and some
personal property. Her husband, Jonathan
Bagley, soon after her death, assigned by
warranty deed his interest to his daughter,
Mrs. Nellie J. Crummett of Clinton. Mrs.
Bagley left one son, Charles Bagley of
Thorndike, and three daughters, Mrs.
Leonard of Albion, Mrs. Crummett of
Clinton, and Mrs. Dorothy of Burnham.
N. E. Murry, who is now guardian of Jonathan Bagley, claims the property as Mr.
Bagley’s and that there was no consideration in the deed from him to Mrs. Crummett.
Frank
Bagley, a brother of Jonathan,
claims it also as having a life lease from
Mrs. Bagley.
The heirs have engaged L. D.
Jones, Esq of Clinton as their attorney;
Frank Bagley has engaged James Libby,

Jr., Esq of Unity; and Mr. Murry has employed R. F. Dunton, Esq of Belfast to
represent his interest in the

case.

Mrs.

Pitcher; book from the groom’s

grand-parents,

Mr.

aud

Mrs.

Daniel

L

Pitcher; sugar spoon from the bride’s grai dmother, Mrs. Austin
Marriner; butter

day

for ice

bride’s aunt,
dozen si ver

groom's aunt.

knife from the bride’s uncle

very cold. The new ice boat for Quantabacook has been taken out there, but has not

was

held at the home of Mr and Mrs. Charles A

Edgar

bride's

Marrine

aunt.

throw

from

who

is

called one of the most brilliant
singers on the American stage will
The advance sale of tickets
participate.
will be by young ladies, and patrons who
buy of them will be entitled to choice of
seats
n Jan. ldth.
The regular sale of seats
at the JIty Drug Store will open Jau
15th.
Tickets will be Si 00, 75 cts. and 50 cts. The
Boston Post of Dec. 20th says.
“Mrs. Maconcert

chida has

voice, powerful
register, and was heard with excellent results.” The Boston Journal of the
a

sweet

and true

in the upper

A Cats’ ( hristmas Trek.
<>f this city, who owns a
seven cats

WASHBURN AND MOEN HAY WIRES,

and

A young lady
interest

controlling
kittens,conceived

the

-S|5- Get

idea

The schooner smack

of

*
*
* >irs.
no, air lie shail feed his H>ek
Maouda has many admirable qua ities s a
singer, and her
peiloiinance of ‘Rejoice

Greatly’

was

most,

excellent,

m.t: nmiuun

effective.’

';

Mrs
tl,-*

very pleasant evening
enjoyed by
The wedding cake was-a present from
J.
Knowlton.
Andrew
was

ali.

steamer Notes

As

reported

last week

Captain

Barbour will be ir

charge

on account of the storm and fog
mamed there until her regular leaving time
Friday afternoon, thus omitting one round
trip_The steamer Salacia left Bath D,
23d for New York in charge of Capt. Wn,.
Preble, pilot on the steamer Kennebec. From
Porto Rico, where
New York she will to go

she will

run

this

winter

as

a

freight

and

passeuger steamer-The Bucksport agent
Co. has receivof the Manhattan Steamship
ed a telegram that the Kanawha has he u
unseaworthy and will not he

pronounced

sent east

again by

the company, by whom
The next arrival from New

was leased.
York will be the new' steamer H. E. Runnells, which will leave New York the 29th,
due in Belfast on Saturday, the 31st-Capt.
Bennett has been delayed somewhat in his
work nil the steamer Verona, formerly the
did not have her ready at
M. & M., and
Christmas time. He expects the work will

she

take about 10 days

more.

Bar Bel

bridge.

Her mate, the Fannie May, which
hauled up beside her last year, was
y wrecked in Rockland harbor in the gale of
Nov. 27th.Capt. R. W. Warren is able to
add two vessels to the list of Rockland’s
Great Sunken Fleet by Capt A. P. Ginn, as
published in The Journal last week. They
are the schooner Hardscrabble, burned with
her cargo of lime on Nantucket Shoals, and
the Aldana Oakes abandoned waterlogged
and crew taken off by sch Geo. B. Ferguson.
-Sch. Emma S. Briggs towed to Belfast
yesterday from Rocklaud to haul up for the
was

Rev. T. R.

both sick with the grip.T. H. Vose and B.
F. Foster attended the meet.ng of the State
Grange in Bangor last week-Enos Emery
fell last, week and hurt his side quite badly
_There were family Christmas trees at
Elias Halls and Chas. McCorisons last Saturday night_Mrs. C. L. Wright of Belfast
visited her sister, Mrs. Ora Hall, last week.
_Mr. G. J. Wyman of South China gave
an entertainment at the church last Thursday evening.
Prospect Ferry.

Miss

Josephine Ginn

arrived home from Whitman, Mass., last
Thursday-Misses Alice and Celia Ginn of
Bangor spent Christmas with relatives
here.Arthur Grindle came home from

The famous

oolong

tea

Bangor

Chase & Sanborn, called Orloff, is noted
for its delicious lilac flavor,
so sought
after by many

brother

imported by

tea

drinkers.

In

fact, experts

say all of

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas
are

superior.

Each brand is the best in
its class, and being sold only
in pound and half-pound
air-tight packages, retain
their full strength and aroma, which is not the case
with teas sold in bulk.

One pound makes

over

200 cups.

and

spent

with

Christmas

his

George. Grindle_B, C. Avery

and Martha E. Harriman came down from
Old Town and spent Christmas,returning to
to Old Town Monday
morning.Miss
Jeuuie ITarriman arrived home from

Hyde

Park, Mass., last Saturday... .The| Christat the school house Saturday
mas tree
evening was a decided success. About 180
were present. Great credit is due the committe

who

trimmed the tree.

It

was

the

Mention
prettiest one ever see^ here.
should also be made of Sargent Heygi who
helped out. so much in the program with his
graphophone. The selections read by Mrs.
Emma Luke and Miss Emily Ginn were
very
Mrs.

line.

Christmas songs

were

sung

by

Rufus Harriman, Mrs. Anna C. Harriman, soprano, Mrs. Annie Avery, alto,G. A.
Avery,B. C. Avery .tenors, W. H. Ginn bass.
Alvah Batchelder gave a tine selection
H. Harriman
on the violin, Miss Hattie

accompanist

..^Capt.

Belfast last week

on

A. A. Ginn went to

business.

Purchasing

Elsewhere.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.
sr< <

J.W. JONES,
New

The

Advertisements.

yesterday

that

were

.1.

indications

good sleighing had

KSSOIJ

TO
>

WixtkHi’i• ht.

come

antly observed

j

60 'lain .St.,

I

II. & ,1. W. .ION I

Belfast,

Me.

Christmas
in town

was very pleas
by faniiivgatherings

stay, anti to enjoy it y«»u must have a good j and Christmas trees. The Methodist SunJ. \V. Jones, bO Main street, has the day school had a pretty tree in the
•t-stry
j
Sturtevattt-I ,arrahe.e Co.'s., sleighs,and there Saturday evening, and a very interesting
Then Jones cau supply you j convert Sunday evening. The church was
are uoue betterwith robes, whips, blankets, baiters, etc
itli evergreen and rhnvprettily decorated
and he keeps everything in general hard- ers, he pastor gave an appropriate
sernion,
and the choir some special musm Sunda-ware, as w ll as various specialties set forth
to

sleigh.

j

J

his

in

|

t-Don’t forget

ai

FI. VV.

that

morning-Arthur

Smith and Timothy C<;*
home from Boston for the holiing
days ...Mr .Joseph Dorr passed awaj Tuesgreat
day after a long and tedious illness... Mrsj
Tliere is a good deal of w inter
Main st-reeI Margaret Kelly had a shock Monday, but is
yet to come, and Clark ran furnish what you as comfortable as could be
expected.. Mr and
need to defy cold, sleet or rain... .Chase & j ^r-s- Frank Eaton
are rejoicing over the birth
Doak will Sooli begin tbeir 7‘Jnd aunual I of a
tine boy-The ‘Boo Club' gave a ball
stock-taking and will make a general reduc- at Union Hall, Monday night_Mrs. G. <
Clark’s s.-mi-annual clearance sale of cloth-

! lows

are at

furnishing goods is still on, and tha:
bargmus in all lines may he had at 8 !

and

|
j

prices, offering many of tlielf goods | Hopkins is alarmingly ill.
Capt. Crocker,
at less than cost... .Monday Jan. 2ud, Stap| Capt. Dudley and P. C. Rich are still quite
les & Cottrell, 12 Main street, begin their
but
are
improving...
I Hick,
tion in

sale, and will close out
goods regardless
of cost. They carry only new and up-to-date
goods, consisting of underwear, hosiery,
sweaters, canvas coats, fur coats, gloves,
mittens, caps, etc., etc., all of which will be
sold at a very low price for cash.. A house
on Church street, with i* rooms, steam heat,
hot and cold water and hath room, is to let.
See notice of reApply to J. C. Durham.

rapt. Georg*
Crockett and Charles Boian are reported «*u
rbe sick list....Tile Littlefield Memorial

annual mark down

their entire stock of winter

moval of the Chinese

laundry from Church
opposite the post office.

to Main street,

Library

I

of the W

T. 1. received

r

books

v

Christmas present from Miss Ed
Littlefield.

as

a

TOYS

o

M

CHEAP,

Fannie Twombly is quite
sick with iutiamination of the stomach..
Frank J. Ames died Dec. 2‘kl of pneumonia
Brooks.

after

an

Mrs.

illness of

considered

only

days.

few*

a

He

was

of the very strongest men n.
and as a workman received the

one

this

vicinity
H«
highest wages paid for heavy work
leaves a wife and three children, ami was
about forty years of age... .Janies M. Clary
of South brooks is very ill and it is m-t

thought

that he

He is 8f» years

can recover.

of age and the oldest man in town. ..The
last Saturday
Christmas
entertainment

evening was a grand success, the house being densely packed. Two Christinas trees
were bountifully decorated and laden with
presents. The entertaiument was good, and

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D. D. S.,

long~and part of the program was omitted.
The band generously donated their services.

FNo. U IS» Nowhurr Street,

The Nose and Throat.
(Near Corner

Revs. F. S. Dolliff and D. Brackett were
The children did finely, ami everybody seemed willing to take hold and make

present.
it

a

success....

tend the

We took

Saturday evening

and

were

well

repaid

2. Others hours
l>> appointment only.
October. 1897— Ly4.~>

and the doctors

are

busy-Dr. P. E. Luce of Waterville spent
Monday with friends here_Charles F.
Bessey has been confined to the house most

Broken Candy
-AND

Mixed Nuls

of the

time for several weeks, but is now
much better.... Dr. A. W, Rich was at home
to spend Christmas. He is on the road most
of the time for

principal
nual
of

at

the Yankee Blade Hall-Miss Jones, milliner with Miss Ferguson of Belfast, has
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. Chas W.
Merritt of this place... It is now good
sleighing in Brooks ami lie face of 'Ike.”
the sleigh and jumper king, is radiant, for
brisk demand for his

still
which he wishes to close out for cost.. .The
recent sudden
Waterville

death

was

a

of

B.

H.

great surprise

Ladd

in

to

in

us

Brooks, where he had made many friends.
During his short stay among us we were all

pleased

with him and have

words to

speak

of him.

nothing

hut good

His death is

con-

sidered a great loss to the Yankee Blade
Pub. Co. He had changed the publication
to a mouthly and would have brought the

subscription
within

list up
a

to the old mark of

year-Edwin

TO LET
house on Church street, with nine Komis.
Steam Heat, Hot and Cold Water and ltath Room
A

Apply
.1.

Walker

50,has

moved onto the Elmwood Farm or Meadow
Broolc stock farm, of C. E. Lane....Miss
Grace E. Dow, who is teaching in Sebec,
failed to get home at Christmas for the first
time in her life-M. J. Dow is now acting
editor and manager of the Yankee Blade.
He is one of the largest stockholders in the
corporation_A. B. Stantial, who came
home to pass Christmas, has been confined
to the house by sickness-They have been
picking up the apples arouud here at $2 per
barrel_Hay nets at the barns not over $5
per ton_The Masons are arranging for
their installation and entertainment.

to
(’. DI

KII

\.M.

Belfast. Dec. 20, 1 S9S.

goods, which

many shekels for him....Mr. Dow
has quantities of holiday goods instock

means

(XX)

SWIFT & PAUL’S.

ball of Golden Crown Lodge, Knights

a

AT-

—

fertilizer company... .The
event of the season will be the ana

Pythias, Monday evening, January 2d,

there is

to

for

When the

in town

Fairfield Street)

MASS.

Hours, 12

the trouble to at-

Jacksonites try they are sure
to have something nice-There is considit.

<>f

BOSTON,

Christmas concert at Jackson last

erable sickness

Pentecost preached
It is expected Rev. J.
here last Sunday.
Washburn will occupy the pulpit next Suuday. ..Mrs. P. W. Rowell and daughter are

the

and,

arrival in

port_
owned by F.
W. Collins of Rockland is hauled up at the

Halldale.

of

Vinalhaven when she starts in the
spring ..The Penobscot arrived here Saturday morning, from Boston, the first time
The Monday night previous she
fur a week.
put into Portsmouth, bound west, aud rernained there until V\ ednesda.v forenoon
10 o’clock. She arrived in Boston at. 7 p m.,

hear of her safe

winter.

the Viuaihaven Steamboat. (Jo., which has
been running the steamer Vinalhaven between Rock land and Vinalhaven the past
six years, has gone out of business, having
sold their boat to the Rockland and Vina
bavin Steamboat Co. The Rockland Stir
says that, the latter company will run both
For the present the. steamboat busiboats.
ness between Rock laud, Vinalhaven, S'.onington and Swan’s Landing will be taken
The Vincare of by the Governor Bod well.
alhaven will be thorough y overhauled and
repaired, and early in April will run from
Rockland to Swan’s Island and Storington.
Virtually the same list of agents am. officers
Lt s expect
on both boats will be retained.
ed that

Rockport, is reported
trip from New York to
Leith, Scotland, in 17 days_Sch. Joel F.
Sheppard, Capt. Alzo M. Carter, Brunswick
for Elizabethport, arrived at New London
Dec. 25th with broken spanker boom. She
was reported as spoken off the coast last
week short of provisions, and all will be
of

glad

aunt, Mrs-. Jbeslie Marriner, aud
many other gifts, consisting of silver, glass
Ice cream aud cake were served
aud china.
a

Amsbury

Fred W.

to have made the

were

bride’s

and

limekiln in Camden harbor, lias been completely stripped and the old bulk will probably remain there until it slowly breaks
to pieces-The steel ship
Puritau, Capt.

Including 6 l-2tt. tor Dedrick Presses.

Our Prices Betore

of

to

Headquarters for

IN ALL LENGTHS,

same

date says: “So far as the solo singers
concerned, the feature was the siuging
'Rejoice Greatly,’ by Mrs Maconda. s >pra-

Saws,

Iron. Steel. Chains.
Bent Sled Banners.
Bolts and Stake Irons.
Blacksmith Sujiylies.
Buggy or Cart Wheels.
We can Save you Money.
Building Materials.

stitute.

in

Horse Clippers,
and Hatchets.

a

at once

hand) to have been $5,109.00; expenditures, $4,190.84; leaviug a balance in the
treasury of $978 10. The amounts paid for
finises and premiums was as follows;
Trotti ng purses.$ 1,245.00
receipt
Horses and colts, awards..
98 00
price by Foster Milburn Co., Buff alo, X. Y., sole
489,00 agents for the United States.
Cattle, awards.
09 00
Sheep and swine, awards..
Remember the name. DOAN’S, and take no subawards.
20 25

on

Seeders,
Axes

coming on. I
few doses and the progress of the trouble
checked. After what Doan’s Kidney
Pills have done for me. 1 endorse them heartily.’’
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had right
in Belfast. Call at Kilgore A' Wilson’s
drug store
and ask what customers report.
Doan's Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents a box
for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on
of

an 8-page pamphlet from the press of G.
Burgess, Belfast. The report shows the
receipts for the year,(including $1,1401.90 cash

fancy carving sets,
CHRISTY KMVES, 3 in Set,
MRS. POTTS’ IRONS, 3 in set.
COBBLERS SETS,
RIVETING SETs for HARNESSES and BELTS,
CHISELS, 12 In. Set from 1-8 to 2 Inch,
BITS, 13 I". Set from 4-16 to 15-16,
INCLUDING FORD PATENT.

Goods We Sell j
in Sets,

the farm doubtless accounts for my
An aching back has
been so common with me that 1 almost got used
to it, and the secretions from the
kidneys were
scanty, irregular and annoying, particularly at
Doan’s
night.
Kidney Pills gave relief to my aching hack and regulated the annoying urinary

It is

s
L
E
I
C
H

noted for

DURABILITY and

kidney and urinary trouble.

E.

the Market.

on

and on

years

for 1898.

are

BEST

the

are

STRENGTH.

a

thoroughly understand why the goad was used,
and we will trench long
enough on his time to inform him why the said boxes of Doan’s
Kidney
Pills were empty. Let Mr. Hamstead tell the
story. “After suffering for years and having
used everything that was said to be a cure for
disordered kidneys, it afforded me great
pleasure
to tell Mr. Libby, the
druggist of Pittsfield, some
time ago, that if I was not sure I could
got Doan’s
Kidney Pills I would not part with the stock 1
have at any price. Hard work in the woods for

Agricultural Society,

a

a

STYLE,

are kept iu
Mr.
Hamstead’s inner shrine is the ox-goad his father
used to stimulate the jaded cattle on that neverto-be forgotton trip, and two or three
empty
boxes of Doan’s Kiddey Pills. The reader can

annual report and the list of

Society

They

Among other curios which

Monroe, treasurer of the

officers and members of the

be

for the Best.”

WE SELL THE CELEBRATED

a

SLEIGHS, which

governor of the State, was to live to berepresentative citizen in and around the
vicinity where he lived. Seventy-five jears is a
long period to look back upon, and when sixtysix of them have been spent in one locality. Mr.
J. B. Hamstead now knows everyone in Palmyra
and for miles around, and everyone knows him

to

always Good

driving

ln

STURTEVANT-LARRABEE CO'S.

come a

yachting.

& Penobscot

has issued his

a

a

Sixty-six years ago, towards nightfall, in the
spring of the year, a patient, yet weary yoke of
oxen plodded onward
along the road between
Pittsfield and Palmyra. They had drawn behind
them a big wagon all the way from Skowhegan
containing all the earthly belongings of a pioneer
of northern Maine who had chopped and
logged in
j Somerset and Piscataquis counties, and finally
selected
as
a
In
home.
the
j
Palmyra
wagon sat a
boy of some seven summers who, if not destined

..

on

market

sugar spoon from the
Ausei Lotlirop; bureau

late Harriet N.

,n

Brooks, together

the Strawberry aud its culture.
He describes six leading varieties, all of which
are well adapted to the climate and conditions of Waldo County.

With

!

The Belfast High school foot bal
photographed in a group Saturday I

uncertain than

more

Interview

1

their market last

Orchesra ae
concert and play for a

went out with

good this year. The
ghing Thursday brought in a
ade, and Saturday there was a
was

presents than

I,,

ii.

clear strip of ice, ou which he hail a most
successful trial of the ice boat built last
w inter by O. R. Webster for J
H. & R. H.
Howes. Tuesday afternoon J. H. Howes

Considerable

rts. The trade in

'lHt

»i,

out to Pitchers Pond

holiday

a it k

fids

Utr.

Ralph

capital

and

on

F.

.■lance

■

afternoon

credentials,
dualities in the call and in
'•ntials, and hence the meet1 to Tuesday, Jan. 10th.

The chairman

well

c,

Monday

the

L.

chosen chairman

The

v

Post, Brooks, Jan 5, 1899. If stormy
the meeting will be held ou the uext fair
day. The address of welcome will he left
with Geo. G. Davis Post.
Again, comrades,
do we issue the call for the hoys of Waldo
comrades and
with
the
County to meet
good people of Brooks. Bring your lunch
baskets and sweethearts, and Brooks will
furnish the rest. Let us have one more
good time, for it may he the last for some
of us. [A. Stinson, Secy.

Legislature for permission

■sk

d

Veteran Association will meet with Geo. G.

Davis

the

Agriculture.

*'rk.

;'ee

v

!

and

■

aud

Karly History
an

“There is

Maine,

having a Christmas tree for their benefit,
and the understaking was a
complete sucHumors of Christmas.
Christmas trade cess. Indeed, the tree was enjoyed by the
an increase of
mileage from 17 to 19 miles
this year broke out in some unexpected family as well as by the cats and kittens A
each way.
pi ices A representative of The Journal j spruce tree about four feet big); was providAll the soldiers of the 19th Maine who
with a notice more pointed than former
participated iu the battle of Gettysburg called on a dealer in doors,sash, etc a most ed with a staud and was tastefully decoratones.
field for Christmas trade. He eil
with stars, hearts, etc., of gold and
receive a
j
may
copy of the book pub- unpromising
Fred E Hooper of Bath, Inspecting oiheer
found, however, that the dealer had a good | silver paper, and with many danglished by the Gettysburg
commission,
of the Sous of Veterans, Department of
He lately bought, a dozen ling
Christmas sale
things calculated to
excite
the
entitled “Maine at Gettysburg,” by writsets of andirons, etc., with no thought of
Maine, has reported on his inspection of the
felines to play.
Many little bags of tissue
or
ing
applying to Captain Charles E.
various camps.
He gives A. E. Clark Camp
holiday trade and put a few in lus window. paper filled with catnip were fastened to
Nash of Augusta, who has been intrusted
of this city credit, for having the best kept
Christmas week he sold 10 of the 12 sets Iu the brauci.es and it
was intended tu have
with the commission of distribution. As
another instance a chair was bought at one bus of meat,
kept books of the First Serg’t. [U. G. Husse-vJ there are so
also, but the meat was omitted.
very few books, only those of
of the furniture stores as a present for a
and Quartermaster Sergt, jO. J. Dickey J of
When all was in readiness the cats were adthe regiment who participated in the battle
When it was delivered it was found mitted to the kitchen, where the tree had
child
any camp in Maine.
'-’an lie given a copy.
to he an exact pattern* oh a redui etl scale, been
1'. S. Deputy Marshal Bernes O. Norton
placed,and a lively scene followed. The
Lester Bragg, superintendent of clocks Jo. of
a chair presented to the Child’s mother
had a long chase for a man last week. Mr.
hags of catnip were so firmly tied that the
the Western l uion Telegraph Co. was m
three
and
ar,
years
anoihpr
ago.
bought
cats could not pull them .ff, and so after a
Norton received a description of the man,
town Tuesday to adjust a
difficulty with t-l.e store. A little g;r! entered a taxidermist S time it was
and followed from one clue to another
given to them. Then they conelectric clocks. He came here last Friday
through Brunswick, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston, aud put all the clocks in order, but in less store and asked the price of some birds, tinued to play about the tree, pulling off
peacocks, owls, etc. She Was told that the what they could reach of the decorations.
Auburn, Portland and Westbrook.
The than an hour after he lett town the
battery prices varied, When she said she had 5 cents One cat seemed to
man was found in a boarding bouse at the
hate a special fancy for a
gave out which regulates the hourly setting and if
she could get one for that price she silver heart on one of the
latter place. He is O. D. Brooker of Lewis- of the closks.
topmost limbs,
The time works kept fight or,
would take it. But the best thing yet heard and once succeeded in
ton and is charged with using the mails for
bringing it nearly to
but they failed to set as usual.
Mr. Bragg
from
is
told
a
She arose the floor, when the limb
by
young lady.
fraudulent purposes.
suddenly fiew back
remedied the difficulty.
early Christmas morning and absent mind- into place with the heart still attached
The local ice dealers are gettiug ready for
Joint Installation. Thomas H. Mar- edly put out her alarm clock instead of her
their winter’s cutting.
Altogether the cats’ Christmas tree was votLogan is making shall Post,G. A.
R., A. E. Clark Camp, S, milk can. She says her best fellow didn’t ed a success.
some additions and repairs to his ice house
of V. and the Ladies Aid Society, will have
stay very late the night before, hut her
on Bridge street, and will cut on the lower
Shipping Items.
Sch. William
|a
friends think otherwise.
installation of officers at Memorial
Cobb,
Leather-Board pond. Burgess has already ! joint
which discharged phosphate here last week
Halt next Tuesday evening.
The meeting
A
Musical
a,
Tit
at.
A
popular concert, for the Maine Central R.
cut some for immediate use on the Gurney j
R. Co., sailed Dec.
will be public to members of the three o.- with 15
f the Maine Symphony
pieces
pond. The Light & Power Co is keeping j
ganizations and invited guests. Supper Orchestra including three1 soloists and a 25th for Red Beach to load plaster for Baltithe pond at the mouth of Goose River scraped
j will be served at (! o’clock. Past Commore-Sch. Emma S. Briggs, Capt. G. T.
stringed quartette, will he given i?> Belfast
and will begin cutting as soon as the ice |
arrived at Rockland Dec. 23d from
mander M. U. I>ifworth will install the Post,
Opera House Wednesday evening,.Tati *#ib. Osborne,
becomes of merchantable thickness.
New York,
with coal-The
Past Oapt. U. Q. Hussey the Sons’ and
schooner
Charlotte Maconda, who won such high
Veterans’ Attention ! The Waldo County : Past ('apt. W. S Hobbs the Ladies Aid
distinction at the Maine Music Festivals, and Sandy Point, lying on the rocks beyond the

was

was

1

states

meeting of the stockholders
Mfg. Co. w as held last Monday
evening. A dividend of 0 per cent, was declared, payable on and after Jan. Kith at the
office of the treasurer.
Voted to apply to

rtrd of

Band

in

of

<

the first.

•State
•s

and the last

was

the

|

raised

by
weighwere
u.*i several others
whhu

!

Sargent

Collector

R.. has

G. A.

ill

Belfast

Congress street. Mrs. Winslow, who is 82
years old, prepared the dinner wholly her- chauge

Ruth.

,!

Chat.
team

by Tuttle

The

corner

box office of

pen at the

■

East Belfast. Mrs. Mary
Nickerson
entertained her children and grandchildren
to the number of eighteen, Christmas. The
table bore up well under the heavy load of
good things placed upon it, but was soon relieved of the heavy burden by the appetites
of those
present.. The grip is prevailing
here. Mr. and Mrs James A. Nickerson
have had severe attacks, but are able to attend to their duties again-Miss Ethel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Savery, is
very sick with pneumonia... Capt. E. W.
Curtis, pilot of steamer Penobscot spent
Christinas with his brother, E. S. Acboru.

Diseases,’free!

Recalled
Pioneer.

!
A.

no

The change in the concrete walk at the
of Church and Beaver streets last
summer left a dangerous place at the end of

granted as follows : InDorr, Bucksport, 88 to
tr.l, Belfast, 824 to 830.
r-n

(1 seats for the

ilCilOflDCn
Scraps from

.Fogg & Brown had a turkey at ;
week which weighed 25 1 2
A young lady has a counter in Swift &
engaged to give a
pounds. It was bought by Mrs. Clifford and
Panl’s store this week, at which she is serv- i dance in
Bucksport Monday evening, Janfl served Christmas at her dining rooming Sparrow's breakfast cocoa. She also | 23d.
Daniel G. Hinds has his year’s supply of
gives graphophone concerts.
wood—20 cords—cut and hauled. Thii is
Chas. R. Coombs received as a Christmas
The annual meeting of the stockholders of present from Fred Hollins of Boston
forehanded.... K. F. Dunton, Esq., has be* n
j
two
the Waldo County Agricultural Society Cuban machetes. They are
renominated to justice of the peace and
stamped with
will be held at the Court House in this city the
insignia of Spain, are enclosed in leath- quorum-“Belfast is easily the cafcopo.is
Saturday forenoon, Jan. 7th, at 10 o’clock.
ern scabbards, aud
have evidently seen of Maine,” remarks the Oxford Democrat..
All The Journal advertisers report good
hard service.
The next rehearsal of the Parlor Musical
holiday sales. .The Treasury department
A. B. Stantial has issued, from the
Society will be held in the Universalist vespress has
approved of the Eliot National bank of
try Tuesday evening, Jan. 3d. Progam by of G. E. Burgess of this city, a neat cataas a reserve agent for the National
the committee appointed at the last meet- logue of the strawberry plants grown on his Boston,
Bank of Belfast_Ice boating is a little
the
Pleasant
place,
ing.
Valley Gardens of

Party will be given at

■

Friday evening.

DEMCMDCD

afternoon.

When our baby boy was three months
old
he had tho milk crusi very badly on his
head
so that all the hair name
out, anti itched so
bad, he made it bleed by scratching it. I got
a cake of CirriccitA Soap and a box
of Cuticuba (ointment).
I applied tfio Cuticpba
and put a thin cap on liis head, and before
r
had Titled half a box it was
entirely cureit and
his hair commenced to grow out nicely
Feb. 24,'08. Mrs. H. P. Hi iLMES, Ashland. Or.
CuTiccKA BsasDies Appeal with irresistible force to
mothers, nurses, and nil having the care of children
To
know that a single application will afford instant
relief
permit rest and sleep, and point to a speedy cure in the
and disfiguring of skin and
diseases
m.“t,torturiJ1?with loss of hair, and not to use them is to failscalp
in yourdutv
SLBERforSKIN-TORTURED BABIKSand RgSTforTlRKn
Mothkrs in a warm bath with Cunci ra
8oap,
and a
•ingle anointing with Cuticora, greatest of skin cure*.
Bold throughout the world. Pottbr D. ft C. Corp Rou
Prop*., Boston. Ilow to Cure Baby’s Skin

taking Mr. Twombly's place.

Bickford is

ar’s

e

The city schools closed last Friday for the
vacation. In some of the schools
preparations were made for literary exercises
the last day, but owing to the large amount
of sickness these were very much shortened,
and in some cases given up altogether. Miss
Bird was ill and her school closed Thursday

holiday

MILK
CRUST

unclaimed letters remaining in the
office for the weekending Dec. 24: Ladies
—Mrs. Lovicy O.
Lampher. Gentlemen—
Mr. Lester Bean, Mr. W. L. Fernald, Mr. W.
List of

;t„

\V

;

of
C.

S.

District

Cm

CiMMlitors.

ki

j

In Bankiuftcn
(
FIRST MEETING Of the creditors of
WINFIELD S. EDMINISTEK of Momville,
Maine, adjudged bankrupt on his own petition,
to prove their claims against him and choose one
or more trustees of his estate, will he held at the
office of the referee. Number 99 Main street,
Belfast, Maine, on the 11 day of January, A. 1).
1899, at 2 o’clock l*. m.
HCGH D. M< LEI.LAN
Referee for tlie Waldo District.
December. 27, 1898.—lw.
for the
of via inf.,

District

THE

Flour, Hay aoi Straw.
I have just received and in store t ear Barrack’s
Best Michigan Patent Flour, 1 car Valley City
Milling Co.. Lilly White, Best Michigan Patent
Flour; also in store Albion, Washburn’s and Pillsbury’s Best. Hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
by the lot or bale. 1 have the finest floor and can
JJltf
make low prices. Call.
ALBERT M. CARTER,
4 Front

^Street and Sibley’s Wharf

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

THE

DERELICT “NEPTUNE.”

burst every tank in the hold, and the cargo
was deluged with water, which attacked
every lime barrel in the bottom layer, at
Result
the bursting of those barleast.
rels from the ebullition of slaking lime,
the melting of the tallow—which could
not bum long in the closed-up space—and
the mixing of it in the interstices of the
lime barrels with water and lime—a boilWhat happens under such
ing hot mess.
conditions?”
“(.Jive it up," said Boston, laconically.
“Lime soap is formed, which rises, aud
tin1 watei beneath is in time all taken up
by the lime.
“But what of it?” interrupted the
other.
“Wait.
1 see that this hold and the
is that
tween-deck are lined with wood,

[Morgan Robertson in “Spun Yarn.’*]
(Concluded )
Together they doubled the carpet diagonally, and with long stitches joined the

edges.

Then Boston sewed into each
thimble--an iron ring—and they
hail a triangular sail ol about twelve tm-t
hoist.
“It hasn’t been exposed to the action of the air like the ropes in the locker
forward,” said Boston, as he arose and
took off the palm; “and perhaps it’ll last
till she pays oft.
Then we can steer.
You get tlie big pulley blocks from the
locker. Doc, and I'll get the rope from
the boat. It's lucky l thought to bring it;
1 expected to lift things out of the hold
with it.”
At the risk of his life Boston obtained customary in iron ships?”
“Not now.
It used to be a notion that
the coil from the boat, while the doctor
brought tlu Mocks. Then, together, they an iron skin damaged the cargo: so tlie
love oil
a tackle.
With the handles of ; first iron ships were ceiled with wood.”
“Are there any drains in the ’tweeutlieir pistols the\ knocked bunk-hoards to
pieces anil saved the nails; then Boston deck to lei water out, in case it gets into
climbed the foremast, as a painter climbs that deck from above a sea, for iua steeple
by nailing successive billets of stanee’
wood above his head for steps.
“Yes, always; three or four scupperNext he
hauled up and secured the tackle to the holes each side amidships.
They lead
where the
the
into the bilges,
water
forward side of the mast, with which they |
pulled up the upper corner of their sail, ! pumps ran reach it."
1 found up there," continued the docafter lashing the lower coiners to the
1
windlass and life-ran.
tor, “a large pu «• .>i wood, badly chaiit stooil the pressure, and tin- liuik paid | red
by acid for half it length, charred
a
It was
lessen degree tor the rest.
slowly off tint gathered headway. Boston
vai
in cross section, and the largest end
took '.lie \vhtiel an steadied hei at in<nliw
as
chai
red
most.
wes;
!»\ west- dead hetoie the wind“> nipper plug
I supposed they plug
while the docBe. at hm leijiicst, brought
the open can ot soup and lubricated the ged the 'tween dta k seuppers to keep any
wheel-screw with the only substitute lor i water they might ship out of the bilges
oil at their command: foi the screw work- ; and away from the lime.”
ed hard with the mst of titty years.
YVs, ami those plugs remained in
Their inipro\ised sail, pressed steadily ! place tor days, it nut weeks or months,
on hut one side, had held togethei
but I after the carboys burst, as indicated by
with the first flap as the gale j the greater charring of the large 1 end of
now.
caught it from auothei direction, appear the plug. I burrowed nder the debris,
ed a rent; with the next flap the rag went and found the hole in which that plug tit1 ted. It was worked loose, or knocked out
to pieces.
"Let her go!" sang out Boston, glee- | of the hole i>\ some internal movement of
At any
broken carboys, perhaps.
"we
(
can steer now.
ome here. | The
fully:
one out, after remaining iu place
ate, it
Doc, and learn to steer.
'I'he doctor came: and when lie left that long enough for the acids to become
borongi iy mixed and for tlie hull to cool
wheel, three days later, hr had learned.
was in the ice,
remember.
For#the w ind had blown a continuous gait down She
the whole of this time, which, with the Boston, the mixed acid went down that
hob
others
like
it.
\\
is
it now
here
.or
ugly sea raised as the ship left the lee ol
“1 suppose,” said Boston, thoughtfully,
tlie land, necessitated the presence of
both men at the helm. Only occasionally “that it soaked up into tlie hold, through
the skin.
was tin re a lull during which one of them
could rush below and return with a can of
“Exactly. The skin is calked with
the soup.
During me of these lulls Bos- oakum, is it not?” Boston nodded.
“That
oakum would contract with the
ton had examined the boat towing half
out of water, and concluding that a short charring action, as did the oakum in the
painter was best with a water-logged boat, hate!:, md every drop of that acid ten
had reinforced it w ith a few turns of his thousand gallons, as 1 have figured—has
In the three days filtered up into the hold, with the exceprope from forward.
they had sighted no craft except such as tion of what remained between the frames
Have you ever studied
their own.helpless—hove-to or scudding. under the skin.
Boston had judged rightly in regard to organic chemistry?”
the wmd.
It had hauled slowly to the
“Migh ly.”
“Then you can follow me.
When talsouthward, allowing him to make the
low is saponified there is formed, from the
course lie wished—through the Bahama
and up the Florida Channel with the wind palmitic, stearin.and olein contained, with
over i11e stern.
During the day he could the caustici/.ing agent —in th s case, lime—
guide himself by landmarks, but at night, a soap. But there are two ends to every
with a darkened binnacle, he could only equation, and at the bottom of this immense soap vat, held in solution by the
steer blindly t,u with the wind at his hack.
The storm centre, at first to the south ol water, which would afterwards be taken
Cuba, had made a wide circle, concentric up by the surplus lime, was the other
with the curving course of the ship, and end of this equation; and as the yield
when the latter had reached the upper from tallow of this other product is about
end ot the Florida Channel, had spurted thirty percent., and we start with eight
ahead and whirled out to sea across her thousand fifty-pound kids—four hundred
bows,
it was then that the undiminish- thousand pounds—all of which has dised gale, blowing nearly west, had caused appeared, we know that, sticking to the
Boston, in despair, to throw the wheel skin and sides of the bands down here,
ne hundred and twenty
down and bring the ship into the trough is—or once was
of tin srii--to drift.
Then the two wet. thousand pounds, or sixty tons, •*} the
other
end
the
of
exTi
•.
equation— glycerine
hollowed-eytd men slept the
“Do you mean Doc," asked Boston,
slei'p that none but sailors and soldiers
know, and when they wakened, twice w ith a Startled look, “t h .t—”
’•
*T mean sai l the doctor, emphaticalV •=
>tiff and s re, it was to look
out
.-aim. starlit evening, with an
ly, “that the liist tiling the acid.*- mixed
in
the ’tween-deck to just about the right
easieii
moon silvering the surface of the
oi u. n nth-bound rollers, an-: showing in ; proportion*, mind v •u--wouid attack, on
sharp u-iiel a dark horizon, on which oo/ing through tie skin, would be tins
there was no sign of land or sail.
glycerine: and the c. rtain product of this
l;;m. >ai is lied their hunger; then Bos- j union under intense ''old--T bus hub was
!
ton, wi h a nm y ir n pot from the gal y. frozen in the ire, remember- wou i be
nit r. -glycerine. and, as the \ie d
the
It* :
O w !:
IM
!k' rliil Ml ;1 IS p >p:
xplosive is two bundl'd and tveutypei
dipped u4 some of rlie water from over
the sid! vv is warm to the touch. and, cent, ot the glycerine, we ran be morally
sure that the bottom of this bold,
each
awan* 'hat they were in the Gulf Stream,
t.hev i-.iwleil under the musty bedding iu minute globule of it held liimly in a hard
the cabin bel t is and slept through the matrix <>l sulphate or nitate of calcium—
In the morning there was no which would form tiext when the acids
night.
piomi.se of the easterly wind that Ihi-'-m met tlie hydrates anti car Inmates of limeis over one hundred and thirty tons of
would
come to blow them to port,
hoped
and they secured their boat- reeving off nitio glycerine, all the more explosive
davit-tackles, aud with the {dug out. pull- from not being washed of free acids,
ing it up, one earl at a time, while the Dome up on deck. I’ll show you some
water draiued out through the hole in the thing else.”
bottom.
lump amt nerveless, lioston iohoucO
The question was beymn1
said the doctor,
here t’ie doctor.
Now, Boston.
his
we. are. as you
on
the
outer
of
seamanship.
edge
say,
The doctor brought the yellow subthe Golf .’stream, drifting out into the
“1 found plenty
broad Atlantic at the rate «»i’ four miles an stance—now well dried.
be said;
hour.
We’ve g u to make the best of it of this in the 'tween-deck.”
until
unethimg .ones along; so you hunt “and 1 should judge they used it to pack
It
was
the
between
once
arboy boxes.
through that st< e-room and see what else
It is now, since 1 have
there s to eat. utul I’ll examine the carg ». cotton-batting.
washed it, a very good sample of gun-cotI want to km»w v iiere that a« id went."
They >neued all the hatches, and while ton. Get me a hammer- crowbar -soineBostjn descend el to the la/arette. the tbiug hard.”
Boston brought a marline-spike from
doct >r, with his trousers tolled up. climbed d iwu the notched steps in a stanchion.
the locker, and the doctor, tearing off a
small piece of the substance and placing
In a short time .e* came up with a yellow’
substance in his hand, which he washed it on the iron barrel of a gypsy-winch,
thoroughly with tvsh water iu Boston’s gave it a hard blow with the marline!tn{ r- viseu draw-bucket, aud placed in spike, which was nearly torn from his
the sun to dry.
Then lie returned to the hand by theexplosiou that followed.
‘We have in the ’tween-deck,” said
‘tween-decks.
After a while, Boston,
’•in imaging the lazaretto, heard him call- I the doctor, as he turned, “about twice as
!
iil’
the
through
bulkhead, and joined many pounds of this stuff sis they used to
I pack the carboys with, and, like nitrohim.
“Look here, Boston," said the doctor; 1 glycerine, it is more easily exploded from
I washed
“1 ve cleared away the muck over this the impurities and free acids.
hatch.
It’s ‘forced,’ as you sailormen j this for safe handling.
Boston, we are
on
a
adrift
that
cal! it.
would
j
floating bomb
Help me get it up.”
They dug the compacted oakum from pulverize the Rock of Gibraltai !”
the seams with their knives, and by iron
“Bur, doctor,” asked Boston, as he
rings in each corner, now eaten with rust ; leaned against the rail for support,
wouldn't there be evolution of beat
tc almost tlie thinness of wire, they lifted
the hatch.
Below was a filthy-looking from the action of the acids on the lime—
layer of w hitish substance, protuding from | enough to explode the nitro glycerine
which were charred, half-burned staves. just formed?”
“The best proof that it did not explode
First they repeated the experiment with j
the smouldering rag, and fiuding that it i is tlie fact that this hull still floats. The
burned, as before, they descended. The | action was too slow, and it was very cold
But I can’t account for the
whitish substance was hard enough to | down there.
bear their weight, and they looked ; acids left in the bilges.
What have they
been
all
around.
these tifty years?”
Overhead, hung to the under
doing
side of the deck and extending the
Boston found a sounding-rod in the
length of the hold, were wooden tanks, b>cker, which he scraped bright with his
charred, and in some places burned knife, then unlaying a strand of rope for
a line, sounded the pump-well.
through.
The rod
“Mie must have been built for a passen- ; came up dry, but with a slight discolorager or troop ship,” said Boston.
“Those tion on the lower end, which Boston
tanks would water a regiment.”
showed to the doctor,
answered
the
“Boston,”
doctor, irrele- j “The acids have expended themselves
vantly, “will you climb up and bring ! on the iron frames and plates. How thick
down an oar from the boat? Carry it are they?”
|
down don’t throw it, my boy."
Boston !
“Plates, about five-eights of an inch;
obliged him, and the doctor, picked his ; frames, like railroad iron.”
then
‘‘This hull is a shell! We won't get
aft, struck each tank
way forward,
with the oar.
some kind of dis“Empty, all of them,” lie much salvage. Get up
tress signal,
Boston. ■’ Somehow, the
said.
He dug out with his knife a piece of the doctor was now the master spirit.
A tiag was nailed to the mast, union
whitish substance underfoot, and examined it closely in the light from the hatch.
down, to be blown to pieces with the first
“Boston,” he said impressively, “this breeze; then another, and another, until
ship was loaded with lime, tallow, and the Hag locker was exh uste b Xext they
acids—acids above, lime and tallow down hung out, piece by piece, all they could
here. This stuff is neither; it is lime- spare of the rotten bedding, until that too
Then they found, in a
soap. And, moreover, it has not been was exhausted.
touched by acids.” The doctor’s ruddy locker of their boat, a Hag of Free Cuba,
which they decided not to waste, but to
face was ashen.
“Well?” asked Boston.
hang out only when a sail appeared.
But no sail appeared, and the craft, buf“Lime soap is formed by tlie causticizing action of lime on tallow in the pres- feted by gales and seas, drifted eastward,
ence of
water and heat.
It is easy to while the days became weeks and weeks beunderstand this fire. One of those tanks came months. Twice she entered the Sarleaked and dribbled down on the cargo, gasso Sea—the graveyard of derelicts—to
attacking the lime—which was stowed be blown out by friendly gales and reunderneath, as all these staves we see on sume her travels. Occasional rains retop are from tallow-kids. The heat gen- plenished the stock of fresh water, but
erated by the slaking lime set fire to the the food they found at first, with the exbarrels in contact, which in turn set lire ception of some cans of fruit, was all that
to others, and they burned until the air came to light; for the salt meat was
was exhausted, and then went out.
See, leathery, and crumbled to a salty dust on
they are but partly consumed. There exposure to the air. After a while their
stomachs revolted at the diet of cold soup
was intense heat in the hold, and expansion of the water in all the tanks. Are and they ate only when hunger compelled
them.
tanks at sea filled to the top?”
At first they stood watch-and-watch,but
“Chock full, and cap screwed down on.
the lonely horror of the long night vigils
the upper end of the pipes.”
in
the constant apprehension of instant
“As I thought.
The expanding water

corner a

<

■

j
j

darkness

George II. Hunt, agent of the Penobscot tribe of Indians, reports to the governor and council that the membership of |
the tribe is 380, a loss of five.
Farming
was more successful the previous year,

as

Women Everywhere Express their
Gratitude to Mrs. Pinkham.
WALDEN, Gibson, Ga.f writes:
“Pear Mrs. Pinkham: -Before taking your medicine, life was a burden
to me.
I never saw a well day. At
my monthly period I suffered untold
misery, and a great deal of the time I
was troubled with a severe pain in my
side. Before finishing the first bottle
of your Vegetable Compound I could
I continued
tell it was doing me good.
its use, also used the Liver Pills and
Sanative Wash, and have been greatly
helped. I would like to have you use
my letter for the benefit of others.”
Hrs. T. A.

I*lrs. FLORENCE A. WOLFE, 515 Hulberrv
St., Lancaster, Ohio, writes:

“Peak Mrs. Pinkiiam:—For two
I years I was troubled with what the
j local physicians told me was inttammation of the womb. Every month I suffered terribly. I had taken enough
medicine from the doctors to cure anyone, but obtained relief for a short
j time only. At last I concluded to write
! to you in regard to my case, and can
j say that by following your advice I am
; now pefeetly well.”
I

>

<

The Maine Indians.

the spectacle went out in the
of unconsciousness; fora report,
of concentrated thunder, struck them
dowu. A great wave had left the craterlike depression in the sea, which threw the
boat on end, and with the inward rush of
surrounding water arose a mighty gray
cone, which then subsided to a hollow,
while another wave followed the first.
Again and again this gray pillar rose and
fell, each subsidence marked by the sending forth of a wave. And long before
these concentric waves had lost themselves
in the battle with the storm-driven combers from the ocean, the half-filled boat,
with her unconscious passengers, had
drifted over the spot where lay ihe shattered remnant, which, with the splintered
fragments of wood and iron strew n on the
surface and bottom of the sea fora mile
around, and the lessening cloud of dust in
the air, was all that was left of the derelict Neptune and one of the fiuest cruisers
iu the Spanish navy.
A few days later, two exhausted, halfstarved men pulled a whale-boat up to the
steps of the wharf at Cadiz, where they
told some lies and sold their boat. Six
months after, these two men, sitting at a
camp-fire of the Cuban army, read from
a discolored
newspaper, brought ashore
with the last supplies, the following.
“By cable t<> the ‘Herald.”
“Cadiz. March 11, 1895.—Anxiety for
the safety of the Keiua Regente lias grow n
rapidly to-day, and this evening it is feared, generally, thatshe went down with her
four hundred and twenty souls in the
storm which swept the southern eoast on
Sunday night and Monday morning. Despatches from Gibraltar say that pieces of
a boat and several semaphore Hags belonging to the cruiser ante ashore at Ceuta
and Tarifa this afternoon.”

beneath,

RELIEF FROM PAIN.

—

!

Hansfield, La., writes :
Before writing to you 1 suffered
dreadfully from painful menstruation. leueorrhoea and sore feeling in
the lower part of the bowels. Nowiny
friends want to know what makes me
looksowell. I do not hesitate one minute in telling them what has brought
1 cannot
about this great change.
praise Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable
Compound enough. It is the greatest
remedy of the age.”
firs. W. R. BATES,
••
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for I

Albridge. of Om/v

nines,” is wiiat
N.l
rails

Comfort

Mr-

11. W.

owdcr

For all dialing,
aiding, or ms;, .-kin trouble she
says it i-> wonderful. Being cooling and comaud Ou cents.
tufting, it is rightly named.
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of

Deep

whom three were adults and five children.
Thereh as been much sickness and the expenditures for medicine and attendance
lias been large.
Charles A.^Rolfe, agent of the Passamaquoddy tribe, says his Indians have
been great sufferers on account of the
close time on fish and game. Fishing and
hunting were formerly their chief means
of a livelihood, but now they cannot even
trap a few muskrats. Baskets have depreciated in value, while the Indians have
to travel long distances after
basket
wood. The total number of the tribe is
reduced to 473. There were 14 births and
10 deaths last year.
No epidemic has
prevailed, but there are the usual number
of chronic cases.
Fish

that hundred and thirty tons of uitro.
Don’t stop.
Pull away.
Hold on, there;
hold
on, you fools!” he shouted! “That’s
J
a torpedo; keep away from her!”
Forgetting his own injunction to “pull
: away,” the doctor stood up, waving His
oar frantically, and Boston assisted.
But
if their shouts and gestures were under,
stood aboard the cruiser, they were iguor1
ed.
She slowly turned in :» wide curve,
and headed straight for the Neptune which
| had drifted to leeward of her.

j
j

|

vvnat, was in tne minus or tne

officers

erara

Nov 21 from Jacksonville.

Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at l’oint-aPitre Nov 10 from New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Dec 10 from New Haven.
Pile Terrors Swept Away. Dr. Ag.
’s Ointment stands at the head as a resure cure for Piles in a 1
forms.
One application w ill give c< mfort in
Kw minutes, and three to six days apa
plication according to directions will cure
chronic cases, it relieves all itching and
85cents.
burning skin diseases in a day
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co —88.

that cruiser’s deck will never be known.
Cruisers of all nations hold roving con missions iu regard to derelicts, and it is fitting and proper for one of them to gently
prod a “vagrant of the sea’’ with the steel
prow and send her below to trouble no
more.
But it may be that sight of the Cuban flag, floating defiantly in the gale, had
something to do with the full speed at
which the Spanish ship approached. When
but half a length
separated the two craft,
a heavy sea lifted Tne bow of the cruiser
in
high
air; then it sank, and the sharp
steel ram came down like a butcher’s
cleaver on the side of the derelict.
A great semicircular wall of red shut out
the gray of the sea and sky to leeward,
and for an instant the horrified men in the
boat saw—as people see by a lightning
flash—dark lines radiating from the centre of this red wall, and near this centre,
poised on end in mid-air, with deck and
I sponsons still intact, a bowless, bottomless remnant of the cruiser. Then, and
before the remnant sank into the vortex

A

The Kennebec
ers

this

Journal offers to its readcomplete official steno-

winter the

graphic reports

of

proceedings

at the

legisla

ture, and in addition to the full Associated
reports from the National Capitol, a

Press

special

news

service from

a

leading

paper worker in Washington. The
makes the low offer of the Daily

Journal
Journal

sent to any address till the close of the
lative session for §1.25; or the Weekly

nal for 30 cents.
Augusta, Me.

news-

legisJour-

Address Burleigh & Flynt,

l ife’s a Burden If the stomach is not
Is there Nausea? Is there ConstipaIs the Tongue Coated? Are you
Light Headed? Do you have Sick Headaches? Any and all of these denote Stomach
and Liver Disorder. Dr. Aguew’s Liver
Pills act quickly and will cure most stubborn and chronic case. 40 in a vial for 10
cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Co —84.

right.

tion?

7?cr.'?c of Old Dr SAMI e*L PITCHER

l\rtr>pf>. // Seed'
dlx Scnner
Rod die Softs
AusrSeo!

There is

I

I

Seesaw,.
H;,mSccd-

(
*

j
Anorf'-ct Remedy for r onstipation. Sour S to niieti, Diarrhoea,

Worms ,C onvu! sicr.s .Feverish-

!

ness

andLoSS OF SLEEP.

Facsimile Signature of

Lucky Captain.

up in Maine who cannot
had season in the fishing business. He is Captain Tom Nicholson
of Bueksport, and it is estimated that he has
cleared at least £20,000 out of this year’s fishing. It is said he is worth over £100,000,
made in the fishing business in a comparatively short time. He talks and apparently
thinks of nothing but. his fishing vessels.
One day lie met one of the prettiest girls in
Bueksport in the street.
"Hullo, Cap’e.
Tom," said she. "Hullo, Maggie," was the
response; "just heard from the, Annie G.
Qniner. She’s doing first late on the Banks
first, rate."
[Fishing Gazette.
one man

justly complain

of

a
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
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Easy

Food

Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Jiffi Easy to Digest,
H

/Quaker
At all

^in

Oats

grocers

2-lb.

pkgs. onlv

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on rhe second Tuesday of At a Probate Court lielo
the County.>t Wald"
December, A. 1). 1898.
December. V. D. l.s
/ II \KLF.S F TH< >M PS* >N, administrator of the
certain instrument
estate or JOSHI'A THDMISON latent Montwill and testameni
vi'le. in -aid County ol W aldo, deceased, having
late of
nity, in.said tm:i
presented a petition praying tor a license to sell having been
presented ;
at private sale certain real estate of said deceased
Ordered. That notice h»partii ulariy described in said petition.
terested
by causing a
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice'to 1
all person- mteicsted by causing a copy of this j published three weekiiean
Journal,
printed at
order to be published three weeks successively in !
<
the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that appear at a Probate
within and for said t
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
of
at
next,
January
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second day
noon, and show cause
Toe-day d .January next. at ten of the clonk be- same should not he
pna
fore icon, and show cause, il any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grantA true copy,
Attest.
ed.
(Has I
< I F.i) K. .JOHNSON. .Judge.
A true copy. Attest
r.vi.hoss
ii. c
Cuas. I*. Hazkltim:. Register.
V» t,i-., on the see.
1
M'JS.
JAM
PS
till, d
AT a Probate Court held at Bellast, wit bin ami
N
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- the estate of SI'SAN
in
said
< ottm\. d.
port.
day of December, A. 1). 1SUK.
In- first and final a
uni
PM.MA M
OKTCHKl.l
ot ,H)HN
M
sail! estate for allow.
li (i F.TC 111.1.1., late ot Tro>
.aid Co-mr>
Ordered, That no; n
Waldo, oeeea.-eil, havmj pM->,-n;ed a petiteoi
weeks successively, o
praying for an allowance out of the per-onal esprinted in P.e I fast, in
tate ot said deceased.
interested mac attend
* Jrdered. Thai the said
petitioner ve not me to held at Br'Iasi, ->n tlaall person.- interested i»> i:an.i!i:; a opy ot tin- next, and show ca m
order lobe published three weeks -ueee-'si\> 1\ in
the said aeeounr -fi• u'■ *'
the Republican .louru I jointed at Belfast, that
p pea at a I
A true copy.
An.
Belfast, wit hin ami tor said Countv. on the -eo
('ll As I
omi Tue-day of Jamia y i,.
o| t In .eh- k
before noon, and sh -u e;iu>.-. a
ive
why the prayer ol sai.l petitioner slimild‘not be \\r \ 1.1 h > S> -!i
>>
granted.
'. Fa
F .JOHNS* >N .Juoge.
l.v.e*
L. h. D1 V
N
A true copy.
estate *d 1.1 \ 1 ]■
|.|
Attest
in said Count;
deceas*
(Has. P. Ha/.kliini., Register.
m
first, and filial :<■
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THI: BEST FARM AND 1 A.TILY PAPER !.N
l M l ED STATES, BOTH ONE YEAR

THg

FOR QHLY 82,00,
j

Believing that every one <1 our reaouts -l mid
I have at least one good agr.cultural ami family
! journal, we have pet lected arrangements whereby
j we ran send that practical and instructive journal,
K,\km

j

am*

ptiblieatiom

i
|

Home, in connection with our own
The Eekuklican .'oi'rsal, botli a

lull jear lor only $2.00.
lan k of space b.rbiosa
tents <d

FaltM

ami

descriptioti <d the conHome, which are urn‘quailed

for variety and exeellenc ■. Prominent, among its
! many departments may be mentioned tin- harm
and harden. Market Reports, Fruit l ull ure. Plans
and Inventions, The Aplarj.Taiks with a Lawyer,
;

Around the (Robe, Livestock and Oalrj, The Foultrj lard. Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Mowers, Fashions and Fane) Work, House*
hold Features, etc.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly
! thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable intormation
that experience and science can supply. No better

■
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At a Prui'art- Court tie hi a; I. <! last, wti e m ami f.
the County ol Waliln. <m the seem d Tin -lay*
1 >» 'tuil er. A
1». 1 Si IS.

proof of its popularity can bo offered than its
circulation, which extends inn* every
State and territory in the Union each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
Ho not deluy or fail to take advan age of this
remarkably liberal offer, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we semi bofh papers
a full year, at the very low price above given.

enormous

Address all orders

to

4m4f*

estate tor ;ill»w;i;

Ordered, Tli-.f m
weeks suivcs'iu'!;-.
printed in Bel la -i. m
inter,-ted max ai
held at liHliiv,
nary next, ami -!;o\Why t tie Siti'l .11
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< I'la P
\ei- II ol I,i 111•
-alii
y
i.ly
*y
appointed admini-i rat or o! the e.-iaie i -aid’ m-era-ed.
Ordered, That the said pet it inner gt\e not ire :o
ail persons interested hy causing a
pv ol this
order to he publi.-hed tliree weeks -u or-.-".vly
in tile Republican .lout ual. ptinted a? Bel last',
that they may appear at a Prohate Court.:-: he
held at Belfast, within and tor -aid <'• my. oi
the second Tuesday ot January next.
n
ot
the clock before noon ami -how eau-e, if u y in-;
have, why the prayer of said petitioner -i •>. d
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Ordered,
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printed in Bella-t,
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Ha/.kltink, Register.

normin
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interested li.ay ai t«
a
d
he held af Bella-;
tlai v nex l. and sin xv
the -aid account -Ii.
uaiion aeeepted.
sons

a Prohate < oim held at Belfast, within and for
the County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
December. A. I>. 1 sits.
nilASTl S 1>
\\ 11.1.1 A MS creditor of I.l. W is
J J W I-EACH, lair
11,: y
l.-ies.h, ro m said (
of Waldo, deceased, h;r ing preset!’. I a pet i’t- n
praying that he,the said Erast us I) Williams may
he appointed administrator of the estate u sain
deceased.
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Ordered. That the said petitioner give noth*
1.
LKiJK.
CH VBId >
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
MAli V B U KB Bid;
order to he published three week- successi\ely u
TV. ha\iujr presented I itlie Republican Journal, printed at Bellast.thi:
ianship in; allowance
they may appear at a Probate < otirt. t-- helield at
(irdercd. hat mu;
ii the second
Belfast, within and for said County
w* .-ks mi- f.-s-ivc; x.
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the chick before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why printed in Belfast, in
the prayer of said petitioner should mu he granted. sons interes:**! may atr,
[ he held at Bellas:. on
C.EO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
.January nex t. and show
A true copy.
Attest
!
why rhe said accoim’ si,
('has. P I.azki,n.NK, Register.
Kl 1
A true copy
Attest
*i 1' A EDO SS. In ( >urt
Probate, held at Bel
(.'ll As. !
»»
fast, on the second Tuesdav of Decern' * r.
IMPS
(lEOROE H. FISHER. Executor ot tinof W1LI IA.M
last wi
E()>V late ol Winter\\ A I.LX > SS in *
last,
port, in said County, deceased, having presented
(.(d
his first and final account of administration of
('IIAKI.KS I
1 .S'.IS
said estate for allowance.
! last will of d! 'Ll A A Si 1
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three poi t in said min;y tin••
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, his first and tina
ox .tin,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons sani estate for all*
interested may attend at a Probate Coin
to he
Ordered, That manheld at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Jan- weeks .successively in !i.
uary next, and show cause, ii any they have, why
printed in Belfast. in -a
the said account should not he allowed.
interested may attend a:
OKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
held at Belfast, on the -e
A true copy.
Attest
next. and show cau.-e i!
( has P. Hazeltin;:, Register
saitl account should no;
••

|

<
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PI B. CO.,
BELFAST, MA1NIC.

Notice of Foreclosure.
EMERY REN-ON of Frankfort, in
the County of \\ aldo, by bis mortgage deed
dated the seventh day of dune, A. i> 1881). and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 222,
Page 115, conveyed to Mary Reilly, late of said
Frankfort, deceased, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Frankfort, and bounded and
described as follows: Beginning at a stake at the
northeast corner of the Emery lot; thence southwest about sixty roils, by the Emery lot to a cedar
tree at the northeast corner of Chipman lot;
thence easteily about seventy rods to a spruce
tree by land of (ieorge A. Pierce ; thence easterly
bv line of said Pierce to five elms on the west
bank of tlie meadow brook; thence northerly by
the channel of the meadow brook to land of dohii
Kingsbury: thence westerly, about seven rods Inland of said Kingsbury to first mentioned bound?-:
reserving a team way*across the land of the late
Andrew Tyler to the old county road. And the
undersigned say that said Mary Reilly has sm<-deceased and that they have been duly appointed
executors of the lastvvill and testament of said
Mary Reilly. And whereas the condition <>t said
mortgage has been broken, now thereiore. In ie
son of the breach of the condition thereof,'
they
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
BvvoO
Frankfort, Dt-e. 8, 1898.
THOMAS F. RED LY.
| ,,
“W-rarnrs.
MATTHEW W ERII I.Y,

WHEREAS.

j

liever, healer, and

Papers and Periodicals.

j
1

j!

Sell. Oliver Wendell Holmes, which arrived from Bay of Islands, N. F., Friday
morning, m addition to her cargo of salt
herring, lias a cabin load of artificially
frozen herring, the first to arrive this season.
The Holmes vill open her cabin here
and take out her frozen herring at 4 cents
per pound.
|Cape Ann Advertiser.

new

on

--:::=
Promotes Digestion! heerfuiness and Resl.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral,
Not Narcotic.

|

Facts from Gloucester.

<

“See,
paying
“1 don’t know what ‘wearing’ means,
Boston,” panted the doctor, “but I know
the Spanish nature. She’s going to ram

IrmiujJbuTreffr. rsm

Capt. William Jackman of the seh. F. W.
Homans is high line in North Bay netting
and hooking tor t he past season, landing 221
barrels of mackerel.

SHIPS.

■

ling tlic Stomachs and Bowels of

_

Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at Hong
Kong Dec 17 Irom New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed for San

death had affected them alike, and they
gave it up, sleeping and watching together. They had taken care of their boat Francisco Nov 2b tor Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M No 1«• Ls, sailed from Norand provisioned it, ready to lower and
folk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
pull into the track of any craft that
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
might approach. But it was four months folk Dec. 20 for Honolulu.
from the beginning of this strange voyBangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
age when the two men,gaunt and hungry— Batavia Dec 1 from Yokohama.
with ruined digestion and
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Honoshattered
nerves—saw, with joy which may be iui- lulu June 20 from Victoria, B. C.
F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Emily
the
first
land
and
the
sail
first
agained,
from Hong Kong Sept 1 for New York:
that gladdened their eyes after
the
passed
Aujer Oct 10.
storm in the Florida Channel.
Emily Reed, 1) C Nichols, sailed from
A fierce gale from tlie southwest had
Singapore Nh 5 for New York.
been driving them, broadside on, in the
Gov llobie, B E Coicord, sailed from Hong
trough of the sea, for the whole 'ff the Kong Oct 7 for New York ; passed Anjer Oct
2b.
preceding day and night; and the land they
Henry B H\de, T P Coicord, sailed from
now saw appeared to them a dark, ragNew York Sept 20 for San Francisco
ged line of blue, early in the morning.
J. 11.
Park, at Hong Kong
Josephus.
Boston could only surmise that it was the
Oct 15 lor New York.
coast of Portugal or Spain.
The sailL
J
N Pendleton, sailed
Mary
Cushing,
which lay between them and the land, from Hong Kong Nov 4 ft r New York.
about three miles to leeward
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
-proved to
I be the trysail f a black craft, hove-to, HiogoAug 21 lot New Yolk.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
with hows nearly towards them.
Boston climbed the foremast with their Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San Franonly Mag, and secured it: then, from the cisco Nov 0 tor Loudon.
watched
the
other
they
high
poop-deck,
j
Reaper, U C Y<ung, sailed from Seattle
! craft, wallowing and plunging in the im- Ot t 7 lor San t raueisco.
mense Atlantic combers, often laisingher
R li Thomas, C G Nichols, Manila fur Bosj
i forefoot into plain view, again descending | ton, sailed Irom M intevideu N'uv b.
Sat hem, II T Lancaster, cleared from New
with a dive that hid the whole forward half
j in
York Sept lb lor Shanghai. c poken, Oct
a white cloud of spume.
lat 15 S, Ion bb VV.
bl,
ii sue was a
steamer Mi
can
Her a
S D Carleton, Amshury, cleared from Nt w
J cruiser,” said Boston: “one of Knglund's York July 8 for Hmiii Kong.
black ones, with a stoiu.-sail < u lier miliSt Paul, F VV Treat, at Hong Kong Nov 4
She lias a ram bow. and for New Orleans.
tai} main mast.
M, Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived a\ DeThat’s what
yes, sponsous :*.nd guns.
18 from San F.am-isc
i she is. wit! her funnels and bridge carried parture Bay Nt
State nf Maine. II G Curtis, sailed from
| away."
Manila Oct 21 for Boston.
“Isn't she light in oa; track, Boston-.’"
Til lie E Starlmek, Eben Curtis, arrived
j
:
asked the doctor, excitedly.
“Hadn’t at Asl'ina. <>. N<>\ 17 from
Ph:ladelphat.
she better get out <d our way?"
W m 11 Mary, Amshury, arrived at Seattle
‘‘She’s g<U steam up a lull head
see
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
the escape-jet? She isn't helpless.
VV m 11 ( Miiiu-r, J i Erskint at Shanghai
It she
Nov. 1 lor New York via Hong Kong.
d‘".’t launch a boat, we’iltake to ours and
VV
J Rotch, fcewall C Lancaster, arrive*I
boa:d her.”
Tiie distance lessened rapid!} -the ei uis- at Nh w York Oct 10 from Seatt.e.
BAH KS.
» r
plunging up and down in the same spot,
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrive!, at Rothe elerelicr heaving to leeward in great,
.'.winging leaps, as the successive seas sario Nov 11 frolu Buenos Ayres.
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Washcaught her, each one leaving her full half
1> C, Dec I'.' from Barhadoes.
| a length further on. Soon they could ington,
Edward May, cleared from San Fiancisco
:;o
lor Syiluey, N S W.
j make out the figures of men.
Sept.
“'l ake us oli, screamed the doctor, wavEthel, Dodge, sailed from Mol teviedo
his
“and
out
of
our way!”
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
arms,
get
j ing
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
| “W 11 clear her,” said Boston; “see,
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
she’s
her
started
engine.”
j
1
Herbert
Black, W 11 Blanchard, cleared
As they drifted down on the weatherfrom Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
j side of the cruiser they shouted repeatedly j lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
words of supplication and warning.
They 1 Dec 21 for New York.
were answered by a solid shot from a secMabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
which
Hew
over
their
heads.
Boston Nov 17 from Turks Island.
ondary gun,
At the same time, the ensign of Spain was
Matanzas, arrived at Havana from New
! York Nov 2*5.
run up on the tlag-staff,
Olive
Thurlow, J () Hayes, cleared from
j “They’re Spanish. Boston. They’re ! Pascagoula Dec 20 for Havana.
! filing on us. Into that boat with you! If
| Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from
a shot hits our cargo, we won’t know what
! Hung Kong Sept 24 for Boston ; passed Anjer
! struck us.”
j ov 4.
into
the
which
lucki
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
They sprang
boat,
l ily hung on the lee-side, and cleared the i Buenos Ayres Nov 28 for Philadelphia.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
fastened and coiled in the bow and
| fallsstern.
Often during their long voyage j Rio Janeiro Dec 1*5 for Philadelphia.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
had
rehearsed the launching of the
they
! Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
boat m a seaway—an operation
requiring
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffan, sailed
! quick ami concerted action,
from Rosario Oct 22 for Santos.
j “Beady, Dec?” sang out Boston. “One,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Portland Oct 81 for Bahia Blanca.
l two, three—let go!” The falls overhauled
with a whir, and the falling boat,
striking
SCHOONERS.
an uprising sea with a
smack, sank with it.
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
When it raised they unhooked the tackle- Jacksonville
Dei 0 from Charleston, S C.
blocks, and pushed off with the oars just
Gladys, H B Colson, cleared from Galvesas a second shot hummed over their heads.
ton Dec 11 for Pascagoula.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
“Pull, Boston; pull hard—straight to
Pensacola Dec 1 from Guantanamo.
windward!” cried the doctor.
Kneel and, sailed from
John
C Smith,
The tight w haleboat shipped no water,
for Nassau.
and though they were pulling in the teeth New York Dec 11
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Brunsof a furious gale, the hulk was drifting
wick, Ga, Nov 24 for Stamford.
away from them, so, in a short time, they
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
were separated from their late home
a
London Dec 10 from Jacksonville.
by
full quarter-mile of angry sea. The cruiser
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from New
had forged ahead in plain view, and, as Orleans Dec 7 for New York.
RW Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from New
they looked, took in the try-sail.
“She’s going to wear,” said Boston. Orleans Dec 8 for Boston.
Sal lie. l’On, W H West, arrived at Demshe’s
off.”

AVepe tabic Preparation for Assimilating (lie Food andRegula-

Sell. Annie Greenlaw, Capt. John Greenlaw, stocked £1,100 as the result of her recent Itaddocking trip, on 20,000 pounds of
fish.

Vessels,

Mater

ex-

ceptions attend the schools, of which Sister Ce \\ ia still continues in charge.
The
deathcduriug the year number eight, of

Next Minute May Mean Death.
If tinheart Hlitters, palpitates or tires easily, you
may he next dour to sudden death and not
know it.
Dr. Agm-w's Cure for the Heart
gives instant relief and cures. “The pains
about my heart were s.» severe 1 could hardly breathe. I thought I must die. One dose
of Dr. Agnew's Cun- for the Heart gave imperfect relief -uside ot 20 minutes, a few
bottles cured. I firmly believe it saved my
life.”—Mr. .John Jamieson, Tara, Out. Sold
bv Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes &
Co.—81.

Register

all the young children with few

and
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At :t Probate Court held at
the County of
ahlo. on
December, A. D. 1898.

certain instrument, purporting t«• he tin* last
will and testament ol FRANK B
MATH
FWS, late of Belfast, in said County of "Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered,

NOTICES."

That

notice he given

to

all persons

interested by ausing a copy of this order t«» be
published three weeks sue.-es-ively in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be Held at Bel last’,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved.approved ami adt-wed.
OF* >. F. JOHNS* IN. Judge.
A true

PROBATE

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

copy.

Attest:
(’llas. P Ha/.ki.tink,

Register.

l’robate

the

Count}
Decembet,

Court held at
of Waldo, on
A. I>. 181)8.

Belfast, wltliin and for
the second Tuesday of

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last.
J\ will and testament of FRANCESS FI \\ I- l.L.
late ol N’orlhport, in said County of W aldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in tin* Republican Journal, printed tit Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
terested

A

-true copy.

Attest:
Char. P’.

IIazeltine, Register.

true

eopv.

Old
Attest
('has. 1*. H

Ss.
In Court
last, oil tile -ec u d
1HXH. 1.1.1/ A Bi; !H Mil
on tin* estate <»t SKTH I.
fast, in said County o,
her second ami final am
said estate hu rdlowam
Ordered. That notin.
weeks successively in
printed in Belfast, in said
interested may attend a
liehl at Belfast ,m the
ary m xt, and show mi,-,
tin. said account slimiin
old*.
A true copy
Attest

UTAl.OO

At

a

Probate Court held

at

Belfast, within

I
Mi

1

••

('has. I

1
II

ami tor

the County of Waldo, on the second "I uesdav d
December, A. D. 1898.
certain instrument,
to be the last
V. K. l'l'RNFR.late .t
\ will and testament olpurporting
Palermo, in said Conn y ol Waldo, deceased, hav
ing been presented tor piobate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to lapublished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
■

At

a

A

may appear at a Probate Court to lie held at
Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of .January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
(IE*). E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ch as. P. Hazkltine. Register.

I >.M IN ISTlv \Tn|;

4

s

\

V hereby gn os imt ii
appointed Administ :iloi
>

AKLKTTK
he < 'mint of \\ ahio.
tiie law diiects
All
against the estate <>t sain n
present the same tor setth-i,
thereto are requested to m
in

t

m

io

ately.
\\ interport, Dee Id,

lSt*s

D.MIMSTRATOR'S

NOT!

/\ hereby gives notiee
appointed Administ rato.

•'

ot

HIRAM II. CROCKETT,
in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs. A1
mauds against the estate
desired to present the saim*
all indebted thereto are req
meut immediately.
o

In Court of Probate, held at BelDecember,
HOUSTON
181)8,
OTIS,
and JOHN E. CHAPMAN, Executors of the last
will of ALBERT B. OTIS, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented their first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

YT7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Pel
VV fast, on the second Tuesday of December,
181)8.
FRANKLIN CHASE. ALBERT ,1. HAM
and CHESTER NEALEY, Executors of the last
will and testamei t of JOHN C. NEALEY, late of
Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented tlieir first and final account of admiuistra
tion of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January next, and show cause, if any they have, why

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SS.

the second Tuesday ol
WALDO
fast,
MARTHA J.
NATHAN F.
on

the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazultine, Register.

I*

Ull

Camden, Dec. Id, 1898
A

DMINISTRATOR’S

NOTH

I

A beret y gives notice that
appointed administrator <*f tin
NELSON KIMRALL, latt
in the County of Waldo, dece;.s<
as

the law directs.

All

persons

against the estate of said deceapresent the same for settlemen
thereto are requested to make
LINCOLN
ately.
Isleshoro, Dee. 13, 1898.
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President
Broke Down.
Professor Barnaby,
how the advice
he

teas

without

of a

the head

member

hope.

Barnaby, President of
Hartsville College, at Hartsville, Ind., has
learned the method by which professional

business men, or anyone whose
are too much for their
strength, may
their
shattered health.
repair
Graduates of the college in all parts of
the world will rejoice to learn that President
Barnaby has fully" recovered from the breakdown that threatened to end his useful career.
He is a new man, mentally" and physically ; energetic, enterprising, full of vitality.
He tells his own story.
“To begin at the beginning,” he said, “I
studied too hard while at school.
After completing the theological course
I accepted the charge of a United Brethren
Church at a small town in Kent Co., Mich.
“Diligent work and study finished the
breakdown of my constitution, which began“ at school.
My chief trouble was indigestion ; this
with other affections, caused nervousness.
“My physician sent me away for rest and
change of scene and I improved somewhat.
“Soon afterward I came to the college as
professor in physics and chemistry. My
nervous trouble returned.
“I suffered complete prostration.
“Another long course of medicines and
physicians, and I managed to get back to my
work. I was elected president of the college
and the increased work soon told on me.
J hen followed a total collapse.
I called
i
several doctors but none could cure me.
“My health seemed to be permanently
or

“At
our

ic

tp.wities.

it Icddeford.
.■s>ini; u district
; VOS i ,1 : he oh ill
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the

weekly
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news

from

i.i natural scii-H,

((t

try Dr. Williams'

Hearken! that glorious mountain cry
As Arctic winds sweep down the sky,
Has caught a paean’s throb, the fire
Of living, thrilling heart-desire,
The blending voices in that strain
Breathe from the vanished sons of Maiie
Whose spirits bless our meeting place
With more than human form or face.
round this silent chair
Who knew its sacred duties. There
Stands valiant Chandler leading forth,
The senate-captains of the north,
Know ye not many a sturdy one—
Maine’s chronicler, wise Williamson?
Dunlap and Cutler, men whose will
Molded our weal, ay, moulds it still ?

They gather

tem.

The almost miraculous
power of the
pills has been exhibited in thousands of These lead their shadowy throng to greet
cases like that of Professor
Barnaby. prov- j A host that at our doorways meet;
Not th >se alone this chamber knew,
ing them to be nature's specific for the ner
But al whom love of service drew
vous breakdown so common
among hard
or in one common name,
To
I
workers.
To b' -ss our State with more than fame,
All druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
With whose tried souls the watchword
for Pale People, and count them
rose
among the
most valuable medicines that scientific
As Maim- goes, so the Union goes.”
re
search has ever revealed.
Some loving spell is wrought to bring
Them hit lew ; loyal William King,
Tiie father >f our State, with strong
Literary News and Notes.
True Parris, and that soul oi song
Maine cherisht d— what a hymn ’twoulu he
Mrs. L. L. \Y. Wilson will contribute an Ci uId Enoch Lima.In sing for me!
Tie-re Holmes, who hade the North Star
essay to the Jaiiuan nutnbei of Appleshine
tons' Popular Science Monthly of eonsidU| ou our seal above the pine,
able interest to teachers and educators in
Writes once again, for ear and eye,
g moral, describing methods of Nature Mao s old Ln -els’.or Vikingcrv—
Study in the Pliiladelphia Normal Schools.
”] lead!”
1

Your
awaited, and
you

my heart is sad.
year you bring me all
home.
You faithfully

The Youth’s ( ompaniou for I)e emi>e>
l ist issue of >.•>. will c mtain a
sketch of travel by Israel Zarigwill, the
distinguished author f < hikiren of the
Ghetto” and other talcs of the Jewish
In the artiquarters in European towns
cle written for Tne < •'mpanion he relates
some experiences of “Yioiiblesome Travel
in Italy.”

a

—

-'th, the

chronicle the deaths, births and marriages
of the neighborhood.
\ on keep me postwho represents
ed ou parties, church socials and village
!• owla uaP
and
tell
me
what the prospects
o-.nils
a
*uth
gossip,
;.
you
are
for good oi poor crops, as the ease
: •her;s. a native
I; a family moves away or a
a
m iu
M issachumight be.
newcomer moves into town 1 know it the
he mi received of
The industrial evolution of mankind,
next week.
If Farmer Jones, of the Bidge
B .vwci. L >.
N
road, Ic ings a pi i/.c pumpkin to yom oilier chiefly through whuii civilisation has
P irtieulars
s present stag'1, is desciibevi
I know all about it, although hundred of reached
by
of his death.
James Guliiei in an interesting article
miles away, as soon as some of ins neigh.-l from
os
which will appear in A ppietous' Popular
bors.
You keep nit- posted on the imon his carriage
ud! >'injured.
provements that Farmer Brown, of the Science Monthly fot Jauuaiy. The giadual
growth from tfie primitive noiuad to
Lake road, contemplates making to his
mi cii- his
And when the modern industrialist is carefully folpa-i -0 years, barn “in the near tuture.”
Farmer .Smith, oi the Lexington road, lowed out in detail.
an
t incr sous.
!ijtie brought started a cheese factory at Kidder's Co:
Economics, public atYaiis. civics, educammni'M.
wh«* es- tiers 1 knew it here in Chicago the day af- tion, science, and industry are coiisideied
ter publication.
from the State
in a number of valuable papers in the l»eWell may 1 eember issue of Guntoirs Magazine.
idle prison ofiiO, country newspaper!
The
cf that he has
say that “life without you would be a
“New York ;n
papers presented include:
lies dreary waste.” Once a week you are to the Senate.”
•hat his body
’Atkinson and Silver,”
mi
the vicinity of me an oasis in the desert of this hurly“Equitable Basis of Interest,” “C ivic and
White woman was
burly life in a great city.
Social Reforms,*’ “Sugar Beet Industry in
The
man
who
build
does
not
take
his
city
ousc.mptive
America,” “Labor Copartnership, “Prac“home” paper, providing he was reared tical
>! c steam-heated
Statesmanship,” and “Karl Marx.”
in the country, does not know what real The several editorial
.id ikely to prove
departments furnish
enjoyment he misses. The news I get much interesting matter.
out of one issue is worth more than the
1 lie opening pages <>t the December Met-.
1 )eC. loth yearly subscription. 1 devour every line
ropolitan are occupied by reproductions of
pension aj.piopria- of the local gossip and neighborhood famous paintings of the Madonna and
correspondence, and when 1 lay the paper Child. A seasonable illustrated article is
about.
]'• minutes
aside 1 praise the country editor for givcontributed by Ida M. Harrison, entitled
This was done ing me this privilege.
“Santa Claus of the Streets.” Among
Letters from home are very welcome,
The previous questhe many illustrated features which make
but one doesn't get as much news in a
ii> for
rest
ricting hundred letters as he does in one issue of up this attractive number are noted the following : “The (\-ntest tor the Leadership
mi. nit opportunithe home paper.
Aud letters are so un- of
the Empire State.” “New York City's
ty heard, but no one certain, you sometimes have to wait six
Gouutry Fair,” The Treasure House of
But
ie*tion the com- mouths for a reply to your last one.
Natural History,' “The World’s Greatest
if you are a subscriber to the country
i> which had
Business Street." “Arthur Hue (Rinnan.’
made
it comes to you regulai 1\ every
paper
•i iwt be
inferred
“Amusement Temples of Two Worlds,”
week, rain or shine. You may be a little ‘*The Making of a < allege
h lie t hat T lie hill
n
Athlete," ai d
in arrears, but the country editor sends
i. mportauT meas•American Beligious Painters." Seveial
the paper along with the hope that you
short stories and the popular theatrical d<•'onfortable sum
will some day settle up matters.
c
v.f (l,liars.i be
unplett this number.
To the man who cannot visit his old partment
tl •"■•'mil* has modi(oiling for January is a beautiful nume
home
or two t
peruevery
year
weekly
'•i the subject and
sal of his home paper is almost as good as ber which carries the usual generous sapmortgages and a
ply of interesting text and artisth illustrip to boyhood scenes. He reads where tration.
.is
It is full >i the merry spo. t and
mortgages are the little freckled face
girl, who sat behind
tax
under the
-Miahim at school, was married Jo a city chap pastime of bracing winter days.
attei in
what form
Winter Madcaps,” a poem by Charles
inwho holds a “lucrative position with a
•
1 i*
with solemniner: “A Christinas in Mc.oselaud,” by Fd.
street cat company" -probably a motor
ii< ->t satisfaction
:
W.
*A
Snow,shoe
Caribou
II
..ut,”
Sanriys
man; he is informed that the boy who was
:': b< -nk in which
Frank IF Risteen, “New Y ear s D y at
known as the bully of the school was ar- by
•r deed of trust is
a Hudson’s Bay Fur Post,” by \Y. I lais
rested for wife desertion aud is ••incarcerng was among the
by
ated in the county bastile;” lie learns deli Cameron, and “Figure Skating,
ntroduced in the
J. F. Mitchie, are .i lew of the many
from his home paper that “the Thornton
uleigh of Maine—
have
features
which
the
pale beauty
family will hold a reunion,” and the news good
i.1.
of the show in them. The iiction dep; laorganizing and is also
conveyed that “Aunt Eliza Bobert- ment contains two
li fer
army of the sou will be
while
complete
stories,
ninety-three years old next, tales of
ways and means week
sport, travel and adventure in
Tuesday,” an event which the city |
ized a favorable remany lands furnish the needful variety.
man wishes he was able to be at home to
1 e
the restrictions
The editorial and record departments a e
celebrate.
ir the shipment of
fresh
and interesting.
If “midnight marauders” steal seveni-rior points in less
The four issues of The Y’outh’s Comteen chickens from Jake Becker’s coop it
l ie President will subis nicely told in the country paper, and the ! panion during January will contain some
v t«- the Senate at the
The New Year’s
editor would be driven out of town if he ! noteworthy features.
v ii n-jt be made
pub- failed to make note of the benefit
party at Number, to be published January 5th,
’s' of the Maine deleOdd Fellows’ Hall for the M. E. Church, ; w ill contain Hon. John I). Long’s account
ftspend the holiday w hich was “a
grand success socially and of the development of the torpedo, en■n.
Gov. Burleigh,
The receipts, by the way, titled “Little Demo is of War,’ the first
ne. and Senator Hale financially.”
“amounted to over seven dollars.”
chapter of C. A. Stephens’ serial story,
a little later at the
I am interested in the personal gossip “An African Lion Ranch;” and Charles
of senator by the
of my old home, and it is with feelings of Adams’ story of “An Inland ArmorResolutions have
genuine pleasure that 1 learn “Mr. and Clad.” To the issue of January 12th
for
provide
govern- Mrs. Fred
wheeled over from Poultney Bigelow will contribute the
•i view to
procuring Edinboro lastMayers
adventure with
Sunday,” or that “Miss narrative of a personal entitled
mprovements of the
“Police
InaWessler is
for a few days j the Tsar’s secret service,
ij’oise and Camden, with friends atsojourning
tlie
In
issue of Janin
Russia.”
Keepville.” The pres- 1 Spies
“Grant
will
as
a
19th
appear
ence in town of Mrs. Frank Cooley (nee ! uary
of Buffalo, “formerly a resident j Father,” a bit of persona reminiscence
Baxter)
Stanford, executrix of our
is duly chronicled with ad- j by the great soldier’s son, G-?o. Frederick
i
land Stanford, lias ditionalburg,”
For the issue of January
information that “she is accom- j Dent Grant:
mt.
All the debts
panied by her two-months-old baby boy.” 20th the distinguished naturalist, .John
«*ver ;i million are
written a paper on “The
has
:
The burning of “Hawk” Edson’s barn is Burroughs,
■f live millions have
a big piece of news, as
“it is the most! Cunning of Birds.”
i- correspondent of
disastrous conflagration that has visited j
Mrs. Howe in the January Atlantic con[,;
News, Mrs. Emily this section since the Fire King destroyed j tinues her reminiscences < the many fabelieved there that Brown Brothers’ cider mill in
h
1879.
mous and cultivated people who enjoyed
i
way to France.
If you are sick, the country editor j her father’s friendship and hospitality.
t aldermen for 1899
:
writes a nice little paragraph about your She introduces many whose name.- are
■'> and live
Kepubli- illness, and he trusts that you will “soon household words, Irving, Ilalleok, DickMohawk, which has be able to appear upon our streets again;” !
ens, Mrs. Jameson, Madame Malihron, the
'Ugh overhauling and if
your wife dies he tells of her many | sculptor Crawford, the Astor fami’y, and
■■•its at the Hath Iron
!
traits
of
and
she
character
that
with vivid pictures of the family
good
Kennebec before “bore her last illness with Christian for- others,
J and social life of New York at Hie time
to ca rry 1800 regutitude;” if your sou gets married the when the Astors lived below Spring Street,
suez ( anal_Major
country editor tells what a promising ! and Bond Street was almost “out of
v ac 11 ate< 1 Fas hod a
;
young man he is aud what an “estimable town.”
i
“f Dec. 11, when the
aud charming young lady” is the bride.
The January Atlantic opens the new
'-led and the British
It tne crops are bad tbe country editor year and the new volume brilliantly and
|
were hoisted.
The
;
sympathizes with the farmer, and if the forcibly with a careful and discriminating
; started for the Sobat
|
harvest is good he rejoices.
lie gives comparison between the Destructive and
away hundreds of dollars’ worth of ad- Constructive Energies of our Government,
vertising every year for which he scarcely by President Eliot, of Harvard University.
rhmon Memorial
receives a polite “thank you;’’ he is look- President Eliot pays a high tribute to the
Day.
ed upon by many people as an object of consummate skill and energy displayed by
1 tec ember 10.
Col. James charity, and when they pay him their President McKinley and his Cabinet Offibn
national commander
themselves: cers in the management of the late war,
say to
f the Republic, declined subscription they
it will help to keep him out of the showing, moreover, that these destructive
McKinley’s suggestion “Well,
and always must be,
government should share poor-house for a while;’’ he works harder war powers were,
and developed by the
1,1
people in the care of the and puts in more hours at labor than any previously prepared
c.te soldiers.
other man in town—if he didn’t he would constructive arts of peace; and in this
pc
imposition that the same be in the poorhouse.
connection he calls attention to many
rved as Memorial day by
O, country editor, dear friend, I derive proper objects for the operation of the
the Colonel said there much
happiness every week from reading beneficent constructive energies of the
no objection,
and he
and wish it were in my power government iu times of peace, and which
I' would go a great way your paper,
to make your business tenfold better paylie believes should be energetically and
so called sectional line.
ing than it is. May your advertising in- systematically fostered and sustained.
crease until you are compelled to print a
Accidents come with distressing frequency
larger paper, and may your subscribers
(Juts, bruises, stings, sprains.
on the farm.
come to the office or send you by mail the
Eeleotric Oil relieves the pain
N,,mest, and others are invited money due you. May your days be full of Dr Thomas’
safe without it.
Never
and get free a trial bottle happinesss, and at night when you sit instantly.
f,,r
the
around
the
hearthstone
Throat
and
n
family
Lungs, a
may your
It's the little colds that grow into big
,ra"t«ed to cure and relieve all thoughts be those of sweet contentment.
colds the big colds that end in consumption
at,,,
'lti
Watch the little colds. Dr.
in
the
Timesdeath.
[John
Bronchitis
Kelley
and
Chicago
Asthma,
ii ,,-.
00
Herald.
i'rice 26c. and 50c.
Wood's Norway Fine Syrup.
(■:,

as passing to and fro
watch her statesmen come and go,
dream these corridors repeat
Another sound than restless feet;
And through these echoing rooms the cry
As of pine-forests—strong and high,
Leaps in a blended chant of cheer
And courage. Can ye fail to hear
The triumph every proud heart knows?
"As Maine goes, so the Union goes.”

I
l

nervous’sys-

her, who is

<

1

1

( mi!«1 we hut cali the. roll
A I'd hear it answered, soul by soul,
What patriot word, what trumpet tone
W
lil.->s tin- State e-t. ii calls lus .»w n !
Kent,—Eair.;eitl—generous lives like these
Wo-light we 1 for M mi s high destinies,
And Hubbard,—gallant champion he
01 (Uni's high law ol purity.
Here Howe lea-ned, never to forget,
Freedom's immortal alphabet,
Tn spell iu syllabic* of fi line
The se.
-t (.' our Natinu'.- shame,
Here Paine's far-seeking mind first saw
The light of iputy and law.
Ah. Maine has borne her noble ones
Ami trained them for the Nation’s sons.
Hie N it:-*n shares his garland when
Maine wreath) s here pine for Fessenden.
And with the Nation’s double crown
The name of Morrill shall go down
Upon our annals. Many a hell
Ami many a school-hoy’s voice shall teli
That Maine a Coburn's life doth make
Immortal for the Nation’s sake,
The watching Nation, ay, the world—
Saw Dow's white banner-folds unfurled.
The Nation smiled each happy morn
When
Washburn’s stalwart sons
were
horn
when
she
And
tells with hushed, stirred

ho*IUEST MAN

j

IN BELFAST

|

r.

iiie saduest tale earth ever
knows,—
War's madness making brethren foes;
Even in the day of peace-delight.
Our Love joy, Freedom’s martyred knight,
Shall wake her tender tears.
With Maine
The Nation mourns brave Berry slain
With many a hero of the field
Who diet! with “Honor" on his shield.
With
Maine she shares the righteous

power
That triumphed in her darkest hour.
Did mist or cloud the North Star hide
While Hamlin stood by Lincoln’s side?

Ah friends, the dear familiar dead
Gall us not here to mourn.
Instead
Of sobbing requiems in the gloom
Their voices consecrate this room
U itli pr >phecies of noble deeds
And her >es for the Nation’s needs.
Does Ma lie today lack sons to stand
Arncug t:ie goodliest of the land ?
Does Maine sit silent in the dust?
Does Maine forget the Union’s trust?
There is no State however far
But knows beneath the clear North Star

Maine’s oval, serving children are.
With many an icy tempest blast
Our tierce Maine winters bind us fast
With many

a

sea-fog

summer-spun,

The South wind woos our fleeting sun.
What rock o .r everlasting pines
Whether the mu of spring-time shines
Or tempests rock
their boughs?
What

aso God this room shall be the
place
Where meditation, wisdom, grace,
And valor shall hold god-like
reign,
Spu ming the petty lure of gain,
Scorning the feu 1 of party-strife,
Breathing the larger fuller life
I hat, braves
corruption's taunt and wrath
1 hat *eeks the
lugged upward path,

That sees our beacon light divine,
The North Star in the darkness shine;
1 hat hearkens as the
great winds sweep
Our pines, and vows the strain to
keep
I nsul; ed,—for the wide world knows
‘As M; jne goes so the Union
goes.”

Major .Shorey is Insured.
Some friend way out in Seattle, State of

Washington, semis The News ‘‘a special
marked copy” of a city paper, with this
startling item checked: “Don’t forget the
editor when you kill hogs!” Really now! Is
the editors life iu danger? Happily he is
tolerably veil covered by life-insurance.
I Bridgton New\s.
For Over Flit* lears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
W inslow’s
Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years
by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wiud colic, and
is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold
by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and

take

no

other kind.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

Signature

of

_I

\

THE

1.

WAR^

flENRY CABOT LODGE. U. S. SENATOR
who is eminentiv fitted for the task not alone because of his a! -v as a
writer of American history, but for tint position he has iieid in our gover nment

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not only to the
originality and
of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of
purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the j
genuine Syrup >. Figs is manufactured i
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured
by other parties. The high
standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the
mediprofession, and the satisfaction
cal,
which the genuine
of
Syrup
Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the
a
Company guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other
laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company
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By William Dean Howells
story —to appear—containing all thai characteristic charm that
endeared Mr Howells to the reading public.
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UNDER AN APRIL SKY
By Brander Matthews
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Spanish War Story
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full of adventure and
strong situation
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CENTURY’S PROGRESS IN SCIENCE
By henry Smith Williams. M I)
will thoroughly review the work
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Uniformly Delicious
THE &REAT

mince pics made frotr. our mince
Its the quantity we make
that is one reason for this, for it
enables us to use only the best fresh
beef and perfect green apples. Its
the care and dainty methods we
employ that is another reason.
Then our receipt,—one that made
Maine famous tor her mince pies—
also is part of the secret.
For these reasons
are

meat.

NATIONAL FAMILY

NEWSPAPER
For FARMF:^
and

Gold Coin Mince Meat
is

delicious
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that

product

always
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So trouble is saved. When
used a pie only costs about 4c.,
so mom
is saved.
Huy a 10 cent
package and see that this is all so.

crust.
n

VIU_-\0-.3S,

mill your i‘a\ -rit-

gives satisfactory results to the pie
maker. 1' comes ready for the

BOTH

ONE

YEAR

FOR $2.00

it.

Prepared by Thorndike & Hix, Rockland. Me.
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THE l Y. WEEKLY TRIBUNE
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Blood

c >mpreheusive and reii ib
sliirt stovi ‘S, siienti lie* and mcdi mieai ini u ;a
morons
pictures, and is attractive and enter!:
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and

Tell
Is a true expression where health
is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Purify your Blood and keepwell.
”L.F.” Atwood's ‘Bitters make
good blood.
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SHR1AL STORIES
WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES.
WITH SWORD AND CRUCIFIX.

By H (i. V\ ells
By H. S. Vun Zik
By k. W. Chambers
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W. E. Norris
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The London Letter
will be written
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H. S. Merrimar
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ALASKA

and its industries will be treit-i in
a
series of articles by Franklin
Matthews.
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Short-Story

Owen Hall
H. S. Williams
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Honey of Horehound and Tar

acts like magic for a cough or any throat
or bronchial trouble.
Ask your druggist.
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the Red Letters before it
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
Avoid imitations.
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By

change

to gaze with glad, proud eyes
pou this chamber’s altered guise.
vhat purpose did the hands fulfill
T lat labored here with
cunning okill?
A message meets
us, now, indeed,
1jat whosoever runs may read.
This is its challenge, “Souls so blest
W >th memories, must not ask for rest.”

—-■■■

SPANISH=AMERICAN

Shall make their glory dim or
strange?
What blighting cuonth on hearts shall fall
That, find a blessing in them all?

We

■

HISTORY

What wonder that our forests wake
T > music, that our echoes break
In song, when such a chorus swells
From those who wear Maine’s asphodels!

O, tones the land has woven deep
lilt.,, her anthems, hearts that keep
Tryst with us yet —grant that once more
A presence greet us as of yore
One face smile as it used to smile
Upon is, for a little while !
One and—Oh, who forgets that grasp—
Meet ours in warm magnetic clasp;
One ringing voice hold us, until
Again we feel one heart and will
Thrii: ng the heart and will of Maine;
Grant us one golden hour with Blaine!

■

I* will be of more than usual interest during iSqq Besides a series of artirles-on
noteworthy subjects, .t will contain a comprehensive political and narrative

breath
The story of her menaced death.

>
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Sometimes,

cure

by restoring

NORTH

arel”

of Professor Barnaby v. a; eftone to the
tem, the weakness of which caused l.is indigestion, and was the reason for his breakdown. The pure, powerful
vegetable in,
gredients of the pills supply the elements
necessary to build the wasted nerve cells
and by purifying the blood, assist in the
cleansing and upbuilding of the entire sys-

day expected

Fifty-two times

day, Professor Bownun

‘p
Pmk Pills for Pale People.
They had cured
an illness similar to
my own.
“I resolved to take his advice.
“The first box of pills c'd mc
£ood.
1 he second box gave
great rebel, such s I
had never experienced from the
treatment
of any physician.
“Six boxes of the pills cured me. I [eel
better and stronger than for
1 ceryears.
tainly recommend the medicine.”
To strengthen his testimony in the
ryzz
of strangers the professor made affidavit
to
its truth before Lyman J.
Scudder, a local
fected

waste.

bring

instructor

one

Notary Public.

Life without

should the mail carrier fail to

tells

him ol

Country Paper!

The country newspaper!
you would be a dreary

length,

^™fd

j

duties

Hail

UNDER THE

The star upon the seal of the State of
Maine was intended by the originators of
that seal to represent the North Star.
With many an icy tempest blast,
Our fierce Maine winters bind us fast.
With many a sea-fog, summer-spun,
The south wiud woos our fleeting sun.
In storm, in calm, these white walls hoi !
Aloft their dome of fl wiling gold,
And overhead the clear North Star,
To every State, however far,
Calls down, “Here Maine’s staunch children

saved him when
.1 lesson Jor workers.

Professor Alvin P.

men

of Hartsville College,

The new Senate chamber in the State
House at Augusta was fittingly dedicated
Tuesday, Dec. 20th, with speeches, etc. The
following poem was read by the writer,
Miss Ellen Hamlin Butler of Bangor:

of the faculty

A.

>

The * ‘New’’Senate Chamber Dedicated.

a

I

Yea*

Ness

>
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MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS
They overcome Weakness, irreirularity ami omissions.increase ii_nr
and banish
p tins ot menstruation.’' They art
Life Savers”
tofrirlsnt won. inhood. aiding development of orirans anti body. No
known remedy fur women equals

FRED ATWOOD

Wint?rport, Me.
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them.
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!*>1 |»er box
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CHEMICAL C0..< lereland.O
Cannot

a
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B.

H.

MOODY.
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County Commissioners’ Notice
Fast Knox. Me., October 14, 185)8.
To th•' lion. County ( on>.minsioners
We, the undersigned. legal voters of the town
of Knox, respectfully ask that a change he made
in the location of the road leading from Fred
Kenney’s to the l\ (). at said place, and that said
change should commence at the foot of the Blood
hill and crossing the land of O. B. Woodbury’s
and Parsonage lot intersecting the Belfast road
between Parsonage and W. P. Kenney’s house,
being 3(> rods, more or less, thereby doing away
with the above named hill, which has been an unnecessary bill of expense to the town.
We therefore pray for a hearing and that our
F. A. KENNEY
request be granted.
and five others.
STATE OE MAINE.
Waldo ss. County Commissioners’ Court, 1
December Term, A. D. 1898.
|
On the foregoing petition. Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at the store of M. W
Swett, at East Knox, on Monday, the 30th day of
January next at 10 o'clock a. m. ; and thence pro
ceed to view the route set forth in the petition;
immediately after which at some convenient place
in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and their
witnesses will be had, and such further measures
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall
And it is further Ordered, That
judge proper.
notice of the time, place and purposes of the
Commissioners' meeting aforesaid, be given to all
pei sons and corporations interested by serving an
attested copy of said petition with this order
thereon, upon the Clerk of the town of Knox and
by posting-up the same in three public places in
said town, and by publishing the same in The Re
publican Journal, a public newspaper published
in said County, said publication anu each of the
other notices to be thirty days before the time appointed for said view, that all may appear and be
heard if they think proper.
Attest :-TlLESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
AttestTILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
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The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
iC. O. POOR

Unity. W. G. Jfcolfe returned from PortDec. 22d, where he had been sever
weeks packing poultry... .Mrs. Salome Harding died Dec. 26th of pneumonia. She was
land

Royal &

a good neighbor, a kind friend, and will be
sadly missed in the community. Mr. Harding returned from Boston Dec. 24th_Mr
Legg, who taught the fall school in the vilt Absolutely Pure
lage, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Tabor last week. He is now teaching in
Makes the food more delicious and wholesome
Garland, Me-Mr. and Mrs. J. Vandeets
and daughter Nina are on the sick list. The ;
children of Mr. Gurney Stevens are also
sick. There seems to be a distemper
The Rev. Mr. Howard of the American quite
SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Methodist church here acted as chaplain, I going around among the children, something
and if you will turn to the service, for the
like the grip. Quite a number of children
Mrs I.
Park is visiting her son Phineas
dead in the Methodist Book of Discipline
are down
itb it. It. keeps the doctors quite
The
used.
see
what
lie
will
English
you
in Cam bridge port. Mass
Captains in port, and others, acted as pall- busy-Miss Ada Whitney of Calais has
Monthly contribution at the Congrega- bearers, and there were ten carriages used been visiting her brother, Dr. Claire Whitfor them.
You may he assured that all was ney, the past week-The Christmas tree
tional church Sunday morning.
done that friendly hearts could suggest to
and concert at the church Saturday was fine.
Frank G. Nichols of Ihxfield spent Sun
make the occasion take on that character
The tree was laden with nice presents and
that, it should. The hearse was one of the
day in town
nicest in the service, ami the casket was
the poor were not forgotten, nor was the
Charles Pendleton returned to his home covered
from
the
the
American
port
Hag
by
minister-Mrs. Glark is improving_Mrs.
in
As is customery here, all perHebron, Iowa, by train Monday, after to the grave

visit of several weeks to his

a

Nickels, whoislattending the BridgeMass. normal school, arrived home

Kate
watt

by

parents here.

r,

Saturday and wili remain several

Voar

days.
Will Gilkev. who is employed in a Gardiner hard ware store, made a visit to his

Miss Lillian G. Bunnells, Principal of the
High school in Bellingham, Mass., is spending the hoi day vacation with her parents.

Blanche Ross, who is taking a course
in Boston, is at home for

physical culture
few days vacation.

Miss O. J. Lawrence, treasurer, has presented in behalf of the ladies association of
the Congl. society $145, to be expended iu
defraying church bilis for the past year.

V. Smith has been rilling an engage14th Street Theater,New York.in

R.

ment at the

Village

the

will

The company

Post Office.

Boston,

appear at the museum,

in

early

January.
evidence to convince us
that advertising in The Journal pays. Our
We

have

more

of

last, week

mention

a

print-

where

place

would be done has resulted not only iu
local orders, but information by mail is
ing

sought.
Congl church Sunday appropriate

At the

Christmas services were held. The sermon
in th*- morning by Rev. R. (4. Harbutt was
particularly interesting. A large choir was
iu attendance and the anthem was especial
ly fine.
the Ladies’ Aid

of

A.t
special meeting
Society,held recently, it was voted to hold a
supper on the rirst Thursday of every month.
a

As

Prayer”

of

observed

week will be

next

there will be

none

as a

“Week

until further

notice.

during the
Union meetings
week of prayer, beginning with preaching
service in the Cough church Sunday evenMeetings will be held during the first
ing
will be held

the

of

later

the Conference Room and

in

eek

w

the M. E. vestry.

in

H. Durgin has decided not to locate
Hollister, Calif., as reported in these columns several weeks ago, but is living at
"Tie <>f the richest sections of
West Sid*
He speaks in the highSanta Clara valley.
est terms of the climate and the people. The
doctor hopes to return to Searsport in the
Dr. E

,it

spring.
-I

The deaf!

cvi.

i*.

Kooerts

Uhel-

in

that Colonel
Roberts accompanied the Maine Veteran
Asso< .ation of Massachusetts in its visit to
Searsport several (years ago, when we were
honored by the presence of Hon. Hannibal
Hamlin and other distinguished guests.
‘JL’u.rtminds

Mass.. Dec.

jgea,

Christmas tree and

The

entertainment

auspices of the Y. P. 3. C. E. at
the upper Conference room Saturday evening was very largely attended, ami the profor

arranged
The

good.

ami made

a

tree

the little

ones was

loaded with

was

very

presents

tine appearance.

the annual meeting of the Cong! Parish Saturday afternoon, a small balance of
JK5f> was reported due, which was at once
subscribed by members present and all the
The following
bilks of the pa1 ish settled
At

otfi

elected

ers were

James G.

Pendleton,

McGilvery, Charles E. Adams,
pa-isb committee; B. O. Sargent, secretary
and treasurer.

John

A.

VV.

leg was found by Ed
residence last Thursremoved to the stable ami

doe, with

Porter,

near

day, and

broken

his fat her's

was

Warden

Game

Kankin notified.

After

examination lie ordered the animal
as

the break

l iud

was

legs and

jumored that

Belfast

juowii

The recital

joint of one
badly slivered.

bullet from the rifle of

a

man
at

an

killed,

in the

was

of the
It is
a

well

\estry of the M. E.

Friday evening proved to be a
success.
The following program was

Church last
great

be possible f**r at least one. year, if
more, to disenter the remains—should
At any time you
that be your later desire.
should desire this to be done, I shall he at
local regulations
the
whenever
service,
your
will permit it.
It seems your husband was
an apopletic
down
with
suddenly stricken
stroke—the breaking of a blood vessel In
the brain was the trouble as pronounced by
the port physician on (><•:. lb. He continued
at
in an unconscious condition until Oct.
IV M
when he went into the greatei and
higher life. The vessel had tried to reach
Falk laud Islands for medical aid fur the
stricken man. but contrary winds made that
impossible, sn they made for Montevideo,
and when loO miles off, death came to the

He did not suffer at all from the first moof Bar Harbor was here last week
of the stroke.
Day and night watchers architects,
in connection with the work on the cottages.
were with him in every hour, and all was
done that the ships stores of medicine could
.The Selectmen are making plans for a
suggest. The mate, Mr. Grahtu, and all of
highway on the eastern side of the island
the officers showed great sympathy and
from Dark Harbor to Hewes Point. Such a
were most prompt, in rendering ail personal
aid on shore.
Mr. Grahm was made master
road will open up a large number of desiraand he has taken charge of all of the personble building lots aud greatly increase the
al matters left by your husband which w ere
duly invoiced by me officially. He will de- value of the property-Mrs. Julia A. Rose
liver the same to the order of the owners at
and daughter Lena spent Christmas with
Boston, for which port he sails to-morrow.
in Rockland-Miss Edna Coombs
The grave had to be bought. Personally friends
left Monday to visit her brother in Springand officially I have done in this unfortunate sorrow all that I could to have matters
field, Mass-Capt. Edwin Coombs and
go n as they should and in which Mr. Coles
Capt. Joseph Dodge are at home for a short
of Williams & Co and Mr. Bottomi, residents
here, rendered all aid needed, and to them visit....Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Tehan have
letters of acknowledgement might be sent,
returned from Massachusetts to spend the
as also to Mr. Howard.
I have sent my
winter with Mrs. T.’s parents, Capt. aud Mrs.
porter to the cemetery this afternoon for the
J. F. Grindle-Mrs. Sarah Williams, who
purpose of getting some of the Howers from
has been confined to her room several weeks
your husbands grave which will he sent to
you by separate mail and which you may
of sciatic rheumatism, has recovered... .SevI beg to tender you the
care to treasure.
eral young people who are attending the Cassincere sympathy of myself and many seafaring men here who were so prompt in at- tine Normal School—Miss Leutner Hatch,
It is a deep sorrow to lay
tention and care.
Miss Martha Davis, Preston Hatch, and
our loved away near at home amid the scenes
of home and earlier life, when oft vigils may j Stuart GrindU—came home to spend Christhe kept at the green mound as the years
mas.
Miss Caro Pendleton, teacher in BanHow much deeper then the
come and go
gor, and Miss Addie Hatch, teacher in Watsorrow when thousands of miles of stormy
erville, are at home for the holidays... .There
sea intervene—but be assured that tne English cemetery is the care of those who look
was a Xmas entertainment at the Town Hall
after the dead in a kind way, and that it is a
Saturday evening, Dec. 24. About 60 young
perfect bower of roses and semi-tropical
plants such as New Ehgland never knows. people were present ...There are a large
No snows will ever drift over the grave,
number of young men employed upon the
hut in the shadow of the ivy and tropical
More than twenty of them atnew cottages.
he
will
rest,
that
when
the
until
foliage,
day
tend the Baptist, church, and several are exearth and sea shall give up the dead t.«. enter
For the past two weeks
upon the judgment that awaits ns all. Death 1 cellent singers.
is always and ever unexpected, but it should
the roads have been hard and smooth. Good
be a comfort to those 1 <-ft heboid to know
A little ice in places, hut not
that it is highly honored to he called just-lot 1 wheeling.
the moment of the performance of duty—
enough for sleighing.
soldier or sailor, and when one can answer
that roll call with
lean 1 can and unriinchMorrill. The funeral of Mr. Jeremiah
\v, blessed indeed is the remembrance 1
::;g
Martin, one of our aged citizens, took place
of such.
I am my dear madam
Very truly yours,
at his late residence, Deo. 22d, Rev. Geo. S
Albert \Y. Swalm, I*. S. Consul.
Hill officiating. This seems to he a hard

accompanist in her usual faultless manner, while the
children certainly did her—as well as themselves—credit in their singing, especially iu
“Little Christmas Pilgrims.” Mrs. C. O.
Sawyer made a most happy choice in the
selection of her song and

rendered it in

most

This

pleasing

manner.

was

a

Mrs.

McCliutock’s first appearance before an
audience iu this village; the universal opinion is that she is

one of the best impersoncharacter that ever appeared here.
Her manner was dramatic yet graceful, and
her facial expressions quite perieot. She certainly shows m irked ability in her profes^

ators of

eion.
Ttie
terest

following letter will be read with inby a large circle of friends here and

abroad:

Consulate of the United States of America,
Montevideo, November 2, 1898.
Mrs. E. B. Blanchard, Searsport, Maine.
Dear Madam. It is my sorrowful
duty to
report to you that the American ship R. R.
Thomas from Hong Kong to Boston
put in
here on Oct. 29 with captain dead—your husband. The matter was taken care of officially by the consulate and friends, and the
remains laid away in the beatiful
English
cemetery near this city, in grave No. 518.

Mens and

Village.

Prospect

Mr.

Lane
arrived home Dee. L'4 from Union, where he
bad been teaching-Miss Alice Haley is on
the sick list... Many from the village attended the Christmas sociable at the Ferry
and all pronounced the entertainment A 1.
The tree was heavily laden..
Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Thompson of Stockton visited their
old home Dec. 24th.Miss Flora Haley’s
sociable, at the. grange Hall last Wednesday
Sanford

proved a perfect success. She appropriated
the proceeds for the village school-house.
Miss Ella Partridge of Belfast is visiting
her mother, Mrs. 1 F. Gould.... Charles H.
Littlerield and family spent Christmas with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O. Hatch in Stockton
Springs.
North Stockton Strings
The Centre
Sunday school had a Christmas tree Christmas eve, with the following program ; Song,
“Joyfully Sing,” by choir; rec., “A Hole in
my

Stocking,”

Ridley,

Clara

song, ‘*Ou

a

Christmas Morning,”
Calderwood,
Minnie Moody, Cecil Moody; concert recitation by the Primary and Intermediate Sunday school classes rec., “Santa Claus on the
Hattie

Emigrant Train,” Minnie Moody; reading,
Christmas on de ole Plantation,” Ber-

tha Partridge; song, “Coronation,”
The Christmas tree was laden with

gifts and

soon

by choir.
beautiful

after the program the jingle of
that Santa Claus was

bells told the children

approaching. Santa, whose voice sounded
much like Emory
Calderwood’s, entered,
and began distributing the gifts, assisted
by
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Ridley. The
money in
the Sunday school treasury was used in
buying gifts for the children,and Mr. Win. Clark
of Prospect, the Superintendent, was also
fine

present-Mr. Frank Black of
was

in this

vicinity calling

friends, last week-Mr. and Mrs. ArMoore of Monroe spent Christmas with
Mrs. Moore's parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. W.
Staples-Mrs. Marion Staples invited a
small party of friends to one of her famous
dinners, Christmas day.
on

thur

past fortnight.
turned home
on

Belfast

11. of

were

in town

Mrs. D.’s

parents, Mr. aud Mrs. .7 E. Eirns,
Dec. 18th-John Bryant, son and daughter
Arthur aud Mabel of Searsmont were in
town Dec.

18th

visiting Mr B.’s brother,
James E. Bryant-Ralph Bryant of Searsinont aud Edith Morrill w* re in Belfast Dec.
17th.... Mrs. Smith of Waldo was in town

recently visiting

her

daughter, Mrs. G. E.
Jackson-Melvin Leighr of Northport was
Dec. 18th-The Leud a Hand
Circle Order of Kings Sons aud Daughters
will meet Sunday, Jau. 1, 1899, with Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Dean of Lincolnville. Topic,
“Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtain mercy.” Bible word, ‘‘Bapti ze.”.... O.
F. Allenwood has raised the champion
pig
this year, it was 7 1-2 mos. old when killed
and dressed 320 lbs. Next!_Miss Ida L.
in

town

Smalley

Appleton visiting relatives_
Mrs. W. F. Marriner is quite sick with a
throat trouble-Rev. R. T. Capen of Belfast will preach at Hall’s Corner school
house Tuesday' evening Jan. 3, 1899_We
is in

The Journal and Journal readers “A
Happy New Year.”-H. P. Farrow with
L. F. Allenwood as assistant left yesterday
for North Haven to do surveying. They
wi 11 be absent about six week.
wish

D. O

last

has

Bowen

and wife

re-

Friday from attendance
Grange in Ban-

gor.Christmas

Eve

the

societies

of

Junior and Intermediate Christian Endeavor
met at

the house of their

Storer, and

had

Supt., Mrs. Silas
genuine “candy puil.”

a

furnished the children with a
nice treat of candy, nuts, etc., beside making each one a present of a beautiful little
book of Proverbs. The two societies united
Mrs. Storer

aud made their

Supt. a present of a beautiframed picture. Mrs. Storer has been
Supt. of these societies since their organization three years ago, and very generously
provides for their instruction and entertainment, and the little folks seem to appreciate
ful

her

kindness

Silas

Storer

unselfish devotion to
social advancement_Mr.

and

their moral and

rather proud of his pig,
week. It weighed 420 lbs....
Mr. Trafton Hatch and Miss Lottie Iiodrick are spending the Christmas holidays in
town....The Morrill Sunday school held a
concert Christmas evening which was largely attend. The little folks acquitted them-

slaughtered

is

last

iiuely in song and recitation,and with
interesting remarks from teachers and
Supt., followed by an address from Rev,
Geo. S. Hill, a rare entertainment was afforded.... Next Sunday the school will reselves

organize for the year and all
he

are

invited to

presented.

Sandypoint. The junior members of the
C. E. Society had an entertainment and
Christmas tree at the hall Saturday evening,
24th, with the following program:
March, Processional; welcome, Eliza Smith ;
poem, Jennie Devereaux ; boy’s recitations ;
Carol, Once in Royal David’s City; Christmas bells, Jennie Clifford ; Christmas Carol,
Leila Black ; Carol, It came upon the midnight clear; girls recitations; reading, Miss
Maxfield; Merry Christmas, songs. At the
close of the entertainment Santa Claus appeared and with help soon relieved the trees
Dec.

gifts

burdens.

were

older

for the

ones were

tendent

of the

The

greater

part of the

children, although many

remembered.

Sunday

The superin-

school

received

a

handsome Bible and the

organist was generously remembered by the society.
The
church was given a carpet sweeper by the
E. L. Club of Sandypoint. The affair was ar-

ranged by

Mrs. Austin

French,

assisted

by

several,and too much praise cannot be given
them.

The

hall

was

green, with wreaths of
mistletoe sent by Mrs.

trimmed

holly

and

with

ever-

0

*

BARGAINS^ B0yS’

Suits.

now

Men's and Boys' Trousers,

$9.75

Boys' All Wool Suits,

$3.98
Brown Covert Cloth, worth $7.00,

Heavy Double Breasted Black Cheviot Suits,
regular $8.00 quality, reduced to

50 Men's Fine Suits,

it

!

Men’s

$5.85
$8.90 II. 50

Heavy Golf Style, Mens' and Boys' just half price,
Heavy Muleskin Lined Gloves, great values,
Men

s

Braces, worth double,

DON’T
1
L,VfA

~

Waterproof

MY CLOTHIER,
SHIP IN KYVS'.

ARRIVED.

Dec 2S

j

Sch

Emma

S

Ro<4k land.

Briggs, Osborne,

SAILED.

Dec. 24
Si’ll Hume,
Dec. 25.
Sch. Win.

Beach.
A

Hall, Rock and.
Cobb, Cook, Red

M KKIC a x ports

New York, Dec 20.
Ar,
Lord; cld, schs Humarock,

sell
Yea/,

Sierra

Oonakry; R Bower?, Young,
Fernaudiua; 22, ar, sch Willie I Newton,
Franklin fo
Washington; 22, cld. ship W .J
Rotch.Rio Janeiro; sch Scotia, Davis, Philadelphia; 24, ar, bark Auburudale, Dow,
Bonaire, W i; schs R F Pettigrew, New Orleans;
Penobscot, Jacksonville; Young
Brothers, Philadelphia; cld,sch Gen Adel belt
Ames, Havana; 25, ar sch lzetta, Bangor;
brig Telus, Heagan, Turk’s island, 20. ar,
Andrew Nebinger, Robinson, Bangor.
Boston, Dec 20. Ar, schs Eagle, Bangor ;
Winslow Morse, Wiuterport;
»ark J
H
Bowers, Maguue, Rosario; 22, cld, sch Daylight, coal port; 25, cld, sch Flora Rogers,
Southern port; 20, ar, sch Mary Farrow,

Leoue

and

J

,s
4S

9c.

CANNOT GIVE IT. Parties ordering goods bv mail or
they came themselves. Monev returned if not perfectlv satKri.

HARRY w. clark,

schooner,

now

wool lineu

Heavy Grey and Brown Underwear at
50c. Heavy Fleeced Underwear, very fine good
Heavy Wool Underwear, worth 75c., closing at'

j

j

season,

linked upon the basis of &"> Brunswick to
New York, t-onl t.-nn tge to tin* K tst continues m deiuaud. Suitable vessels, howare scarce,
and
owners
therefore
ever,
possess the advantage.

<

a3„„„s„

Belfast

ISORN.
In Roxburv. Mass. L>e< ember 12, to
Bikf.k
Mr and Mrs. A. H. Bilker, formerly » t Rockland,
a

daughter.

Fletcher. In Camden, December h. to Mr.
and Mrs. Francis L Fletcher, lormerly of Lincoln
ville, a son, Carrol Vet mu.
Gross. In Bueksport. December 14, to Mr am!
Mrs. Horatio Dross, twin sons.
Gross. In Boston. December 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. K. C. Gross, a daughter.
Bickerin'*.. In Orland. December in, io Mr.
and Mrs. hrnest L. Bickering, a daughter.
Staim.es. In Swan’s Island, December
fo
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Staples, a daughter.
Talley. in Kllsworth, December IS. to Mr.
and Mrs. <>. W. Tapley, a son.
Tolman. In Viualhaveu, December Id. to Mr.
and Mrs Walter Tolman, a daughter.
Wilbi'R. In Camden, to Mr. and Mr*- F. H.

Capt.
She will

; George A. Tunnel of Philadelphia
! be 225 feet in length, 45 feet beam and 17 1-2
feet hold, and will measure 120b tons.
With
the exception of the ship Annie H. Smith,
built at Calais, in 1870, she will be the
j largest vessel ever built ;n Washington
county. The builders have the frame now
in their yard for a three-masted schooner of
I 000 tons, which they will build, next season,
for Capt. Crabtree of Hancock Point,
I

j
j

Tri

i
(■OKKF.CTKI> \VF KKI
norh-f.

rmnurt

j

Apples, p l-i
dried, p Jh
Beans, pea,
medium.
vel'weves,
Butter, p it.,
Beet. | If-.
B;trle\ | I mi.
liees- |1 It..
( hi.'ken. p It
< alt Skins.
Duck, p th.
Eggs, p doz.
Fowl. P It
<ieese. p lt>.
••

! uninjured J
Cherry field, Me., Deo. 22. Sawyer Bros,
of
Milbridge have contracted to build a
Rabboni, four-masted
next
for

e,

Coats, heavy

Great Trade in Underwear

19c

New York, Dec. 22.
The bark Auburndale of Boston, Capt. Dow, went on the
outer bar between Harvey Cedars and .Ships
Bottom, below Baruegat, in the dense f<>g at
5.30 |>. lu. to-day.
There was little wind and
the sea was smooth.
She lies about a qimrter of a mile from shore, hard and fast.
The
Auburndale is laden with salt, and is bound
from Buenos Ayres to N'evv York.
[She was
floated ami towed into New York Dec. 24;

PORT OF BELFAST.

Duck

Lambskin Lined Duck Coats.

19c.

.....

as,1< lor creJit at tliese Prices’
given just as good values as if

now

Brown All Wool Covert Cloth, worth $10.00,

Bargains in Cans and Gloves.

been ill the

the sessions of the State

of their
Bklmont. Mr. and Mrs. J.H.

True

Gray

are

statement with the

Men's

recovering from his late serious

to be

seems

they

cur

DUWH FROM $5.00 and $7.00.

aged and sickly. Mr. Oliver
failing.... M r Nathaniel Jackson

illness.... Mrs. Robie

Elms and son
Dec. 18th
visiting Mr. E.’s brother, J. E. Elms... Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Dean of Lincolnville visited

as

is

instantiate

Great Cut in Prices of Suits.

winter for the

For some time this society has had the
reputation of giving first class concerts and
entertainments, and certainly the standard
was not lowered on this
occasion.
Miss
Hannah C. Colcord, who had the training of
her part

say

:

$ 14 00, at

>

Black

can

can

Good Wool Working Trousers, worth $1.50, now
Heavy Gray Ulsters, warm and durable coats,
Fine All Wool Trousers, (So«\r»S!.'!"rrn>.“m::) now
.$3.90 and 4 90
regular price $6.50, now,
Heavy Wool Knee Pants, for Boys, reduced to
Extra Fine All Wool Black Frieze Ulsters, fully worth
Fine $1,00 Worsted Knee Pants, a bargain at

|

CORRESPONDENCE.

realize what

■

getting. Brag and bluster prove nothing. Merchandise facts prove
(and
facts) that each price we quote represents an averae
25 PER CENT. TO PURCHASERS.

j

COUNTY

■

Men's

..

Searsport

children,rendered

of values

....

..

a

the

and Mrs. Wm.C. Hatch
confined to the house, hut are improving.
Mrs. Philena Warren is very sick and

her advanced age is against her recovery....
Mr. Savage, of the firm of Stratton & Savage,

body.

North

to

judge

S3.98 25 Knee Pants
Suits,
3.98
39
Knee
Pants
Suits,
Boys'
All Wool Beaver and Kersey Overcoats, worth $10. now 6.90
Fine Grades, our $3.50 and $4 line,
Extra Fine Men's Kersey Overcoats, made in an elegant
manner, our $12 and $15 line, color Black and Brown,
now
89.75 and 11.90

ment

given

oat

only

BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS, small sizes only,
BLUE CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS,

tend his work. ...Mr.

...

CUSTOn,[andwe find it is policy to do so, to close out our entire stock of heavy u.
at the waning of the season. Our customers want to be shown brand new
styles each u
way it can be done, is to close out the broken lots of Suits and Overcoats at such low prices that even t:

OVERCOATS.

vailing to an alarming extent in town_Alplieua Pendleton, master builder on the Silsby cottage, is confined to the house and has
employed Mr. Moon of Castine to superinarc

COME AT ONCE.

great sacrifice

at a

We

Islesboro. The Silver Star made an excursion to Belfast last Saturday and lier|passengers brought home loads of Christmas
goods. Islesboro contributed about 60 passengers to the party and there were nearly
40 from the other landings-The services at
the churches last Sunday were appropriate
to the Christmas season-Influenza is pre-

DON’T PUT IT OFF.

IT HAS BECOME OUR

Wm.

not.

the delight and satisfaction of
the large audience present:
Wreaths of Green for Xmas, six little girls.
B. Park, Inez Buker, Bernice ParL,
Florence Billiugs, Pronell Gilkey.
Recitation, “Old Ace,”
Mrs. Sarah Handy McClintock
Song, "One Quiet Night,” Mrs. C. O. Sawyer
Recitation,"One Christmas Eve Adventure,”
Mrs. Sarah Handy McClintock
Song, “Little Christmas Pilgrims.”
Four little girls,
B. Park, Inez Buker, Bernice. Park,
Pronell Gilkey.
Recitation, 1 he Cow and the Bishop,”
Mrs. Sarah Handy McClintock
Piano Duet,
‘Les Dames De-Seville” Schubert
Miss Hannah C. Coleord aud Mrs. C. O.
Sawyer.
carried

MONEY.

Hamilton has been very sick, but is
better at this writing_Mrs. Geo. Grant,
Mrs. Dr. Cook and Mrs. H. C. Chandler
went to Waterville Dec. 22d.

the hearse

"Dat

caused the break.

the

as

is also the

us

under the

gram

uncovered

custom, said
prayers for the dead, though they knew
iiim not Two large tinral wreaths were
placed on the s_rave, of very handsome color
and design, friendly remembrances of those
here. All the cemeteries here are walled
up, and the grave is near the west wall, not
far from the sea, which had known him so
long, as servant and as master as well. It
as

not

The Congl. sociable will be held w jfch ('apt.
and Mrs. James G Pendleton this, Thursday, evening.

Miss

the streets

passed by, and,

will

uncle, C O. Sawyer, last week.

in

sons on

STILL GOES LIVELY ON. HUNDREDS OF CLOTHING BUYERS
TAKIn*
ADVANTAGE OF THIS MARVELOUS OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
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frier.

iietaif

lb. 7a
Beef, eorned.
Butter salt, 14 It. n:u
:
Corn, f tm,
< raek- -I Corn. fc> Bu,
r..
Corn .Meal,
Bu,
14
Cheese, t> tt>,
( ot t oil jM?e<l. C ‘Hvt. 1
•**
Codfish. dr\,
IB
( ranberries, C «jt,
Clover Seed.
11 a B
Four £> bid.
4 r«ia4
iim
H <» Seed, bu 1
r/
Bard, fc> lb,
Mri

\:,

T

Boston, Dec. 20 Barque J. H. Bowers,
I Magune, from Rosario, was 00 days making
i the voyage, -k) of which was knocking about Wilbur, a son.
i north of Hatteras in heavy gales and rough
S vv
\s
1 seas; lost and split sails. v\ an well up the
31ARRIKD.
coast
several
times
and
then
blown
off—
!
twice across the Gulf Stream
Was supWiscasset.
Banos-Vose. In
Me .at the home of the
Philadelphia, Dec 25 Ar, sch Gov Ames, plied with provisions by the steamer Waes- j bride's parents. Dec.Knox,
26th, by Rev. H
Small, H F
laud.
Boston eld, sch Herald, Lowell, Sagua.
\
u
S| iniw> &
Mr. Calvin W. Bangs of Freedom and Miss Susie
Delaware Break water, Dee 22.
Ar, sch
New Haven, Ct., Dec. 23. The under- A. Vose of Knox.
Helen G Museley, Fall River for Baltimore. writers have given up as lost the if masted
Beveraoe-Booker.
In Rockland, December
Portland, Dec 25. Ar, bark Mabel 1 sch. Howard hi. Hanscom, formerly hailing 17. Henry T. Beverage and Klla A. Booker.
Brown-Cu.mio.n
In Viualhaveu. December !f>.
Meyers, Boston, to load for River Plate; 20, from this port. It is believed that the vesFrancis M. Brown and Mrs. Henrietta Condon,
ar, sch Emma W. Day, Wiuterport.
sel foundered in the November blizzard, and
both of Viualhaveu.
Apalachicola, Dec 20. Ar, sch Susan N that the eight members of tier crew were
Dyer-shea. In South Thomaston, December
Pickering, Haskell, St Pierre, Mart.
lost. She was bound from Philadelphia for 20. Fred C. Dyer and Miss Rose A. Shea, both of
New Orleans, Dec 20.
South Thomaston.
Ar, sch Eliza J Providence.
Ge:nt?ikr Ellin<»wood. In Belfas', Dec. 24.
Efstabllsheci ni
Pendleton, Fletcher, DryTortugas; 25, ar,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 21. The missing j by Rev. Ashley A. Muith, Leonard L. Gentner
sch Webster Barnard, Bangor; sld, schs A
four-masted schooner Matilda D. Borda, and Mrs. Faustina It. Ellingwood, both of BelW Ellis, Rockland for New Y'ork; Joel F
CAPITAL STOCK, $l?i
Capt. Norton, which sailed from Ports- I fast.
Sheppard, Elizabethport.
I'orrky Wotton. In Camden, December 17,
S’ H
for this port on Nov. 25, the j
Norfolk, Dee 20. Cld, ship Aryan, Whit- mouth,
Arthur <>. Torrey, and Miss Laura K. Wotton.
i
before
the
which
caused
terrific
day
gale
both of Camden.
tier, Honolulu; 21, eld, schs D D Haskell, such
SURPLUS,
|$.<
sacrifice of life and property along the
Maud Briggs ami Hattie H Barbour, New
coast, and which was blown over 1,000 miles j
Y'ork.
ov:posi i
out of her course, arrived here to-night in !
1)1 Kl)
vviimington, rs u, uec ii. uui, sen Me- tow of the
tug Asa Hughes.
lissa lrask, French, Cape liaytien.
charters.
Sell Henrv Crosby, Ucao, San j
Astoria, Dec 1 in port, ship Tiliie E
Allenwood. In Camden, December 1R, Nancy
Starhuck from Philadelphia.
Domingo, to New York, sugar, $2.50 anil port
wife of Joseph A lieu wood, aged Rtf years, Safe deposit boxestor rent
Sch
John 0. Smith, Brunswick, Eaton,
Mobile, Dec 21. Ar, sell Jessie Lena, charges.
11 months and 8 days.
S8 a yen
Ga., to Santiago, lumber p t. Sch Scotia, !1 Carter. In Sedgwick, December
Deveraux, Martinique.
10, Moses
Vineyard Haven, Dec 22. In port, sch New York to Philadelphia, brimstone $125 Carter, aged 80 years, 7 months and 21 days.
Our new vault is uneq
!
Sch.
Helen
G.
Baltimore
to
GaivesChase
In
for
December
Mrs.
IV*,
Maria
Moseley,
Menawa, Bangor
Bluehill,
Cottage City.
Perth Amboy, Dec 21
Sld, sch Annie It ton, coal, $1 HO and discharged. Sell Jose j T. Chase, aged 50 years, 10 months and 27 days. and UNEXCELLED i»
Ci -nnimsham. In Belmont, Dec. 20, Thomas
Lewis, Cobb, W interport, 24, sld, sch Isaac Olaverri, Baltimore to Boston, coal, $1 50.
and burglary in the oountr>
W Cunningham, aged ‘.*1 years.
Orbetou, Trim, New Bedford.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown j
Dr.crow
In Belfast, December 18, Angelia B
sch Lizzie B Rivers, & Co., New York,
Those renting boxes «■
week
Brunswick, Dec 23
the
for
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
2
reports
daughter
Joseph Decrow, aged
Willey, New’ York.
ending Dec. 24: Though long voyage bnsi- years, 4 months and 6 days.
privilege of taking their b.
Jacksonville, Dec 22. Sld, brig Jennie ness continues at a stand, there are indica-, (iokoo.n. in Belfast, Dec. 27, Hazel B. (Jordon, vaults.
aged 2 years and 3 months.
tious present which point, to an early im
Hulbert, Pertli Amboy.
Haskell. Lost at sea. Nov. 27, Charles E.
New Loudon, Dei1 25
Ar, sell Joel F provemeut in the situation. The Australian Haskell
oi
of Belfast, aged
Sheppard, Carter, Brunswick for Elizabeth- lines, it is understood, have arrived at an 54 years. Rockland, formerly
port (with broken spanker boom.)
Haskell. In Boston, December 18, Harlow A.
understanding with their steam competitor,
Feruanditia, Dec 24
Ar, sch Carrie A as the representatives of the former are Haskell, a native ol Rockland, aged 24 years, 0
Bucknam, Tapley, Savannah.
again showing a free disposition to engage ; months and V) days. Burial at Jameson Point
24
Sld
Dec.
sch Henry ClauPensacola,
tonnage, both for prompt and forwn.lj cemetery.
INOKAHAM. In East Boston, December 17. Isaac
sen, Jr, Boston.
loading. For Sydney and Melbourne 17“
Bucksport, Dec 25. Ar,sch Edward Stew- 17 b could readily be obtained, but owners i Ingraham,a native of Rockland, aged 87 years.
1

WANTED STITCHER:

>

FOR A FINE LINE I

art,

Kent, Savannah.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Leith, Dec 20.
bury, Newr Y'ork.

Ar, hark Puritan, Ams-

Janeiro, Dec 13. Cld, bark Josephine,
M cCIean, Ba 11i more..
Vera Cruz, Mex, Dec 2.
Ar, sell I) 11
Rivers, Coleord, Newport News.
Demerara, Dec 19. Ar, sell Maggie S Hart,
Farrow, Wiscasset via Portland.
Cardenas, Dec 20. Ar, sell A B Sherman,
Piilsbury, Baltimore.
St Vincent, W I, Dec 20. Sld, sch Maud
Rio

sprays of
Bradford Blanchard
from New York. The trees were decorated
with ornaments and lights, and the effect as
Snare, Lowell, Jacksonville.
one entered the door was grand.
All were
Hong Kong, Nov 6
Sld, ship St Paul,
well pleased and separated wishing all a New
Orleans, Dec 20, ar, ship St Mark, New’
“Merry Christmas”-Mr. Herbert Mixer Y'ork, 60 days; 24, ar, ship S D Carleton,
New’ York.
came from Bluehill to spend Christmas with
Shanghai, Nov 13. Sld, ship W H Conner,
his family here, returning the first of the
New' Y'ork via Hong Kong.
week-Miss Jessie Morison of Searsport is
Barbadoes, Dec 12 Sld, sch Arthur V S
visiting friends here_Mrs. A. A. Shute Woodruff, Snow'mau, Bahamas.
Table Bay, Nov 24
Ar, bark Edward
and children and Mrs. Edna Cousens spent
Mayberry, Hinds, Buenos Ayres.
several days here last week, leaving by boat
Pernambuco, Nov 24. Shi, bark Herbert
for Baugor, where Mr. Shute has lately mov- Fuller, Nash, Natal, to load cargo of condemned barque James H Hamlen, from
ed from Belfast-Mr. -J. Eustis Ginn from
Portland for Buenos Ayres; Dec 2, sld,
Ellsworth is in town canvassing for fruit brie Havilah, Richardson, New York.
trees....Mr. Fisher was expected to'preach
MARINE MISCELLANY.
here last Sunday, but owing to illness was
Rockland, Me., Dec. 23. Schooner Yankee
unable to come.... Mrs. Lydia Staples spent
Maid, Capt. Frank Perry, which had not
48 days, and which it
Christmas in Bangor with relatives.... Wed- been heard from for
was feared was lost in the November storm,
nesday morning, Dec. 14, the the mometer is at Long Cove, N. F., waiting for a cargo
df frozen herring for Boston.
registered 20 below zero in this vicinity.

unwilling to negotitate upon this basis,
confident that
be
better figures
would
realized with a vessel in tile proper position.
Case oil rates are nominally unchanged in the
absence of business; the belief, however, is
quite general that shippers will soon rt quire
tonnage, and that full rates will be secured,
Suitable tonnage for the far East ami Colonies is very scarce, and an increased supply is
not probable until rates improve sufficiently
to encourage foreign owners to semi their
ships hither. Barrel oil freights continue very
quiet. Tonnage, however, is scarce, and
tins fact serves to give the market a firm
appearauee. Lumber tonnage to the River
Plate continues in demand, but business is
restricted by the reluctance of shippers’ to
advance their ideas.
From the Provinces
$9s$10 would be paid to Buenos Ayres and
Rosario, and from the Gulf $12.50 to Monte
video f. o.; at the latter rates three vessels
have been closed. Tonnage for Brazil is
also in requesr, and though higher rates are
bid vessels are very
sparringly offered.
Since our last $1 25 per bbl. was paid for a
schooner of 297 tons to Rio Grande do Sul.
West India freights continue fairly active,
though business is restricted in some measure
by the small touunage offerings, and higher
rates required.
There is considerable inquiry for sugar tonnage from St. Domingo
to New York, and higher rates have been
paid, say up to $3 and port charges from
Macoris.
oastwise lumber rates are strong
and buoyant, influenced by the increased
demand, and very moderate tonnage offerings. The market is regarded as well estab-

Nh hols.

are

I

j
j
j

j

In

Somervilb,

M

December 12,
of John

ss

RAISINS.

<Jeorgianmi Washington Nichols, wilt*
Nichols, aged 5tf years and 1 month.

PRUNES.

Osborne.
In U est Medford, Mas- November
28, riioniaslTilden Osborne, aged 72 years and 8
mouths.
Patterson.
In Belfast. Dec. 2R, Mary A Pat
terson. aged 70 years and 5 months.
Rt ss. In Camden. Decemlier 21, K W. Russ,
aged 82 years and tf months.
sn\w.
In New York, December 17, Hannah,
widow of Alpheus Shaw, a native of Belmont,
71
aged
years, 4 months and 25 days.
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SWIFT & PAUL'S

FOR SALE
The

FOR

on

YOUR
and in

a

good

two stci
corner of

]

streets,is oft*
vorable termThe propert'
location and neir.i

Apply

o

HEN

1.

Belfast, Dee. 20, 1H98.
FULL

LINE

OF

Sparrow’s Chocolate Goods,
FINEST

MADE.

OASTOnl^
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